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ABSTRACT

This study presents two new models developed to analyze gas flow between 

the reservoir and the wellbore while drilling underbalanced. Three drilling operational 

stages were considered in the analyses. These stages are the continuous drilling and 

mud circulation; suspension of drilling and mud circulation with the wellbore still 

opened; and, the shut-in of the wellbore. The first model, called gas bubbly model

distinguishes the inflow pattern of gas into a liquid from that of liquid inflow into a 

liquid, while the second model, a wellbore pressure build-up model, is based on the 

concepts of increasing annular fluid density during well shut-in. The limitations of 

these models are the assumption of isothermal wellbore conditions, application of 

radial unsteady flow equation, and that none of the gas inflow has been produced. 

The models couple the viscous, surface tension, inertia, buoyancy, force of 

fluid ejection from the bit nozzles, and the reservoir forces at the wellbore-sand face 

contact to analyzing the three drilling operational stages. By incorporating these 

forces and conducting the analyses at the wellbore-sand face contact, practical 

characteristics of gas bubbly inflow into a denser fluid system is achieved, thus

improving gas formation productivity evaluation while drilling. The improvements 

are achieved through the reduction of the wellbore effects such as the gas bubble 

coalescence and breakage, and bubble expansion and compression that are not 

possible to practically quantify during annular upward flow of gas bubbles. 

Among many outcomes from the study are: 

1. The radial flow equation of gas inflow into the wellbore during underbalanced 

should be applied deeper than a partially penetrated depth of ≤ 1 ft
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2. Porosity effect on cumulative gas production is not apparent for smaller drilled

gas formation intervals, but for longer intervals, gas formations with lower 

porosity produce more gas volume than ones with higher porosity due to greater 

pore space compression. This is in agreement with published data.

THE CHIEF TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS STUDY ARE:

1. Models that take into account the practical characteristics of gas inflow into 

denser fluid systems are developed. This allows the gas inflow to be treated 

differently from the liquid inflow.

2. Quantitative analyses of gas inflow at the bottom of the hole are made possible by 

this study. This approach thus reduces the influences of the wellbore effects on 

the gas formation productivity evaluation, which is presently approached as the 

differences in the surface fluid injection rate and the annular outflow rate. 
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CHAPTER ONE

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

1.1 Introduction

Since the inception of rotary drilling operations, the occurrence of abnormal 

formation pressure that can lead to a kick and subsequent blowout has plagued the 

oil/gas well drilling industry. One of the major functions of drilling fluids is to exert 

adequate circulating and hydrostatic pressures on any formation at any depth as long 

as the sediment remains bare opened.1&2 Consequently, drilling engineers put the 

highest priority on the design of wells suspected of being abnormally pressured. 

Inadequate control of the influx, such as formation gas, has been identified to lead to 

blowout due to the readily expansion nature of the gas. Severe consequences of the 

blowout, such as potential loss of life, loss of the well, and environmental damage 

have caused most well kick studies to be geared towards achieving successful control 

of gas influxes or gas kicks.3-47, 50-52

There are presently two methods50,53-54 used to control gas influx during 

drilling operations. One of the methods is known as the “Driller’s Method”. This 

method involves continuous circulation of mud with the intent of being able to 

circulate the initial gas influx out of the well. Afterwards, the circulating mud is 

gradually weighed-up while circulating to exert sufficient backpressure on the 

formation to prevent further gas influx. The second control method is known as 
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“Wait-and-Weight” or “Engineer’s Method”. This method involves terminating mud 

circulation, and evaluating the gas kick while the well is shut-in. The Engineer’s 

method demands weighing up of the mud to the required mud weight before 

circulation to kill the well. These two methods have proven successful at different 

occasions. However, the driller’s method has been mostly adopted for controlling gas 

kick taken at offshore locations because of the adverse effect of low temperature on 

the static mud density.

To successfully adopt a control method, accurate dynamic description of the 

distribution of the gas in the annulus is required. Unfortunately, such information are 

not easy to come-by. Consequently, sophisticated gas kick experiments, empirical and 

semi-empirical correlations developed for air-water flow, and analytical means have 

been used to analyze the flow of gas kicks with the assumption of a gas distribution 

pattern. For simplicity, most of these approaches assume that the gas flows into the 

annulus as a single bubble and migrates upward as a single slug. This assumption has 

been found to be conservative, in that it over-estimates the behavior or distribution of 

gas in the annulus and also the density of the fluid. On the other hand, some 

studies55,72&83 assumed that gas kick exists as uniform bubble size distributed in the 

annulus. 

One of these studies55 was able to show that predictions and analyses for 

parameters such as the casing pressure and pit gain are considerably lower when a 

uniformly distributed bubble size is assumed than for the assumption of single slug 

flow. Also, non-linearity of the surface casing pressure prediction with increasing 

shut-in time was attributed to gas bubble fragmentation during upward migration of 
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the gas bubbles.72 The gas fragmentation theory was realized after unsuccessful 

correlation of the predictions from single gas bubble assumption and field 

observations. With these findings, over-estimated predictions through the single slug 

flow assumption as well as the assumption itself has been considered unsatisfactory. 

To buttress the findings, it is apparent that the presence of turbulent flow at the 

bottom hole, during gas inflow into the wellbore, should cause gas dispersion into gas 

bubbles of varying sizes depending on the gas influx rate.

There seem to be more devotion to analyzing gas kick after it had occurred. 

That is, more focus has been directed onto the gas kick control than the causes of gas 

kick. Therefore, all the present gas kick models have no choice other than to make 

assumptions about a gas distribution pattern, and the volume of mud pit gain as the 

bases for their simulations. Some authors55,72 concluded that there is the need for 

more realistic description of gas distribution in the annulus in order to accurately 

predict gas kick. 

Although gas distribution in the annulus has been convincingly identified to 

exist in bubbles rather than as a single slug, consideration of the existence of varying 

sizes of gas bubbles is still lacking. One obvious reason is the complexity involved in 

analysis if the currently adopted approach, through gas bubble velocity, for analyzing 

gas kick is to be employed. It is apparent that drilling into pressurized gas-containing 

formation occurred before noticing, at the surface, that under balanced pressure 

condition has been created down-hole. Such continuous drilling into the formation 

causes more interval of the sediment to be exposed. As longer interval is exposed, 

increasing rate of gas influx is undoubtedly expected, which should induce different 
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sizes of gas bubbles at the same turbulent flow conditions. This realistic physical 

process therefore results in the introduction of varying gas bubbles sizes into the 

annulus. For such complex gas distribution, it would be inappropriate to analyze the 

gas kick situation through the use of a simple small-scale-developed gas velocity 

correlation that is independent on bubble sizes. Unfortunately, this has been the basis 

of the currently adopted gas kick analysis. These correlations are discussed in Chapter 

2. 

1.2 Literature Review

Most of the drilling operation problems are closely related to improper mud 

conditioning. Zamora et al77 provided a comprehensive analysis of mud-related 

drilling problems, and stated the importance of maintaining excellent mud properties 

such as mud weight and viscosity in preventing both hole instability and gas influx. 

They also emphasized that gas hydrate formation could only result when gas influx is 

allowed into the wellbore during drilling under chilled conditions. 

Extensive studies55,72,78-81 have been carried out to analyze gas flow in the 

annulus when gas kick is taken during onshore drilling operations. These analyses 

have been extended to offshore drilling operations by considering the imposed 

hydrostatic head of the water depth. LeBlanc et al78 introduced a mathematical model 

for gas kick behavior during displacement or control using both “Driller’s and Wait-

and-Weight methods”. The model assumes that the gas kick starts as a large single 

bubble, and continuously migrates upward as a single bubble from the bottom of the 

well bore to the surface. Analysis of each of the two control methods utilizes the 
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assumption that continuous reduction in hydrostatic pressure as the bubble rises to the 

surface leads to bubble expansion. Comparison of their results from the model with 

field cases resulted in poor agreement. This is because of the inadequate assumption 

of the gas bubble distribution in the annulus.

Rader et al72 conducted experiments on the behavior of a single large gas 

bubble in the annulus. Their work claimed to have revealed some valuable factors that 

affect a single bubble rise. These factors include the shape profile of the single bubble 

in annulus; and, the non-linear trend of the observed rates of casing pressure rise 

during well shut-in as opposed to constant rate of casing pressure rise being predicted 

and used by the existing gas kick models. They found that the assumption of bullet 

shape of a single bubble migrating upward in an annulus is incorrect. Instead, a shape 

that resembles a “bent hot dog bun” was observed to exist in the annulus for a large 

single bubble. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic diagram of this annulus bubble shape. 

The degree of curvature of such a single large bubble has been observed to be 

dependent on the viscosity of the liquid or mud. 

Consequently, a shape correction factor was incorporated into the various 

correlations developed for air-water flow in cylindrical tubes to describe the flow of 

air in drilling fluid. In order to justify their observations of non-linearity of the rate of 

shut-in casing pressure rise, they assumed that the gas kick initially exists as single 

bubble at the bottom of the hole. Afterwards, the single bubble starts to break into 

numerous slugs of gas as the upward migration continues during well shut-in. This 

speculation was used as a line of defense for the poor agreement between their results 

and field cases. Mathews79 utilized a similar approach as Rader et al, but his study 
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Fig. 1.1 – Schematic representation of the top view of a “bent” shaped single bubble 
in the annulus containing viscous fluid79
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also resulted in poor agreement between the results from the model and field cases.

Following the proposition of inappropriate single bubble flow assumption to 

analyzing gas kick by Rader et al.72, Nickens55&80 performed an analytical study on 

the transient behavior of liquid/gas flow system. The study incorporates some sets of 

transient mass- and momentum-balance equations that relate gas and mud densities; 

gas void (volume) fraction; gas and mud velocities; and, pressure and temperature. 

These equations are based on vertical-hole geometry, and one-dimensional flow 

analysis. The semi-empirical correlation developed for the gas slip velocity of the air-

water systems, and single- and two-phase frictional relationships were included in the

analysis. He emphasized the importance of considering the possible influx of 

considerable amount of gas after the BOP and choke have been closed. He also stated 

that accurate knowledge of gas distribution pattern in the annulus helps to adequately 

analyze gas behavior during well shut-in and kick control. In light of this, he assumed 

three cases of different combination of ROP and formation permeability. Each of 

these cases was assumed to result in a uniform bubble size distribution of gas in the 

annulus rather than a single bubble. However, no justification was provided that these 

cases would actually produce discretely distributed gas flow. Despite all the 

inadequacies, the results showed a better agreement because of the assumed discretely 

distributed bubbly gas flow pattern. 

Zuber and Findlay81 derived a theoretical relationship that linearly relates the

mean gas velocity to the velocity of the two-phase (homogeneous) region and the gas 

slip velocity. The magnitude of the slope or gradient of such expression was reported 

to be dependent on the distribution pattern of bubbles in the annulus. Their work was 
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based on the flow of air in water, and therefore, the effect of fluid viscosity was not 

considered. The homogeneous velocity was calculated by combining the volumetric 

flow rates for the gas and liquid, and the cross-sectional area of the system.

Johnson and White82 conducted a large-scale experiment to observe the gas 

flow pattern in a clear polymer fluid that closely resembles drilling fluid used in the 

field. The basis of their analysis was on the linear relationship developed by Zuber 

and Findlay.81 Johnson and White82 showed that gas kick rises as larger gas bubbles, 

and faster in a viscous fluid than in water. The formation of larger bubbles was 

attributed to the stabilizing effect of the viscous fluid. Equating the drag force 

expression of the Stokes’ formula to the buoyancy force on a bubble of specific 

diameter, it could be realized that the terminal velocity of the bubble must increase in 

fluids of decreasing viscosities. However, with all things equal, larger bubbles are 

readily formed in higher fluid viscosities. A force balance exercise for the above 

mentioned forces (Stoke’s formula) would indicate that the terminal velocity of any 

bubble size is proportional to the square of the bubble size, any slight increase in the 

fluid viscosity that promotes larger bubble size should cause increase in the terminal 

velocity. Therefore, the experimental observations by Johnson and White82 could be 

considered as being consistent with the existing theory. 

Although Johnson and White82 stated a range of the liquid superficial velocity, 

its effects on the variations of bubble sizes were not presented. However, the plots of 

bubble slip velocity and the slope from Zuber and Findlay81 expression versus the 

various gas void fractions show that there are glaring variations in the slip velocity of 

gas bubbles in the two-phase region. That is, as the gas volume or gas void fraction 
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increases, the bubble slip velocity increases. However, when they plotted the mean 

gas velocity against the homogeneous velocity for gas void fractions of higher value 

than 7.5%, a constant gas slip velocity value resulted.  This clearly shows 

inconsistency in the analysis of the experimental observations.

Otake et al109 conducted a comprehensive experimental study using high 

speed cinematography to monitor the 3-D movements of a single bubble, and an 

isolated bubble from a swarm of bubbles. From the observations of the bubbles in 

various stagnant viscous liquids of varying properties, bubble terminal velocity was 

seen to increase with increase in the bubble equivalent diameter. Such velocity 

increase is pronounced in more viscous liquids. Also, larger gas bubble sizes were 

observed to readily form in more viscous liquids than in water. This observation 

supports the experimental results of Johnson and White82.  The Otake et al109 results 

indicated that larger gas bubbles are formed through the coalescence of smaller gas 

bubbles at a position close to the gas supply source. Moreover, with increase in the 

gas flow rate from the gas supply source, the position at which these larger gas 

bubbles starts to form gets closer to the source of gas supply.  A logical explanation 

for the formation of larger bubbles as the gas flow rate increases is due to the 

increased cluttering of smaller gas bubbles at a position very close to the source of 

gas supply. Hence, for a certain high viscosity fluid, increased gas flow rate causes 

larger bubbles to form at decreasing distance from the gas supply source. 

Maus et al54 developed a gas kick computer program that utilizes the mass and 

momentum balance equations, which relates the different phases in the annulus. They, 

like some other authors, treated the annulus flow as a single bubble flow. The study 
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involved the evaluation of various field parameters - mud pit gain, return flow rate, 

and standpipe pressure - that are usually interpreted to indicate the occurrence and 

significance of gas kicks. Their analyses were oversimplified because it was strongly 

based on the assumptions of linear relationships that were empirically adopted from 

the simulation results. Although they attempted to simulate the effects of reservoir 

and drilling operation parameters on the rate of kick notification, their approach was 

limiting and inconsistent because the assumed linear relationships may not hold for 

all gas kick case scenarios. However, the flow rate of the returning drilling mud was 

chosen as being the most sensitive means of early kick detection because of the 

slower rates at which other parameters change.

Hoberock and Stanbery83 introduced the concept of transmission line to 

analyze gas kick taken during onshore drilling operations. This involves treating a 

borehole system as a continuum. Although the approach was initially designed for the 

flow of Newtonian fluid in a cylindrical geometry, adequate modifications were done 

for its use for non-Newtonian fluid flow in annular geometry. This study assumes that 

the initial gas distribution pattern is in discrete bubbles, which later grows into slug 

flow. However, no evidence for such gas distribution existence was provided. 

Moreover, the popular correlation by Zuber and Findlay81 and the gas slip velocity 

developed for the air-water flow system were used. The results from their model 

showed over-prediction of mud-pit gain as compared to the experimental outcomes 

from the test well at Louisiana State University.81 An apparent realization from this 

study is the fact that the study forced its modeling procedures to some specific test 

well results, thereby, not representing a general procedure.
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Thomas et al84 and White and Walton85 compared the effects of gas solubility 

in oil- and water-base muds on the gas kick detection rates.  The results showed that 

there is delay in mud-pit gain when oil-base mud is used as compared to when water-

base mud is used. Such results show that gas could readily dissolve in oil base mud 

than in water base mud, and at the surface conditions, gas evolves from the oil base 

mud, hence causing slower rate of mud pit gain for the oil base mud. Therefore, 

significant amount of gas influx might be allowed into the oil-base mud compared to 

when water-base mud is used. Such comparisons are not part of the goals for the 

present study.

Choe and Juvkam-Wold86 realized the inconsistencies in the use of the mass-

and momentum governing equations by the past authors. They noticed that the 

assumptions used by individuals to simplify these equations had made the resulting 

expressions from finite difference solution susceptible to errors. Therefore, they 

introduced two-phase unsteady flow in the annulus that incorporated variations in 

annular geometry. Pseudo-pressure function for the gas, instead of ordinary pressure 

parameter, was used for their modeling and analysis. Likewise, as their predecessors, 

the authors assumed that the entire gas flows into the annulus and stops flowing. This 

therefore creates four regions in the annulus namely: a single-phase region of old mud 

before gas influx, the two-phase mixture region, a single-phase region of old mud, 

and a single-phase region of kill mud underneath. The inclusion of a single-phase 

region of old mud underneath the two-phase mixture is practically not feasible. This 

is because gas continues to flow into the annulus until the kill mud gets to the 

formation face and suppresses further gas inflow. Therefore, overall three flow 
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regions should have been considered. Consequently, comparison between the results 

from their model and field data consistently showed over-estimation and under-

estimation before and after the gas reaches the surface respectively.    

1.3 Objectives and Methodology

A major goal of any gas kick simulation is to adequately evaluate the pressure 

of the gas reservoir encountered. Such evaluation helps to control the gas kick 

satisfactorily. Due to the change of an initial single-phase annular flow to a two-phase 

flow system when a gas kick is taken, analysis of gas kick has become very 

challenging and complex. From the literature reviews, it is apparent that accurate gas 

distribution pattern in the annulus is essential for predicting and controlling a gas 

kick. However, no work has been recorded in the literature that provides such 

opportunity. 

In addition to the above motivation for the present study, it is impractical to 

assume that gas kick analysis should be based solely on the upward migration of gas 

bubble whether during well dynamic or static conditions. As will be fully discussed in 

Chapter 4, the contribution of such gas bubble migration to pressure rise during well 

shut-in has been observed in practice during well testing operations to be minimal and 

occurs during the late period of pressure stabilization. Moreover, if the rise in annular 

pressure due solely to bubble upward migration ever occurs, the time of occurrence is 

short, and such occurrence dies off at pressure stabilization. Moreover, the effect of 

bubble migration on pressure rise is dampened by higher annular fluid 
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compressibility when the well is closed at the surface, which is usually the 

operational procedure used after a kick is taken. 

All of the above, thus, point to the fact that the present approaches to gas kick 

analysis need to be thoroughly investigated, and possible alternatives to analyzing gas

kick developed.

1.3.1 Objectives

There are four major objectives for this study.

1. To develop a new mathematical model for wellbore and surface casing 

pressure predictions based on varying annular fluid compressibility rather than 

by gas bubble migration.

2. To mathematically simulate the inflow of gas during gradual bit penetration 

into pressurized gas formation under three operating conditions: during 

continuous drilling and circulation of drilling fluid; when the drilling 

operation and the circulation of drilling fluid are suspended for any reason; 

and during well shut-in. This will involve a different approach from the 

known present approaches. It is a new concept that provides mathematical 

relation of the forces resulting from the gas inflow, drilling operation, and 

dynamic and static conditions of drilling fluid. 

3. To show that when gas inflows during underbalanced drilling operations, the 

gas exists as bubbles of different sizes, and not as a single bubble or uniformly 

distributed bubbles of the same size.
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4. To perform a parametric study of the effects of various factors such as gas 

influx rate, drilling fluid properties, ROP, and gas reservoir permeability and 

porosity on gas bubble sizes at the wellbore-sand face contact to alleviate the 

wellbore effects on gas formation productivity evaluation.

1.3.2 Methodology

The present study intends to mathematically describe realistic gas kick 

behavior and its instantaneous distribution from the time the bit penetrates the 

pressurized gas formation until attempts for control is made. This new concept will 

serve as solution to the lingering quest for reasonable gas kick distribution in the 

annulus. The study is conducted on the whole gas kick periods - from the inception of 

gas influx to the kick control period, which are divided into three stages based on the 

different well conditions existing within each period. Each of these operating periods 

are analyzed separately and later combined to obtain a general insight of the whole 

two-phase system. For the purpose of this study, the three drilling periods have been 

referred to as stages and they are as follows:

I. Stage 1 – Instantaneous gas influx while drilling and circulating

II. Stage 2 – Suspension of drilling and mud circulation

III. Stage 3 – Well shut-in on gas kick

For each of the above stages, the forces that are responsible for the 

establishment or formation of bubbles are considered. These forces are:

I. The viscous force from the drilling fluid viscosity
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II. The surface tension force that exist on the surface of the forming bubble, which 

is related to the hydraulic radius of the gas sand or reservoir being drilled

III. The inertia force due to the movement of the fraction of drilling fluid 

surrounding the forming bubble as the forming bubble expands, and

IV. The buoyancy force due to the submerged bubble volume

Among all of these forces, the buoyancy force is the only force that supports 

the continuous expansion of the bubble, while the other forces oppose the expansion 

of the bubble. These forces are schematically presented in Fig. 1.2. Force balance 

between the associated forces resulted in a complex model that could only be solved 

by iterative procedure.

Consequently, a computer simulation program is designed to carry out such 

iterative steps until a minimal error is reached. In the design of the simulation 

program, considerable reduction of the overall execution time for the iterative steps is 

given a higher priority in order to quicken the time for the analysis. Among the results 

generated by this computer program are the numbers of iteration required for the 

attainment of minimum error, the error analysis plots for each iterative procedure 

carried out, various bubble sizes as drilling operation continues before kick detection 

and during well shut-in, and bottom-hole and casing pressure rise.

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 of the dissertation presents a complete review of the theoretical 

background of the gas kick. It provides a description of the causes of abnormal 

formation pressure that initiates gas kick. The consequences of such occurrences, the
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Fig. 1.2 – Forces responsible for the bubble development
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identifications of the when higher formation pressure is being penetrated, and the 

procedures for the kick control methods are also presented. Under this chapter, 

detailed descriptions are provided for bubble formation in a flowing and static vertical 

column containing different viscous fluids. Lastly, different gas flow patterns that 

have been identified in the literature are thoroughly discussed.

In Chapter 3, the general mathematical model for gas distribution in the 

annulus is presented. The overall model assumptions, model development, model 

evaluations, and discussions on the sensitivity analysis of various factors on gas 

bubble size distribution are presented. The general model is applied to the first two 

stages: during drilling and flow-check. 

Chapter 4 comprises of the last physical process: well shut-in. In order to 

evaluate the gas reservoir pressure for adequate drilling fluid weight-up, the wellbore 

needs to be shut-in until surface casing pressure stabilization is attained. This Chapter 

presents a new mathematical model for predicting casing and bottom-hole pressure 

buildup by employing the wellbore storage concept. Detailed discussions on the 

modeling techniques, and the simulation results are presented. Modifications to the 

assumptions in Chapter 3 are provided to suit the stage 3 of this study. Under the 

analysis of the simulation results the following were conducted: the effects of 

reservoir permeability, as well as nominal gas kick size or volume on both casing and 

bottom-hole pressure build-up rate, effect of the bottom-hole build-up on the annular 

gas density variations, profile of instantaneous bubble sizes inflow into the annulus 

during shut-in, and the integration of all the modeling stages. 
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Chapter 5 discusses the application of the introduced concepts to under-

balanced, near-balanced or flow-drilling operations. Model evaluation and validation 

with some presently existing gas kick models and their published data are also 

provided. 

Chapter 6 presents the summary, conclusions and recommendations.
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CHAPTER TWO

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF GAS 
INFLOW ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction

Normally, during drilling operations, over-balanced condition of bottom-hole 

circulating pressure over the formation pressure is desired to prevent inflow of 

formation fluid into the wellbore. If, however, a higher than expected formation 

pressure is encountered downhole, under-balanced pressure condition results, which 

allows formation fluid to flow into the wellbore. More consideration is usually 

devoted to controlling inflow of gas into the wellbore because of the tendency for gas 

bubbles to carry the high formation pressure to the surface, which could be disastrous. 

To prevent the occurrence of gas inflow or kick, thorough formation pressure 

analysis of the drilling environments is usually conducted both at the well planning 

stage and during drilling operation. In light of this, many methods1-49 of detecting the 

existence of overpressured formation, and predicting the overpressure or abnormal 

pressure magnitude are readily available in the industry. Each of these methods is 

subject to limitations based on the assumptions underlying its methodology. 

Whenever gas kick occurs, the gas flows in mixture with the flowing drilling 

fluid or migrate upwardly when drilling fluid circulation is suspended. Experimental 

analyses62,111,112 of airflow in water have identified various patterns to which air or 

gas could adopt while flowing with or migrating in a liquid. Each of these gas flow 
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patterns has been characterized based on the superficial velocities of the liquid and 

that of the gas. Superficial velocity of any fluid is defined as the velocity at which 

such fluid would flow in the same medium as a single phase. 

In this chapter, various theories relating to causes of gas inflow into the 

wellbore, and currently employed techniques for abnormal pressure prediction are 

briefly presented. In a physical sense, inflow of gas into either static or a flowing 

liquid should result in formation of series of gas bubbles and not a single gas bubble 

at any inflow rate of the gas. This is because, at any gas inflow rate, force balance on 

each of the formed gas bubble causes the bubble to detach from its source and thus, 

allows another bubble to form.62-70 Hence, theories of bubble formation at the 

wellbore-gas reservoir contact would be the major area of focus in this study. In light 

of that, physical theories that have been experimentally proven would be summarized 

in this chapter. The second section of this chapter would discuss the theories on 

wellbore pressure build-up that are used in Chapter 4 for analyzing surface and 

bottom hole pressure rise during well shut-in on gas-drilling fluid mixture.

2.2 Abnormal Formation Pressure Concepts

 Existence of overpressure requires some means of formation isolation by 

seals from its surroundings.2-6 The origin of a pressure seal could be physical, 

chemical, or a combination of both. Table 2.1 shows some suggested formation 

pressure seals.2 A consequence of these sealing processes is the development of a 

partially or completely closed system. One of the requirements of a closed system is 

the inhibition of further migration of hydrocarbons from and into the closed system 
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while the internal chemical/diagenetical processes continue. A system that is not in 

communication with its surrounding is considered abnormal, and thus, subjects its 

internal components to more than normal pressure or overpressure.

Table 2.1 - Suggested types of formation pressure seals 2

Type of Seal Nature of Trap Examples

Vertical Massive shales and siltstones
Massive salts
Anhydrite
Gypsum
Limestone, marl, chalk
dolomite

Gulf Coast, U.S.A.,
Zech stein in North 
Germany
North Sea, Middle east
U.S.A., U.S.S.R.

Transverse Faults
Salt and shale diapirs

Worldwide

Combination of 
vertical and 
transverse seals

worldwide

The most prominent occurrence area or region of overpressures has been 

identified to be in deltaic environments, where sand/shale sequences dominate. Such 

occurrence is geologically based, which then makes the abnormal pressure analyses in 

geologic provinces to differ from each other. In the early times, the general concepts 

of overpressure development have been attributed to non-equilibrium compaction of 

shale sediments during sediment deposition.3 The non-equilibrium compaction has 

been attributed to a sediment deposition rate that is greater than the rate at which the 

inherent shale fluid or water is expelled from the sediment during deposition. 

However, recent studies4,6,19&29 have identified other factors, such as fluid expansion 
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due to elevated temperature, impact of tectonic forces, and transformation of shale 

mineralogy, as responsible for formation over pressuring. 

2.3 Techniques for Predicting Abnormal Pressure

While normal pressure gradient prediction is easily conducted through some 

widely accepted generalized expressions,5,6 abnormal pressure predictions are based 

on regional experience,7-10 regression analysis on real-time drilling data,11-20 and 

calibration of off-set field data.21-45 As could be noticed with the larger numbers of 

literature available for pre-drill methods, more attention has been devoted to such 

prediction methods because of the need for estimating pressures during well planning. 

After the planning stage, any subsequent pressure analyses are then improved upon 

by incorporating the newly acquired pressure data from drilling operations. Figure 2.1

shows typical plots that aid in identifying the existence of abnormal pressure at 

certain depth.

Unfortunately, all pre-drill methods are based on calibrating data from offset 

wells and offset field seismic survey data.  One of the currently used pre-drill 

formation pressure prediction method is that by Bowers.32 This approach relates two 

seismic attributes (sonic velocity and effective stress) empirically to generate 

expressions for predicting abnormal pressure. Figure 2.2 shows a typical relationship 

of these seismic attributes. The figure displays virgin and unloading curves that 

represent the relationships between the seismic attributes during the normal 

compaction of the sediment, and the effects of fluid expansion due to increased 

temperature on the pore pressure respectively. The empirical correlations developed
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Fig. 2.1 – Graphical representation of the existence of abnormal pressure depth23
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Fig. 2.2 – Example illustration of unloading concept of abnormal pressure generation 
(Bowers32)
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between sonic velocity and effective stress for the normal compaction (virgin curve) 

and that for the overpressure caused by the combination of under-compaction and 

fluid expansion phenomena (unloading curve) are given in Eqs. 2.1 – 2.5 as follows:

For virgin curve:

B
vs A5000 σν += … 2.1

For unloading curve:
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A and B are parameters calibrated with offset well sonic velocity and effective stress 

data. max,vσ and max,sν are the estimates at the onset of unloading from the normal 

or virgin curve, as shown in Fig. 2.2. U is another parameter that measures the degree 

of plasticity of the sediments. U = 1 means that there is no permanent deformation. In 

practice, values of U range from 3 to 8. U can be solved-for by using the following 

relations:

( ) ( )Uvvcvv max,max, // σσσσ = … 2.4

where,
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One disadvantage of this approach is that there are many parameters to be estimated, 

and summed-up errors from the estimates of these parameters could negatively affect 
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the precision of the predicted pore pressure. Moreover, Bowers32 related data points 

by regression analysis, as other studies on abnormal pressure prediction used for their 

various approaches. Unfortunately, with considerable scattering of data points, 

prediction from regression analysis incorporates summed-up error of all errors 

developed in fitting the scattered data points. This source of prediction inaccuracy 

was later detected, and a proposed solution was presented by the use of Spline 

Functions for data calibration.45 Figure 2.3 shows improved accuracy in the 

formation pressure predictions using the Spline Function (PLF) over the regression 

analysis.

2.4 Theoretical Analysis of Gas Inflow

The theoretical evaluation of gas inflow, and of providing pressure-controlled 

procedures of circulating the gas out of the wellbore is based on a “U” tube classical 

model. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic representation of a U-tube, which is usually 

adopted to simulate the connectivity of the inside of drill-pipe and the annulus.  Over 

the years, two approaches have been adopted, whose differences are based on 

different operational control procedures. All of the approaches associated with this 

classical model are based on the assumption that the gas inflows into the wellbore as 

a single bubble, which flows or migrates upwardly as entity. 

One of these approaches is the “Drillers’ or Circulate method, which involves 

displacing the gas kick with the original mud weight, being previously used to drill, 

using a much higher circulating pump pressure. This higher circulating pump pressure 

should be greater than the stabilized shut-in drill pipe pressure that must have been
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Comparison of Measured Formation Pressure Gradient (FPG) 
with PLT and, Ever and Ezeanyim43 Estimates.
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Fig. 2.3 – Improvements on pressure predictions by spline function over regression 
analysis approach
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Fig. 2.4 – U-tube modeling of wellbore configuration53
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previously obtained by shutting-in the well after gas inflow detection. Afterwards, the 

pump circulating pressure is reduced after the kill mud of higher density has been 

successfully circulated into the entire wellbore. Hence, this method requires two 

complete wellbore circulations.

The second method is the Engineers’ or Wait and Weight Method. This 

method involves the evaluation of the reservoir gas inflow into the wellbore during 

well shut-in. Instead of circulating the inflow out of the annulus with the original 

drilling mud, as for the case of Driller’s method, a kill mud is prepared and circulated 

through out the entire wellbore after attaining stabilized casing and drill pipe 

pressures. Contrary to Driller’s method, Engineer’s method involves only one 

complete wellbore circulation.

Figure 2.5 schematically displays a single gas bubble migrating upward in the 

annulus during well shut-in after gas inflow detection. With the assumption that the 

gas inflow is in form of a single gas bubble that occupies the entire annular diameter, 

a pressure balance in the annulus during shut-in of the well is given as:113

poreblgasgasalcsg PhhhP =+++ ρρρ 052.0052.0052.0 … 2.6

Where csgP and poreP are the surface casing pressure and the reservoir fluid pore 

pressure respectively. With the assumption of a negligible gas density, Eq. 2.6

becomes:

poreblalcsg PhhP =++ ρρ 052.0052.0 … 2.7

Equation 2.7 is re-written as:

wlporegaslcsg hPhP ρρ 052.0052.0 −=− … 2.8

Inside the drill-string, the right-hand side expression of Eq. 2.8 can be
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Fig. 2.5 – Theoretical illustration of gas bubble upward flow in the annulus113
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translated as:

SIDPPhP wlpore =− ρ052.0 … 2.9

Equation 2.8 is rewritten as:

SIDPPhP gaslcsg =− ρ052.0 … 2.10

There are changes in the gas bubble volume due to expansion as the gas 

bubble migrates upward. At a particular depth in the annulus, the annular height 

occupied by the gas would depend on its new volume attained at such depth. That is, 

ann

gas
gas V

V
h = … 2.11

Where annV is the annular capacity around the drill-string. The attained volume of the 

gas at any depth, gasV , is usually obtained from the ideal gas law as follows:

gas

gasgas

f

pitpore

T

VP

T

VP
= … 2.12

Where gasP  is the pressure in the gas bubble at a particular depth above the bottom-

hole, and it is given as:

alcsggas hPP ρ052.0+= … 2.13

Combining Eqs. 2.10 to 2.13 results in a quadratic expression for the surface casing 

pressure in terms of the varying depth, ah , from the surface to the top of the bubble. 

This expression is given as follows:

02 =++ cbPaP csgcsg … 2.14

Where,

1=a
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In Eq. 2.11, a gas bubble of certain volume is assumed to have entered the 

annulus at once with its internal pressure being equal to the reservoir pressure. This 

gas bubble volume is then immediately reflected at the surface mud pit as a gain or 

rise in the mud pit volume, pitV . This is practically inadequate because it has been 

discovered that the response of the surface mud pit to gas inflow is low until the gas 

occupies a significant annular volume.54 Hence, before gas kick detection, gas would 

increasingly enter the annulus as drilling operation continues into the gas formation. 

Realistically, the gas continues to enter the annulus in bubbles of different 

sizes/volumes due to the turbulent forces from the circulating drilling fluid. However, 

for sake of convenience, all these differently sized bubbles that entered the annulus at 

certain drilling period and at certain interval of the gas formation are lumped together 

to form a single spherical gas bubble for such interval and drilling period. This 

accounts for the phrase “apparent bubble size” used in this study.

Gas bubbles are susceptible to expansion as they flow or migrate upward the 

annulus before gas kick detection. Therefore, the gain in the mud pit volume at the 

time of detection would be the combination of the volumes of all the bubbles at the 

instant of their entrance into the annulus or at the wellbore-sand face contact and the 

respective extent of expansion that each bubble had undergone. Such inevitable gas 

bubble expansion causes reduction in its internal pressure. Hence, at the time of 
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detection, the annular gas volume indicated by the gain in the volume of the surface 

mud pit would practically not be at the reservoir pressure.

In practice, the above assumption is usually undertaken because the total 

volume of all the bubbles at the instant of their inflow cannot be accounted for. A 

theoretical analysis that treats such complexity or unknown is presented in Chapter 3 

of this study. That is, in Chapter 3 a means of estimating the volumes of the series of 

gas bubbles as drilling and mud circulation progress, and during the suspension of 

mud circulation would be provided. By implementing this new approach, 

improvement in the above-discussed gas inflow or kick evaluation would be realized.

2.5 Concepts of Gas Bubble Formation

Experimental and theoretical studies62,109,111,112 have demonstrated that gas 

inflow into a stationary liquid exists inform of gas bubbles proximal to the source of 

the gas supply. With high inflow rate, the number of these bubbles clustering together 

increases. The continued degree of clustering promotes the development of larger 

sized bubbles as the inflow rate increases. Thus, depending on the gas inflow rate, 

larger bubbles could start off from the lower part of the system, or be formed as a 

result of coalescence of bubbles at the upper portion of the system.82,109,112

As earlier mentioned, various existing theories relating to the formation of 

bubble would be reviewed because it is the concept upon which the study in Chapter 

3 is based.
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2.5.1 Background and Principles of Gas Bubble Development 

The theories behind bubble development have been solely based on the 

assumption of non-dissolution of the gas phase in the liquid phase. Also, equivalent 

spherical size is assumed for all developed bubbles. As technology advances, a 

number of forces have been identified to be responsible for the development of gas 

bubbles. Different combinations of these forces that have resulted in evaluating 

volume of a bubble that develops would be considered in this section. Up to date, the 

following forces have been recognized to dictate bubble sizes:57,63-67

a. Liquid surface tension

b. Liquid viscous force

c. Inertia force of the liquid, and

d. Buoyancy force on the bubble

Taking into consideration only the equality between the buoyancy force and the 

surface tension on bubble formation, the radius of the bubble formed has been given 

as:57

( ) σπρρπ oglB rgr 2
3

4 3 =−


 … 2.15

The LHS expression of Eq. 2.15 is the buoyancy equation that relates the density 

difference between the fluids and the volume of the bubble formed. The RHS, 

however, represents the surface tension of the liquid, which acts around the formed 

bubble while still attached to the gas supply opening of radius or . Re-arranging Eq. 

2.15 gives the radius of the bubble as follows:
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The radius of the bubble calculated from Eq. 2.16 is the expanding bubble radius just 

before the bubble uplifts from the gas supply opening, but still attached to the gas 

supply opening through a stretched neck. During this period, more gas still flows into 

the bubble, which results in further expansion of the bubble before it is finally 

detached from the gas supply source. For a system of low constant gas flow rate, the 

time required for the bubble to move from the gas supply opening before detachment 

is required to be able to compute the final bubble volume attainable at detachment. 

Application of the equation of motion to the terminal rising velocity of the bubble 

results in the following expression for the final bubble volume in inviscid or non-

viscous liquid.57
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DB = … 2.17

Davidson and Schuler63 developed an approximate bubble volume that forms 

at gas flow rates between 0 and 50-ml/s in a static viscous liquid under the 

assumption that the formed bubble is spherical. Flow rates ranging from 0 –2-ml/s 

were considered as low rate, while gas flow rates higher than 2-ml/s were considered 

to be higher rates of flow for their study. Another approach of the forming bubble 

moving from the gas supply opening, other than the establishment of a neck linking 

the bubble and the supply point was considered by the authors. The bubble was 

assumed to have its center at the gas supply source when it starts to form. However, 

the center of the bubble moves gradually upward as it expands with the lower end of
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Fig. 2.6 – Photographic display of bubble formation in a viscous fluid at high gas 
flow rate63

Gas flow rate       = 24 m/s
Viscosity             = 711 cp
Density      = 1.25 g/ml
Radius of orifice  = 0.096 cm
Bubble volume    = 2.5 ml
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the spherical bubble still buried inside the gas supply opening. An example 

photograph of bubble formation in a static viscous fluid of 711-cp, density of 1.25-

g/ml, at the orifice radius of 0.096-cm for a gas flow rate of 24-ml/s is shown in Fig. 

2.6. Considering Stokes expression for the bubble velocity after time, t, as:

l

gl
B

gr

µ
ρρν

9

)(2 2 −
= … 2.18

and knowing the gas flow rate, the variations in the upward distance moved by the 

center of the bubble with time was derived. From this derivation, the following 

expression for the final bubble volume was obtained.
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Figure 2.7 shows a comparison between the experimental results and the theoretical

calculations using Eq. 2.19. For the cases considered in their study, it could be seen 

that as the viscosity increases, the two results are in close agreement at low gas flow 

rates, while slight differences exist as the gas rate increases. Also, for low viscous 

fluids, there are inconsistencies in the comparison at both low and high gas flow rates.

Sullivan et al.66 followed the bubble development pattern by Davidson and 

Schuler63, but considered additional forces such as the bubble momentum force, 

inertia force, acceleration force, and viscous force. However, their study was based on 

the horizontal flow of the bubble along a flat surface after the spherical shape of the 

bubble is defined. 

Obvious existence of a neck formed by the bubble when uplifting from the gas 

supply opening as shown in Fig. 2.6 at high gas flow rates made Kumar and Kuloor67
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Fig. 2.7 – Theoretical and experimental result comparison63 (smooth curves represent 
the theoretical results)
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equate only the buoyancy force to the inertia force of the fluid moving downward 

around the forming bubble. They pioneered the division of the bubble formation into 

two stages: expansion stage, which is characterized by the continuous gas flow into 

the forming bubble to cause bubble expansion before uplifting of the bubble 

commences; and, the detachment stage that starts at the instant that bubble uplifting 

commences until the neck of the bubble breaks away from the gas supply source. 

Their approach is based on the assumption that the bubble is spherically shaped right 

from its appearance at the gas supply opening until detachment. They provided 

explicit mathematical influence of another concept, known as virtual gas mass69, on 

the bubble size.  The expression derived for the expansion stage is given as:
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Application of Newton’s law of motion to the instantaneous bubble velocity from the 

gas supply opening, and the consideration of continuous gas flow into the expanded 

bubble during upward movement before detachment resulted in the following 

expression for the final bubble radius.
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To solve for the final bubble volume, DbV , Eq. 2.21 has to be iterated after 

calculating the bubble volume and radius at the end of the expansion stage from Eq. 

2.20. From the comparison of results for the theoretical analysis and some 

experiments, noticeable differences in the estimated bubble volumes were observed 

as the volumetric flow rate increases.

Ramakrishnan et al64 and Satyanarayan et al65 provided some generalized 

expressions for bubble volume or size under the constant gas flow and constant gas 

pressure conditions, respectively, for bubbles formed at gas supply source submerged 

in viscous fluids. These studies are general in the sense that all the recognized forces -

buoyancy force, surface tension, inertial force, and viscous or drag force – that 

control bubble development were considered. These two studies followed the 

modeling approach by Kumar and Kuloor67. Consequently, the forms of their results 

are similar to that of Kumar and Kuloor67. The expressions derived by Satyanarayan 

et al65 for estimating a bubble volume at constant gas pressure is given as follows:
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where A, B, C are arbitrary parameters defined as follows:
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and,

ghPP lg ρ−= … 2.28

The study by Satyanarayan et al65 is applicable to systems with varying gas 

inflow rates, but under constant gas supply pressure that is synonymous to the 

assumption of constant reservoir gas pressure at the time of drilling through such 

reservoir. This approach was, therefore, used as the platform for the present study 

with necessary modifications to suit Petroleum Engineering applications. Figures 2.8 

and 2.9 show some examples of the agreement between the theoretical and 

experimental results provided by Satyanarayan et al65.

2.6 Mechanics of Wellbore Pressure Buildup

Under this section, basic theoretical and practical concepts of the 

causes of wellbore storage are reviewed. Various analogies derivable from these 

concepts are utilized in developing a new model for the bottom-hole and surface 
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Fig. 2.8 – Viscosity effect on bubble volume by Satyanarayan et al65
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Fig. 2.9 – Effect of gas supply openings on bubble volume by Satyanarayan et al65
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casing pressure rise during well shutting-in on drilling fluid that is contaminated by 

gas inflow from a gas formation. This model is developed and presented in Chapter 4.

 Since the needs to evaluate well completion and reservoir properties began, it has 

become a custom to allow the reservoir to regain, to a reasonable extent, its original 

status prior to drilling into it. In doing so, the wellbore is usually shut-in to promote 

pressure build-up both in the wellbore and in the reservoir. Subsequently, the 

measured pressure buildup data are analyzed to obtain reasonable information about 

the reservoir properties, and the productivity of the wellbore.

Three factors have been recognized to control pressure build-up in wellbores. 

These are the wellbore storage effect, near wellbore damage or skin 93-96,99,102-107, and 

gas upward migration in a liquid known as the phase segregation. Such gas phase 

segregation has been identified to cause “gas humping” or build-up pressure 

abnormality 93-95,100-107. Among these factors, only the near wellbore damage or skin 

is not considered in this study. This is because the physical processes being modeled 

involve reservoir gas inflow into the wellbore, which are opposite in fluid flow 

direction to drilling fluid invasion into the reservoir that could cause near wellbore 

damage or skin.

There are two wellbore conditions that could promote wellbore storage. One 

of the conditions is when shutting-in a wellbore on a partially filled annulus 

containing either only liquid or combination of liquid and gas, with the gas as the 

dispersed phase. Such condition causes the entire fluid to rise upwardly until a 

restriction such as a packer or wellhead is encountered. The rise in fluid level results 

only due to the continuous fluid inflow from more pressured reservoir than the 
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wellbore pressure. This, then, causes pressure to build-up inside the wellbore, and the 

imposition of backpressure on the reservoir. Under this scenario the wellbore storage 

is represented as the change in the volume of the wellbore fluids per unit change in 

the bottom hole pressure. 
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When a unit conversion is conducted on Eq. 2.29, an expression for estimating the 

annular volume rise during wellbore storage is presented as follows:     
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Where lρ  is in lbm/ft3, C  is the wellbore storage coefficient of bbl/psi unit, cg is the 

force-mass conversion factor, and Vann is the volumetric fluid rise in the annulus per 

unit foot. The second wellbore condition is when the wellbore is completely filled 

with a mixture of liquid and gas. Due to buoyancy effect on the gaseous phase, the 

gas bubbles migrate upward. This phenomenon has been proposed to cause pressure 

build-up abnormality that is seldom observed in practice. Dated back to 1958, 

Stegemeier and Mathews100 pioneered the quantitative demonstration of pressure 

build-up abnormality due to phase segregation resulting from the relative upward 

migration of the gaseous phase. Such abnormality is generally referred to as “gas 

humping”. Humping of build-up pressure data is a situation whereby the bottom hole 

pressure suddenly rises above the reservoir pressure at certain later shut-in time.

Shortly afterwards, the abnormal pressure rise falls back to the reservoir 

pressure. A practical illustration of pressure build-up data affected by gas humping is 

shown in Fig. 2.10 as the dotted curve. On the contrary, the solid curve in Fig. 2.10 
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Fig. 2.10 – Bottom-hole shut-in (curve a), and surface shut-in (curve b) of South 
Texas well No. 1 showing gas humping at the later shut-in time101
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represents the pressure build-up profile with minimal wellbore storage for downhole 

shut-in practices. This figure shows that when a well is shut-in at the surface on a 

fluid system that contains a mixture of liquid and gaseous phases, wellbore storage is 

definitely expected to relatively affect the early time pressure data before pressure 

stabilization. 

Although from a theoretical point of view, Pitzer et al101 admitted that 

pressure humps could be caused by gas-phase segregation, however, they concluded 

that its influence is significantly reduced in wells completed without a packer. Such 

wellbore condition is synonymous to the drilling operational periods. During these 

periods no packer is installed inside the wellbore. This could imply that the influence 

of gaseous phase upward migration on the pressure build-up is negligible. From a 

well in the Gulf of Mexico, Pitzer et al101 observed that the pressure humping 

continuously reduces in magnitude as the gas-oil ratio increases. It was also stated 

that such pressure buildup anomalous have been noticed in wells that had mechanical 

problems such as leaking packers or tubing, which introduces uncertainties in 

distinguishing the cause of pressure humping.

Considering the above discussions, this study assumes that the upward 

migration of the gaseous phase could not be the sole phenomenon responsible for 

pressure build-up when a well is shut-in on gas inflow or kick. Hence, the principles 

of wellbore storage phenomenon, which is physically proven to exist when mixture of 

liquid and gaseous phases is pressurized,93-96,99 is implemented in Chapter 4 to predict 

and analyze bottom-hole and surface casing pressure rise.
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2.6.1 Wellbore Storage Analyzes

For this study, it is assumed that the wellbore being drilled is completely 

filled-up with drilling mud before gas inflow commences. Also, after gas inflow, the 

wellbore is still filled up with both drilling mud and gas during shut-in, and none of 

the gas is produced yet. By these assumptions, and considering the fluid 

compressibility expression for slightly compressible fluid as follows:
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Equation 2.29 can be re-arranged to contain Eq. 2.31 as follows:
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Equation 2.32 is the expression usually considered for wellbore storage coefficient 

for a completely filled wellbore, and it could be re-written as:95

flwbcVC = … 2.33

and in dimensionless form as:
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Equation 2.33 indicates that if two systems of the same constant volume, but 

different initial quantities of gas in the same liquid type are compressed by an 

external source at the same rate, the system with larger initial gas compress more. 

Consequently, the system with the larger initial gas volume would tolerate intake of 

more fluid to fill up the system’s constant volume after such compression. With this 

case scenario, the system with larger initial gas volume system is said to have higher 

wellbore storage.
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CHAPTER THREE

MODELING OF GAS BUBBLY INFLOW AT THE 
WELLBORE-SAND FACE CONTACT FOR 

OPENED WELLBORE SCENARIOS

3.1 Introduction

The major goals of any kick simulation are to predict the surface out-flow rate 

of drilling fluid from the annulus; gain in the surface mud pit volume; and wellbore 

pressure distribution. Due to the change from an initial single-phase flow of mud to a 

two-phase flow system when a gas inflow occurs, analysis of gas inflow has become 

very challenging and complex. In an attempt to solve this problem, several 

assumptions have been made to simplify the physical processes governing the 

occurrence of gas inflow. 

The most common assumption is that all of the gas enters the annulus during 

drilling as a single bubble or slug flow.77 Gas inflow analysis by this assumption is 

the simplest approach because the pressure-volume-temperature relationships for the 

gaseous phase could be applied.55,79,61&83 Another assumption is that the gas exists as 

uniformly distributed bubbles in the annulus. This assumption is usually incorporated 

into the fluid mass and momentum equations, which require velocity expressions and 

volumetric fractional contents for each of the various fluid phases.78&80 To satisfy 

these requirements, empirical and semi-empirical velocity correlations derived for air-

water flow and other viscous Newtonian liquids58,59,81,86,97 are used. Since this 
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approach cannot predict the gas volume at the wellbore-sand face contact for every 

formation interval drilled, an assumed volumetric fraction of the gaseous phase is 

usually made. Generally, volumetric fractions of 20% to 25% are considered 

depending on the assumed fluid flow pattern for the analysis. Unfortunately, it is 

virtually impossible to know the fluid flow pattern existing inside the annulus during 

drilling. Also, several bubble flow phenomena such as bubble coalescence, varied 

bubble sizes at different parts of the annulus, and varied bubble velocity occur that 

cannot be adequately accounted for. Therefore, assuming a particular flow pattern, 

and volumetric fraction of the gas could result in erroneous analysis. 

From Chapter 2, it was clear that there is need to know the gas volume at the 

instant of inflow into the annulus. Such total gas volume would have the reservoir 

pressure as the internal pressure of all the gas bubbles before undergoing expansion 

due to the lower wellbore pressure when upward starts. Unfortunately, there is 

presently no gas inflow analysis that could predict the gas volume at the instant of 

inflow into the annulus. It is therefore the purpose of this chapter to present a 

mathematical model that is capable of predicting gas bubble size profile at the instant 

of gas inflow into the annulus. This model is applicable to any stage of the gas inflow 

or kick occurrence as long as the necessary conditions of such stage are understood 

and incorporated. Such applications are provided in Chapters 3, 4 and 5

 As stated in Chapter 1, the study has been divided into three stages to 

simulate the various periods of gas inflow starting from the inception of gas influx to 

the kick control.  The first two stages are considered in this chapter. These are:

A. Stage 1 – Gas influx inception while drilling and circulating
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B. Stage 2 – Flow-check (suspension of drilling and mud circulation)

3.2. Model Hypotheses and Description

3.2.1. Model Hypotheses

The major hypotheses considered for the development of the mathematical 

models in this study are as follows: 

1. Flow phase

• Flow pattern in the system is turbulent inside the drill pipe, and drill collars. 

No emphasis is made on the hydraulics since sophisticated hydraulic software 

are already available for the industry.

• Single, incompressible, mud exists inside the drill string at all times, while 

two-phase with compressible gas phase exists in the annular space during gas 

kick.

2. Continuous phase

• The density and rheological properties of the continuous fluid (drilling fluid or 

mud) are constant both inside the drill string and in the annulus. Changes in 

the annular phase properties are due to the presence of the formation gas. 

• Bingham fluid rheological model was used for this study. However, the 

simulation procedures can be adjusted for other rheological models as long as 

the corresponding frictional pressure expressions for such fluid model are 

utilized.

3. Hole Geometry 

• Vertical hole is considered. 
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4.  Cuttings

• No effect of cuttings is considered, although, such effect could play some 

noticeable influence on bubble coalescence in the annulus.

5. Bubble Shape

• All gas bubbles whether larger or smaller than the one-half (1/2) of the 

annular diameter are represented by their equivalent spherical volume and size 

(diameter). 

6. Bit

• All resulting sizes of gas bubbles from the cutting action of the bit are 

assumed to form a total gas bubble size as every inch of the formation is 

drilled. 

7. Other hypotheses

• Isothermal condition is assumed

3.2.2. Model Description

The physical processes, modeled, during stages 1 and 2 are described as 

follows and illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

I. During the drilling operations, achievement of turbulent fluid flow condition 

is usually preferred at the bit-formation contact to aid the uplifting and 

upward flowing of the cuttings being generated by the bit-cutting action. 

When the resulting equivalent circulating density or mud circulating pressure 

at the bottom hole is lower than the formation pressure, formation gas and/or 

liquid enters the annular section of the wellbore. When a small height or 
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interval of such gas formation is initially penetrated, the inflow rate of the 

formation gas is low. The low gas influx rate results in the formation of 

smaller bubbles (Fig. 3.1A). As these bubbles are released from the bottom 

hole, they flow upward to the surface at the combined mudflow rate and their 

corresponding slip velocities.

II. As further bit penetration ensues, increased formation height or interval is 

exposed. This causes increase in the gas inflow rate into the well bore, 

thereby, producing much larger bubble sizes (Fig. 3.1B). The bubble sizes 

increase as more formation interval is drilled.

III. At the notification of significant gas inflow or kick by the surface equipment, 

further drilling and mud circulation are suspended. A visual check for fluid 

outflow rate from the annulus is conducted to ascertain the severity of the gas 

inflow. During this period, referred to in this study as the “Flow-Check” 

period, the wellbore would still be opened to the surface. If a significant gas 

inflow into the annulus occurs, high rate of mud outflow from the annulus 

would be noticed. At this time, the only pressure being exerted on the gas 

formation or reservoir is the hydrostatic pressure of the mud column. A lower 

hydrostatic pressure than the mud circulating or flowing pressure would 

increase the rate of gas inflow into the annulus. Thus, resulting in the 

development of larger gas bubbles during the flow check period (Fig. 3.1C). 

However, during the flow-check stage, equal size of gas bubble is introduced

into the wellbore because further drilling of the formation that could cause

increasing gas inflow rate is suspended (Fig. 3.1D).
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IV. After the confirmation of significant gas influx into the well bore, the well is 

usually shut-in to estimate the formation pressure. The density or weight of 

the mud is increased to the estimated formation pressure to subdue further 

inflow of the gas into the wellbore. 

3.3. Development of the Generalized Model

As earlier mentioned, the major modeling procedures are applicable to all of 

the three stages. However, the practical wellbore conditions during each of the three 

stages are different. Such different wellbore conditions result in different bottom hole 

pressures for each stage. 

3.3.1 Development of a Bubble

The development of a gas bubble during the static or dynamic conditions of a 

wellbore involves the flow of gas from the gas reservoir or gas containing sediment 

into a liquid-filled annulus. As presented by Davidson and Schuler63, one of the 

factors that determines the size or volume of a bubble formed at a specific period is 

the pressure differential between the gas source and the liquid-filled container. In 

petroleum engineering, the gas source is the gas formation, while the liquid-filled 

container is the annulus containing the drilling mud. The wellbore pressure could be 

dynamic, as the case of flowing or circulating mud pressure at the bottom-hole, or 

could be static. 

These different pressures are translated to their corresponding forces. 

Therefore, depending on the drilled interval and its corresponding gas inflow rate into
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    ( A )       ( B )

           ( C )      ( D )

Fig. 3.1 – Schematic representation of the modeled physical processes 
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the annulus, a force balance is conducted to estimate the volume or size of gas bubble 

that enters the annulus during a specific time period. For any force balance to occur, 

there must be some forces that support the development of the gas bubble. That is, 

allowing the gas bubble to expand. Such forces are considered to act outwardly from 

the reservoir face. Also, some forces that discourage or oppose the development of a 

gas bubble must be present. These second set of forces are derivable from either the 

dynamic or static impact of mud column on the gas bubble development, and the mud 

viscous force. Thus, they are considered to act on the developing gas bubble. Figure 

3.2 shows a schematic of bubble formation and the various forces responsible for its 

development and expansion. 

For this study, the major opposing force to the bubble development is the 

corresponding bottom hole pressure force, bhP , that results from drilling or non-

drilling operational conditions. This pressure comprises of: the pressure exerted on 

the gas bubble by the jetting action of the flowing drilling fluid from the bit nozzles, 

wbP , and, the pressure differential due to the surface tension. Both of these bottom 

hole pressure components act on and around the developing gas bubble respectively. 

While the gas bubble is developing, the pressure differential due to the surface 

tension surrounding a developing bubble of radius rb could be represented as follows:

b
wbres r

PP
144

2σ>− … 3.1

Taking the total bottom hole pressure, bhP , to be:
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Fig. 3.2 – Schematic of forces acting on a forming bubble
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Substituting Eq. 3.1 into Eq. 3.2, we have:

0>− wbres PP … 3.3

Therefore, the excess pressure expressed by Eq. 3.3, which is greater than zero,

causes the continuous gas inflow into the developing bubble from the reservoir at a 

particular gas inflow rate. When the gas inflow rate changes, which occurs when 

another inch of the formation is drilled, another gas bubble is assumed to form after 

the previous gas bubble is uplifted. That is, a particular gas inflow rate would 

correspond to a gas bubble volume. Larger gas bubbles are formed as the gas inflow 

rate increases. 

Such pressure difference expressed in Eq. 3.3 is incorporated into the solved 

diffusivity equation95 for the gas flow rate. This equation and other related 

expressions that are independent of the reservoir drainage radius and are derived in 

appendix A for radial-cylindrical gas inflow into a partially penetrated wellbore. 
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Where gq  is the gas inflow rate, expressed in Mcuft/hr.
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Equations 3.4 and 3.5 are the approximate solutions to the diffusivity equation for gas 

flow in radial direction inside gas reservoirs during transient period. These equations 
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are approximations because the resulting diffusivity equation involving 

pseudopressure terms transformation for the reservoir gas flow is non-linear, and thus 

can only be solved numerically. In order to perform analytical processes for reservoir 

gas flow, Al-Hussainy et al134 introduced this pseudopressure transformation, as 

presented in appendix A. These authors134 performed numerical techniques on the 

resulting gas flow diffusivity equation, and found that the dimensionless 

pseudopressure term, Dψ , can be approximated by the dimensionless pressure term, 

DP , for the slightly compressible fluid at the following conditions:
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The transient flow period is included in the analysis because of the possible variations 

in rate of penetration (ROP) that might be desired to drill through formations. This 

rate of penetration would control the exposure time for a particular interval, and thus, 

partly determines the volumetric inflow of the gas into the wellbore.

Another consideration in this study is the fact that partially penetrated 

wellbores into massive reservoirs have been realized to better be modeled by hemi-

spherical inflow of the reservoir fluid into the wellbore.135,137-140 However, the various 

analyses available for hemispherical flow analysis require that the entire formation 

interval be known before analysis. On the contrary, during drilling the exact 

formation thickness or length is not known until the formation is completely drilled 

through. Hence, the first approximation is to assume that radial flow exist all through 

the drilled height for analysis, and perform simulation for reservoir heterogeneity.
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3.3.2 Analysis of Forces on a Developing Bubble

Figure 3.2 shows that there is presence of surface tension around a 

developing or fully developed gas bubble within a liquid system. Therefore, with the 

assumption of spherically developed bubbles, an opposing force due to liquid surface 

tension is expressed as follows:

σπ HST dF = … 3.7

Equation 3.7 incorporates the assumption of zero contact angle between the 

contacting fluid phases, therefore cosine of the contact angle is equal to 1. By 

assuming that the reservoir is composed of hydraulic tubes of different sizes that are 

distributed non-uniformly, the hydraulic radius, Hr , of such porous reservoir sand or 

formation can be approximated as follows87:

( )φ
φ
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16
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r … 3.8

pD  is the sand particle diameter. The hydraulic diameter, Hd , is assumed to be:  

HH rd 2= … 3.9

Tiab and Donaldson88 published the average particle sizes or diameters for various 

known earth sediments. From the grain size table presented by these authors88, the 

average sand particle of 0.25mm, for medium grained sand sediment, was chosen as 

the average sand size for this study.

That is,

pD  = 0.25 mm = 8.2 x 10-4 ft … 3.10

Combining Eqs. 3.7 through 3.10, and expressing the parameters in field units, we 

have:
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Another opposing force on the developing bubble is that due to the inertia of 

the drilling fluid fraction surrounding the developing bubble. Owing to the continuous 

expansion of this bubble, the surrounding fraction of the liquid or mud is subjected to 

a downward movement. The resulting liquid movement is expressed in differential 

form65 as follows:
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T h e  t h i r d  a n d  l a s t ,  o p p o s i n g  f o r c e  i s  t h a t d u e  t o  t h e  v i s c o s i t y  o f  t h e  f l u i d .  T h i s  f o r c e  

a n d  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  t h e  a s s u m e d  s p h e r i c a l l y  d e v e l o p i n g  b u b b l e  v o l u m e  a r e  

r e s p e c t i v e l y  g i v e n  a s :
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The only supporting or upward force on the developing bubble is the 

buoyancy force. The buoyancy force is dependent on the bubble volume and the 

density difference between the drilling fluid and the gaseous phases that exist in the 

annulus. The buoyancy expression is given as follows:89

( )gVF glbBF ρρ −= … 3.17

3.3.3 Coupling of Model Forces 

During the bubble development, the differential pressure between the bottom 

hole pressure and that of the formation encourages the continuous growth of the 

bubble, as expressed by Eq. 3.3. Such pressure differential, also, promotes inequality 

between the total upward and total downward acting forces. It is assumed that at the 

instant of equality between the total upward and the total downward forces, the 

bubble stops to develop or grow. Once the bubble stops growing, it is uplifted from 

the bottom-hole towards the surface. 

Then, equating Eq. 3.17 to the summation of Eqs. 3.11, 3.12 and 3.15 results 

in the coupled model to be evaluated for the bubble size or volume at a specific gas 

inflow rate. Thus, we have:
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3.3.3.1 Expatiation on the Terms in the Coupled Model

The terms in Eq. 3.18 that need further expatiation are the first and third terms 

at the RHS. In Eq. 3.4 the gas inflow rate is assumed constant, at a particular exposed 
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formation interval, while the gas is flowing into the forming or developing bubble. 

Such constancy of flow rate could be considered reasonable because the entire flow 

time of gas during drilling is comparably shorter than when the reservoir is actually 

placed on production. Hence, any reservoir pressure drop and changes in the flow rate 

over the period for gas inflow during drilling are considered insignificant in this 

study. As the bubble grows or develops, the change in bubble volume is dependent on 

the change in bubble radius, as expressed by Eq. 3.16. Also, the change in volume of 

a particular bubble with respect to the change in time that is required for the gas to 

flow into the bubble is equivalent to the gas inflow rate. Therefore, substituting Eq. 

3.2 into Eq. 3.4, and expressing the parameters in field units, we have:
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where,

gq = gas inflow rate, cu ft/hr

The gas formation volume factor, in SCF/cu ft, is given as follows33:

res
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Equation 3.20 assumes that the atmospheric pressure is 14.7 psia, surface temperature 

of 60oF (520oR), and a compressibility factor of 1 at these standard conditions.

Defining a parameter as follows:
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Then,
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Differentiation of the first term at the RHS of Eq. 3.18 is expressed as:
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In Eq. 3.23, the differential terms need to be solved for. Therefore, differentiating Eq. 

3.13 with respect to time, and substituting Eq. 3.22 into the differentiated expression, 

we have:
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Application of Chain-rule of differentiation to the RHS term of Eq. 3.14 yields:
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When Eq. 3.16 is differentiated with respect to br , and taking the reciprocal of the

result, we have:
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Substituting Eqs. 3.22 and 3.26 into Eq. 3.25 yields the rate at which the bubble 

develops, which corresponds to the rate at which the radius of the bubble increases. 

This results to:
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That is,

( )bbb trfunction ,=ν … 3.28

Therefore, when bν  is differentiated with respect to bt , the Chain-rule of 

differentiation is applied, and Eq. 3.14 is substituted into the resulting expression 

from the Chain rule application. , we have:
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Then, the growth rate of the bubble with respect to the change in the bubble radius is 

evaluated by differentiating Eq. 3.27 with respect to br . This yields:
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Which becomes,
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When Eqs. 3.27 and 3.31 are substituted into Eq. 3.29, Eq. 3.29 could be re-written 

as:
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Thus, substituting Eqs. 3.22, 3.24 and 3.32 into Eq. 3.23 solves for the 

differential equation of the first term in the general solution, Eq. 3.18, while the

growth rate of the bubble radius that is required in the last term of the general solution 

is given in Eq. 3.27. 

3.4 The General Model

Having solved all the required terms of Eq. 3.18, the expressions in Eqs. 3.13, 

3.24, 3.27, 3.32, and 3.23 were coupled together and substituted into Eq. 3.18 to 

obtain a general model for the physical processes being modeled. The summarized 

expression for the general model is given as follows. 
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All along, the subscript, b, has been used to represent the developing stage of the 

bubble. To distinguish the developing stage from the final volume of a bubble, the 

general model in Eq. 3.33 has this subscript replaced by an uppercase letter B. 

Hence, Eq. 3.33 contains the final bubble volume, BV , when the buoyancy force 

balances the total of all the downward forces. 
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Since the final bubble volume, BV , is embedded in various terms at both sides 

of Eq. 3.33, a computer iterative program was developed for estimating the bubble 

volume as every inch of the formation or gas containing sediment is penetrated by the 

bit. This computer program is coded in Visual Basic 6.0 Language. The details of the 

coding are presented in Appendix B2. The various parameters in the preceding 

general model, Eq. 3.33 are defined as follows:
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All of the variables used in this modeling procedure have been converted to field 

units.  

3.5 Application of the General Model to the Physical 
Processes  

As earlier mentioned, the application of the general model to the first two 

stages of the entire physical processes under consideration will be presented in this 

section of the study. Also, it had been stated that the major difference between these 

stages is the different bottom hole pressures due to the different operational 

conditions existing during each stage. Consequently, the bottom hole pressure, bhP , 

needs to be evaluated for each of the first two stages.  

3.5.1 Stage 1 – Inception of Gas Inflow While Drilling and 
Circulating Drilling Fluid.

The operational condition under this stage involves the bit penetration into the 

gas formation and circulation of the drilling fluid until the gas inflow into the annulus 

is significant, and detected at the surface. Existence of such a drilling condition is a 

must; otherwise, there would not be any need to analyze any gas inflow. 

Following the concept of energy balance of fluid flow from the surface to the 

bottom-hole through the drillstring, as presented by Bourgoyne et al31, and taking the 

frictional pressure drops in the drill string into consideration, the following expression 

was derived as the imposing pressure by the circulating drilling fluid through the jets 

of the bit.
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where,

( ) ( )
fdpdcft PPP ∆+∆=∆ - Total frictional pressure drop inside the drill string, psi

For the flow of a Bingham plastic fluid inside a cylindrical geometry of specific 

length, L, the following expression is used for the turbulent frictional pressure drop:50
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The average velocity of flow through a cylindrical geometry is also given as:

2448.2 d
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and, the cross-sectional area across the three nozzles of a tri-cone roller bit is given 

as:
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where,

dcP∆ = total frictional pressure drop in the drill Collars, psi

dpP∆ = total frictional pressure drop in the drill pipes, psi

dpdcbh LLD += - True Vertical Depth (TVD), ft

Thus, the bottom hole pressure for stage 1 is given as:
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Substituting Eq. 3.46 into the general model, Eq. 3.33, results in the following 

expressions for stage 1:
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Equations 3.47 through 3.49 are substituted into the RHS terms of the general model, 

and the developed computer program is used to perform iterations for the 

determination of each of the various gas bubble sizes and volumes during drilling and 

circulation of the drilling fluid. 

3.5.2 Stage 2 – Suspension of Drilling and Mud Circulation

When the gas inflow or gas kick is detected through a surface kick detection

equipment, a visual check for the out-flow rate of the drilling fluid from the annulus 

is usually conducted. The effectiveness of such check for the annular out-flow rate is 

achieved by the suspension of both drilling and circulation of drilling fluid. With no 

circulation of the drilling fluid, any notable annular out-flow signifies a significant 

inflow of the reservoir fluid into the wellbore. Such high annular outflow rate is an 

indication that a formation with higher formation pressure than the designed drilling 

fluid bottom hole circulating and hydrostatic pressure is encountered.
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At this stage 2, the drilling fluid is static and the well is still opened to the 

surface, therefore, the hydrostatic pressure of the drilling fluid at the bottom hole is 

the only fluid pressure available to act against the gas formation pressure. The 

hydrostatic pressure of a liquid column at a depth, bhD , is generally expressed as:31

bhlwb DP ρ052.02 = … 3.50

In Eq. 3.50, 2wbP  is in psi, lρ  is in lbm/gal and bhD  is in ft.

Thus, when Eq. 3.50 is substituted into the developed general model, Eqs. 

3.39 through 3.41, similar expressions as obtained for the stage 1, but with differently

defined parameters are obtained as follows:
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Likewise, as stated under the solutions for the operational stage 1, the determined 

bubble sizes or volume at this stage are different from those at other stages. Since no 

drilling activity takes place during the flow check period, the same interval of the gas 

formation is exposed for the duration of the flow check. Hence, the gas inflow rate is 

constant, and could be higher than that at the end of stage 1 if the bottom-hole 

circulating pressure of the drilling fluid is lower than its hydrostatic pressure. 

For consistency, the duration for the development of each gas bubble during 

stage 2 is taken as the time it requires to drill an inch interval of the gas formation. 
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Thus, with higher gas inflow rate for this stage, larger constant gas bubble is formed 

during each time interval.

3.6 Model Simulation, Results and Discussions

A base case data for the modeling was compiled from the literature54,55,84,98, 

and published textbooks50&88. Furthermore, the surface pump ratings were extracted 

from a text book50. However, the frictional pressure loss in the surface equipment was 

neglected. Table 3.1 displays the data used for this simulation. 

Since the developed model requires estimation of the drilling fluid surface 

tension, which is usually not available in the literature, a simple capillary experiment 

using a capillary-like straw was conducted. Drilling fluid samples of various 

viscosities and components were prepared in the laboratory for the experiment. The 

intention was to obtain as many surface tension data as possible. There were 

difficulties in estimating the contact angles for low viscous water-based bentonite and 

polymer-based drilling fluids. However, experimental results for some other viscous 

drilling fluids were considered reasonable after comparing with the literature data65. 

Table 3.2 shows the comparison and the selected surface tension (in bold) for the 

analyses. 

3.6.1 Error Analysis of the Modeling

Due to the potential significant error that could result from any simulation 

procedure, an error analysis procedure was designed and incorporated in the 

modeling. The goal of the error analysis was to achieve the lowest possible absolute 
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Table 3.1 – Compiled base case data for modeling

Bottom Hole Assembly:

Riser size                                           = 19 in. ID
Casing Size                                        = 11 in. ID
Drill pipe Size                                      = 5 in. OD
Drill pipe Size                                      = 4.41 in. ID
Drill Collars                                         = 8 in. OD
Drill Collars                                        = 2.81 in. ID
Bit diameter                                       = 9.875 ins.
Bit nozzle sizes                                  = 12 /32 in x 3

Total area of the three nozzles             = 0.33147 in2

Bit nozzles' discharge Coefficient, Cd   = 0.95 constant
Choke Line                                         = 3 in. ID
Maximum Surface Pump Horse power   = 1000 hp

Drilling Fluid and Formation Properties:

Mud Flow Rate                                   = 400 gpm
Surface Pump discharge pressure        = 1620 psi

Drilling Fluid density                            = 8.4 ppg     =  61.4 Ib/ft3

Mud Plastic viscosity                          = 24 cp

Mud Yield Point                                  = 18 Ibf/100ft2

Average velocity in drill pipe (DP)         = 8.4 ft/sec
Average velocity in drill collars (DC)      = 20.7 ft/sec
Average velocity through Nozzles        = 387.1 ft/sec
Mud apparent viscosity for DP              = 87 cp
Mud apparent viscosity for DC              = 40 cp
Mud apparent viscosity for Bit Nozzles = 24 cp
Mud Surface tension, σ                        = 1.30E-02 Ibf/ft
Mud flowing Reynolds Number              = 3323 Inside DP
Mud flowing Reynolds Number              = 11254 Inside DC
Mud flowing Reynolds Number             = 139439 Nozzles' exit
Friction Pressure loss in Drill pipe        = 376 psi
Friction Pressure loss in Drill collars     = 151 psi
Flowing BHP (FBHP)                           = 4332 psi
Formation Pressure                             = 4600 psi
Formation Permeability                        = 300 md
Formation Porosity                              = 0.3 fraction
Mud Hydrostatic Pressure                  = 4368 psi
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Table 3.1 – Compiled Base Case Data for Modeling (contd.)

Temperature:

Surface                              70  oF         = 530 oR  

Bottom hole                       180 oF         = 640 oR  

Hole Geometry  -  VERTICAL HOLE:

Riser Length                       1000 ft from surface
Last Casing Shoe Depth     4000 ft from the mud line
Open-Hole section              5000 ft from last Casing Shoe
Drill Collars' Length            450 ft
Time Required to drill h-ft of formation 0.033 hr

Open-hole radius, rw 4.938 ins.      = 0.411 ft
Penetration Rate                 30 ft/hr

Formation Fluid - GAS - properties:

Viscosity of gas at 1 ATM      0.01244 cp
Viscosity ratio                       1.85

Gas Viscosity, µg at 4600 psia & 180oF         0.023014 cp

Gas gravity, S.Gg 0.6
Gas Constant, R                10.7
Gas pseudo-critical pressure 671 psia

Gas pseudo-critical temp.      358 oR
Gas pseudo-reduced pressure           6.85544
Gas pseudo-reduced temperature      1.787709
Gas Compressibility factor, z at 4600 psia 0.975

Gas Density, ρg 11.98778 lb/ft3

dZ/dP slope at 4600 psia         7.27E-05 psi-1 

Gas compressibility, Cg 0.000143 psi-1 

Gas Formation Volume Factor, Bg     0.003838 ft3/SCF
Gas Formation Volume Factor, Bg     0.000684 bbl/SCF
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error for each of the iterative step. Achieving such lowest absolute iteration error 

determines the apparent gas bubble volume or size that satisfies the expressions at 

both sides of Eq. 3.33 for each iterative step. This error analysis was designed for 

cumulative inches of each drilled formation interval. 

Table 3.2 – Comparison of experimental and literature data for the surface 
tension

   Literature Data65      Capillary Test

Density, lbm/gal 8.33 10.4 8.4 8.4
Viscosity, cp 60 600 70 24

Surface Tension, lbf/ft 2.40E-03 4.93E-03 3.51E-03 0.0013

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show two example plots of error analysis obtained for the 

bubble volumes after drilling the first ¼ - and one-half foot (½ -ft) of the formation. 

These are semi-logarithmic plots of the absolute error from successive steps of 

iteration for each accumulated inches of the drilled intervals. The iterative steps by 

the computer program are designed in such a way that as long as the absolute error in 

the next step is lower than that of the preceding step, the iterative procedures 

continue. The apparent bubble size is recorded for a particular formation interval 

when the absolute error becomes minimal. 

The iteration end-points or lowest absolute errors obtained for all the instances 

simulated were to the order of 10-2 in order to optimize the run-time for the computer 

program. Absolute error as low as to the order of 10-5 could be obtained after very 

long computer run-time. However, the improvements in the iterated bubble volumes 
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Fig. 3.3 – Example of error analysis plot for bubble volume prediction at formation 
interval, h =3 inches
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Fig. 3.4 – Example of error analysis plot for bubble volume prediction at formation 
interval, h = 6 inches
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are extremely low, which do not justify the enormous run-time used by the computer 

program. 

3.6.2 Apparent Bubble Size Profile at Instant of Gas Inflow 

As explained in Chapter 2, the estimates of bubble sizes provided in this study 

are referred to as apparent bubble sizes because of the complexity in determining the 

sizes of series of  gas bubbles that enter the annulus after drilling a formation interval. 

These series of gas bubbles are generated as a result of the turbulent action of the 

circulating drilling fluid. Instead, for a particular drilled gas formation interval, all 

these various sizes of bubbles are lumped together to form a single spherical bubble 

of an apparent size equaling the summation of all the sizes of these series of bubbles. 

All of the bubble size analyses are conducted at the wellbore-sand face contact.

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that with continuous drilling, the apparent gas 

bubble sizes, being released into the annulus, increases polynomially. The drop in the 

apparent bubble size at the end of the polynomial trend in Fig. 3.5 is due to the 

change from the drilling operational stage to the flow-check stage, which is 

characterized by the higher mud hydrostatic pressure during the flow check period 

than the bottom-hole mud circulating pressure during the actual drilling periods. For 

comparison sake, the simulation results for higher bottom-hole circulating pressure 

than the mud hydrostatic pressure are presented in Chapter 4. Figure 3.7 shows the 

cumulative mud pit volume gain, which is equivalent to the total volume of all the gas 

bubbles that entered the annulus during the drilling and flow check periods (stages 1 

and 2).  
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Bubble size profile at instant of inflow
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Fig. 3.5 – Apparent bubble size distributions for the base case data during drilling and 
flow-check periods
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Cumulative Volume of Gas at Instant of Inflow
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Fig. 3.6 – Annular cumulative gas volume during drilling and flow-check periods
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Bubble size profile at instant of inflow
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Fig. 3.7 – Rate of mud gain at the surface mud pit during drilling and flow-check 
periods
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3.6.3 Effect of Porosity

The effects of porosity were investigated by considering two porosity values 

of 0.05 and 0.5. Figure 3.8 presents the apparent bubble size profile for these two 

porosity values. Similar trend of polynomial increase in the bubble size is observed 

for both porosity values as the gas formation interval increases. At each gas formation 

interval, the cumulative plot for all the apparent bubble volumes that had entered the 

annulus is presented in Fig. 3.9 for each porosity value. Due to the large-scale 

interval on the cumulative bubble volume axis, little effect of the porosity could be 

seen. However, when the plot scale interval is reduced for the later sections of these 

plots, as shown in Fig. 3.10, obvious differences in the plots could be seen for the two 

gas formation permeability cases. With all other reservoir and wellbore properties 

held constant, Fig. 3.10 shows that the quantitative production, at the sand face, from 

a less porous reservoir is greater than that from a more porous reservoir. Also, the 

magnitudes of the differences in the volumetric production increase with increase in 

the permeability. These results are based on the same period of production, and the 

same pressure differential between the wellbore and the reservoir pressures. 

A possible explanation for these analytical results could be due to the 

difference in the matrix volume or quantity in the two porous gas formations with 

different porosity values. For gas formations of equal gross thickness, higher porosity 

gas formations, undoubtedly, have more matrix fractional volume than lower porosity 

gas formations. Hence, for a gas formation without any external pressure 

replenishment, such a strong water aquifer, any pressure relief would cause the larger 

matrix of the less porous formation to undergo more displacement or re-arrangement. 
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Fig. 3.8 – Effect of porosity on the apparent bubble size profile for stages 1 and 2
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Cumulative Inflow Gas Volume - Effect of Porosity -
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Fig. 3.9 – Effect of porosity on the cumulative inflow gas volume during 
stages 1 and 2
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Fig. 3.10 – Magnified porosity effect on the cumulative inflow gas volume at greater 
drilled interval for stage 1
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This is necessary to compensate for the decline in the magnitude of the reservoir fluid 

pressure. Such re-arrangement would cause pore space compression by the matrix, 

and thus, reduction in pore volume would result. Therefore, the greater the pore space 

compression, the greater the reservoir fluids expulsion from the reservoir. By these 

simulation results, a gas formation with significant variation in the in-situ porosity 

values may experience severe in-situ pore space reduction at its local sections with 

lower porosity values. This effect could also trigger increasing permeability 

impairment, and hence, limit the ultimate recovery from such gas formation.

To support these simulation results, Newman129 conducted series of 

experiments on consolidated, friable, limestone and unconsolidated reservoir rocks to 

study the impact of initial porosity on the pore-volume compressibility. A total of 256 

samples of sandstone and limestone from 40 reservoirs were used for the experiment. 

Figure 3.11 shows the experimental results for the consolidated reservoir rocks. The 

class averages of these rock properties for the rock types are reproduced in Fig. 3.12. 

These experimental results show that the fractional reduction in pore volume 

increases with decreasing initial porosity as fluids are produced. This, thus, 

experimentally agrees with the presented analytical results by the present theoretical 

study.

3.6.4 Effect of Formation Radial Permeability

The physical meaning of formation permeability is the ease at which fluids 

flow through a porous medium. Therefore, for a higher permeability medium, a 

higher rate of fluid flow through the porous medium is expected. So, it is not 
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Fig. 3.11 – Experimental determination of the effects of pore volume compressibility 
on the initial porosity of consolidated sandstones129
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Experimental Results by Newman129
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Fig. 3.12 – Class averages of the rock properties for the various rock types
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surprising that increase in apparent bubble sizes at the wellbore-sand face contact, 

and increase in the surface mud pit volume are predicted as the reservoir permeability 

increases in Figs. 3.13 through 3.15.

A closer look at Fig. 3.13 indicates that there is a comparison between the 

apparent bubble sizes during the flow-check stage (stage 2) for all the permeability 

values considered. For all of these permeability values, smaller bubble size occurs 

during the flow- check stage due to a higher bottom hole pressure – mud hydrostatic 

pressure – than the bottom-hole circulating pressure when drilling and circulating the 

mud (stage 1). Interestingly, the magnitude of the decrease in gas bubble size is 

directly proportional to the magnitude of the permeability. That is, higher 

permeability resulted in higher drop in apparent bubble size during the flow-check 

stage. 

A possible explanation for such analytical observation could be due to the fact 

that for higher permeability formation, the greater pressure impulse of the hydrostatic 

pressure travels faster into the gas formation to alleviate the rate of gas inflow. For 

the considered permeability cases of 50-md, 300-md and 400-md permeability the 

resulting drop in the apparent bubble sizes are 1.09-inches, 2.24-inches and 2.52-

inches respectively. An agreement to these results is provided in Chapter 4 during 

wellbore pressure rises or buildup while shutting-in on the gas inflow.

3.6.5 Effect of Permeability Heterogeneity 

The effect of directional variation of permeability in the vertical and radial 

directions on the apparent gas bubble sizes is introduced into the modeling by 
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Cumulative Inflow Gas Volume  - Effect of Permeability
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Rate of Mud Pit Gain - Effect of Permeability
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considering five permeability anisotropic ratios of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 4.0, 8.0. The 

anisotropic ratio is represented in this study as the effective permeability for a 

heterogeneous porous medium, and is given as:131, 139

v

r
eff k

k
K = … 3.54

Where, effK  represents the effective permeability of the gas formation, rk  and vk

are the radial and vertical permeabilities respectively. This effective permeability is 

used to replace the average permeability term k in the gas bubbly model in equation 

3.33. 

Figure 3.16 shows the simulation results for the five anisotropic ratios. The 

figure indicates that there is increase in the apparent bubble sizes as the formation 

interval increases for all the anisotropy ratios. However, for effK ≤ 2.0, which 

signify higher vertical flow, there is instability in the apparent gas bubble sizes that 

inflow into the wellbore at lower gas formation intervals. This probably indicates that 

the gas flow in the vertical direction affects the radial gas flow into the wellbore at 

drilled formation interval less than 1-ft. However, as the effective permeability 

increases for any drilled formation interval, which indicates lesser influences of 

vertical flow, the instability in the apparent gas bubble subsides. These results 

buttress the suggestion of using a hemispherical flow model to analyze the apparent 

bubble sizes for small drilled intervals of high vertical permeability gas sands. 

3.6.6 Effect of Drag Forces on Apparent Bubble Sizes 

During the bubble development, it is assumed that the instantaneous growth 
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of the bubble is as a result of laminar flow of gas into an enclosure that eventually 

form a bubble. The bubble growth is opposed by the viscosity of the drilling fluid 

surrounding the growing bubble, hence, a viscous drag or force due to the drilling 

fluid viscosity must be overcome for gas bubble to continue growing.

There are two basic types of viscous forces. These are the pressure or form 

drag and the friction drag. The derivations of these forces are given in appendix A. 

The form and the friction viscous forces are respectively given as:141

rDFD πµυπµυ 63 == … 3.55

r2412 πµυπµυ == DFD … 3.56

Equation 3.55 which is generally referred to as the Stoke’s law had been considered 

for modeling in this study rather than the friction viscous force since there is an 

opposing pressure to the bubble growth which acts on the maximum cross sectional 

area of the growing bubble perpendicularly. Instead of the used form viscous force, 

the friction viscous force was used in the model to ascertain its effect on the apparent 

bubble size. Figure 3.17 shows no difference in the use of either of these viscous 

forces. This is not surprising because the forces introduced in this study only control 

the rate of growth of the gas bubbles, they do not control the size of the gas bubble. 

3.6.7 Mud Plastic Viscosity

In order to investigate the influence of mud viscosity on the apparent gas 

bubble size profile, three mud plastic viscosity values were chosen. These values (15, 

24-, and 33-cp plastic viscosities) are within the range of practical mud plastic 

viscosity. Figure 3.18 shows the apparent gas bubble size profile for these mud 
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Apparent Bubble Size Profile - Mud Viscosity Effect
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plastic viscosity values. Little to no increases in the apparent sizes of the gas bubbles 

are observed with increasing mud plastic viscosities for increasing formation 

intervals. This is because the stabilizing effect of a viscous fluid on the size of gas 

bubble that could be allowed to form is not pronounced within the chosen viscosity 

range. However, for highly viscous fluids, with the viscosity values in hundreds,

notable increases in the bubble sizes with increasing fluid viscosities have been 

experimentally presented by Johnson and White88, Otake et al109, and Satyanarayan et 

al65. Table 3.3 presents slight increases in the apparent gas bubble sizes as the 

viscosity increases, which theoretically agree with such literature experimental 

results.

Table 3.3 – Viscous stabilizing effect on the apparent bubble sizes

Drilled Form. Bubble Bubble Size Drill Time Cum. Gas Cum Gas Cum Pit
Interval, h, ft Vol., cuft (dia.), ins t, minutes Volume, cuft Volume, SCF gain, bbl

     Mud Plastic Viscosity = 15cp

0 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0
1 3.12 21.74 2 18.6 4838.9 3.3
2 7.16 28.69 4 81.7 21280.5 14.5
3 11.64 33.74 6 196.3 51155.1 35.0
4 16.44 37.85 8 366.9 95605.6 65.4
5 21.48 41.39 10 596.7 155494.3 106.3

     Mud Plastic Viscosity = 33cp

0 0.00 0.00 0 0 0 0
1 3.14 21.79 2 18.7 4870.2 3.3
2 7.20 28.75 4 82.2 21418.0 14.6
3 11.71 33.81 6 197.6 51486.1 35.2
4 16.54 37.94 8 369.3 96223.7 65.8
5 21.62 41.48 10 600.6 156499.1 107.0
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3.6.8 Effect of Rate of Penetration

The effect of the changes in rate of penetration, ROP, from 30 ft/hr to 50 ft/hr

on the apparent gas bubble sizes is not apparent as shown in Fig. 3.19. This is 

because irrespective of the rate of drilling a certain formation interval, the same rate 

of gas inflow is obtained due to the equally drilled formation interval. However, the 

required drill time for the same formation interval decreases with increase in the 

ROP. Figure 3.20 indicates that a 50-ft/hr ROP drills a formation interval of 5-ft

faster than 30-ft/hr ROP. This causes the inflow of larger gas bubble sizes for the 50-

ft/hr ROP than those for the 30-ft/hr ROP as the drill time increases. Hence, the same 

maximum mud pit gain is achieved faster with 50-ft/hr ROP than with 30-ft/hr ROP, 

as shown in Fig. 3.21. 

3.7 Summary

In summary, theoretically and experimentally proven forces that control the 

formation of bubbles have been employed to adequately establish the various gas 

bubble size profiles that possibly inflow into the annulus when underbalanced 

condition exists at the bottom-hole of a wellbore. Two stages of gas inflow have been 

analyzed. These stages are the stage 1 – when simultaneous drilling and mud 

circulating are embarked upon, and stage 2 – when drilling and mud circulation are 

suspended to check for mud outflow from the annulus. From the previously presented 

analyses of the simulation results, the following are new findings:

During the opened wellbore stages (stages 1 and 2), increase in permeability of gas 

formations causes increase in the apparent bubble sizes/volumes under the
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Bubble Size Profile - Effect of ROP
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same conditions of drilling, and of the same other reservoir properties. Consequently, 

there is increase in the rate at which the surface mud pit rises during these stages.

Also, increase in permeability has been shown to promote traces of higher rate 

of backpressure transmission from the wellbore into the gas formation when the

wellbore or bottom hole pressure becomes greater than its previous magnitude. 

Therefore, under this condition, increase in permeability would indicate increasing 

reduction in the gas inflow rate. More discussions on this finding will be provided in 

Chapter 4.

Introduction of permeability anisotropy into the modeling procedures has 

shown that gas inflow into a wellbore of ≤ 1-ft partial penetration under the 

conditions stipulated for analysis in this study is hemispherical rather than the usual 

radial flow assumption by some authors of gas kick analysis.

Porosity effect on gas production is not apparent at smaller drilled formation 

interval range. However, at greater formation interval, cumulative gas production 

showed that gas formation with lower porosity would produce more cumulative gas 

volume than formation with higher porosity due to the greater pore space 

compression by the greater matrix volume in lower porosity gas formation. Also, with 

increasing gas formation permeability, there is increasing cumulative gas production 

from a low porosity gas formation than for a higher porosity gas formation. 

Agreement with these simulation results, and series of published experimental results 

on the influence of pore volume compressibility on the initial porosity of various rock 

types was provided. Therefore, for a gas formation with significant variation in its in-

situ local porosities, variations in the porosity damages could result. This effect could 
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also trigger increasing permeability impairment, and hence, limit the ultimate 

recovery from such gas formation.

Furthermore, it was theoretically confirmed that the viscosity stabilizing effect 

would cause larger apparent gas bubble size in highly viscous fluid than in less 

viscous fluid. However, due to the lower range of practical viscosity values used in 

drilling operations, insignificant differences in the bubble sizes were obtained for 

such small viscosity range.
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CHAPTER FOUR

MODELING OF WELLBORE STORAGE 
EFFECTS ON ANNULAR PRESSURE ANALYSIS 

OF A GAS-KICK WELL 

4.1 Introduction

As mentioned in the preceding chapters, the concluding stage of evaluating 

gas inflow, before any control procedure is embarked upon, is the shut-in of the 

wellbore. Shutting-in a wellbore on a gas kick provides an opportunity to evaluate the 

pressure of the formation penetrated. However, in practice, the most valuable shut-in 

information that determines the success of any gas kick control are the surface 

instantaneous shut-in drill pipe and shut-in casing or annular pressures. 

To adequately prevent further gas inflow, on-site analysis of these surface 

pressure rises is crucial in estimating the additional mud weight needed for control. 

All of the currently existing models for such analysis are based on gas bubble velocity 

approach. Gas velocity is primary in estimating the upward distance traveled by the 

gas bubbles. However, to satisfactorily approach the wellbore pressure build-up 

through gas velocity concept, an excellent knowledge of the contributions from all the 

existing gas bubbles or distribution patterns must be ascertained. It is also necessary 

to know the status (such as their depths, and volumes attained) of every gas bubbles at 

the closure of the wellbore for pressure build-up. All of these, coupled with the 

negligible influence that bubble migration has on the pressure build-up, point to the 
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fact that it is practically inappropriate to consider gas bubble velocity as the sole 

parameter responsible for any pressure build-up. 

Regrettably, all of the currently existing studies58-62,72,82&92 on the pressure 

build-up during shut-in of a gas kick have undoubtedly analyzed wellbore pressure 

buildup as a consequence of gas bubble velocity or upward migration. Definitely, it is 

agreed that upward gas migration does exist during shut-in due to buoyancy effect. 

However, it could not single-handedly be responsible for the pressure build-up in a 

gas containing system, where gas compressibility could play a significant, if not 

dominant, role. Moreover, the gas velocity expressions used in the current gas kick 

analyses are usually based on one or more of the many correlations for air bubble 

velocity in water. From Stokes’ theories,114 it is crystal clear that the performances of 

differently sized gas bubbles in air/water systems are different from those existing in 

viscous fluids such as drilling fluid.

Due to the established influence of wellbore storage effect on the pressure rise 

as explained in Chapter 2, the primary objective of the present chapter is to 

implement the wellbore storage concept to analyzing pressure rise in the wellbore and 

at the surface when the well is shut-in.

4.2 Model Hypotheses and Description

4.2.1 Model Hypotheses

For the wellbore pressure buildup modeling, the following hypotheses have 

been adopted. Some of the following hypotheses are repetitions of those presented in 

Chapter 3.
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1. Hole Geometry

• Vertical hole is considered, with the drill bit on bottom of hole.

2. Status of Fluid Phases

• The continuous phase, drilling mud, is static, while the dispersed phase, gas is 

allowed to migrate upward with no further expansion after well complete 

closure. 

• Before shutting-in the well, the bubbles at the upper sections would have 

expanded, and, thus, would be more susceptible to compression. Such 

compression would cause reduction in the volume of these bubbles 

immediately at shut-in, and during the shut-in period. Conversely, bubbles at 

the vicinity of the bottom-hole would expand due to lower wellbore pressure 

than the reservoir pressure. However, at any shut-in time, all deformable 

bubbles would have same volume since they are all under the same imposed 

pressure from the reservoir.

• As a consequence of the above hypothesis, at and during shut-in, the densities 

of all the deformable gas bubbles are equal and subjected to equal 

instantaneous wellbore or bottom-hole pressure. 

• The gas phase is considered highly compressible, and controls the rate at 

which the entire annular fluid system is compressed.

• The drilling mud is assumed incompressible. 

3.  Cuttings 

• The effect of the weight of cuttings on the bottom-hole pressure is neglected. 
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• At and during shut-in, the bit nozzles are assumed unplugged by the drill 

cuttings.

4. Bubble Shape

• There are non-deformable discrete bubbles separating the larger bubbles. The 

separating discrete bubbles disallow the coalescence of the larger bubbles.

• A larger bubble takes the shape of a bent hot dog around the drill pipe

5. Other Hypotheses

• Isothermal condition is considered inside the annulus

• Shutting-in of the well is considered to take some finite time, and the time 

taken is assumed to be known

• Engineers’ method of kick control is used

4.2.2. Model Description

Figures 4.1A to 4.1D schematically illustrate the description of the model 

during pressure build-up in the annulus after a well kick. For better understanding of 

the modeling procedure, three instantaneous periods of pressure build-up analysis are 

considered. The initial period is when the annular drilling fluid is contaminated by the 

gas inflow from the gas reservoir. The second period is viewed as instantaneous 

isolation of the pressurized annulus from the influences of reservoir forces. This 

period allows the deeper (recently released) gas bubbles into the wellbore to expand, 

and the already expanded shallower bubbles to contract their volumes. The final and 

third period involves the removal of the instantaneous isolation so that the annular 

fluid system can be pressurized by the reservoir again. Since the gas bubbles in the 
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annular fluid system are capable of further compression, this final period allows

additional inflow of gas bubbles into the annulus. However, there is continuous 

decrease in subsequent gas bubbles released into the annulus at later periods. These 

periods continue in cyclic form until the gas bubbles in the annulus cannot be 

compressed anymore. The following are the detailed descriptions of these processes.

1. Before shut-in, the bubble sizes are as shown in Fig. 4.1A. That is, the 

shallower bubbles would have migrated upward and undergone expansion 

than the deeper bubbles. At shut-in, the time required to completely close the 

well must be noted. With the assumption of an instantaneous isolation of the 

wellbore from the gas formation immediately after shut-in, the highest 

pressure at the bottom hole would be the hydrostatic pressure of the drilling 

mud inside the drill pipe since the annulus contains the gas phase. Therefore, 

immediately at shut-in, the surface casing pressure and the annular fluid 

would respond to the annular pressurization by the hydrostatic pressure of 

drilling mud in the drill pipe as shown in Fig. 4.1B. 

2. When the instantaneous isolation is relaxed, the gas formation would 

pressurize the fluids in the drill pipe and in the annulus. But because it is 

assumed that there is no gas inflow into the drill pipe, there would be no 

gaseous phase compression inside the drill pipe. Therefore, the surface drill 

pipe pressure would rise rapidly because of faster pressure transmission 

through much denser drilling fluid to balance the gas formation pressure at 

that side of the system. On the other hand, the surface casing pressure would 

rise slowly because the annular pressurization by the gas formation is slowed 
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down by presence of compressible gaseous phase. Such gas phase 

compression reduces the initial total annular volume occupied by the gas. 

Therefore, the pressurization by the formation would introduce an equivalent 

volume of gas bubble into the annulus to retain the initial annular volume of 

the gaseous phase at all times.  By this action, the annular gas phase volume is 

kept constant with increased mass of the gaseous phase. This causes the gas 

density to correspondingly increase with time. Completion of these periods 

processes is shown in Fig. 4.1B.

3. Further reservoir pressurization on the annular fluid system causes continuous 

cyclic repetition of the three periods. These processes continue until the 

surface casing and the bottom hole or wellbore pressures stabilized, which is 

an indication that the bottom-hole pressure now equalizes the gas reservoir 

pressure. At this time, all of the gas bubbles would have been compressed to 

the same density as at the instant inflow of each gas bubble into the wellbore. 

Afterwards, no further pressurization or annular gas compression by the gas 

formation is allowed by the wellbore. Two cyclic repetitions of these 

processes, before pressure stabilization, are schematically presented in Figs. 

4.1C and 4.1D. It should be noted that the stabilized surface pressures are 

sometimes referred to as instantaneous drill pipe and casing pressures.

4.3. Model Development
This section discusses the development of the modeling steps of pressure

variation in the wellbore of a gas kick well using the wellbore storage concept. Since
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(A) (B)

Fig. 4.1 – Schematic illustrations of modeled physical processes: (A) during flow-
check or before shut-in; (B) well shut-in
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                  (C)             (D)

Fig. 4.1 – Schematic illustrations of continuous shut-in period
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the annulus comprises mostly of incompressible drilling mud and some gaseous phase 

(highly compressible), the annular fluid system is considered to be slightly 

compressible. That is, not as compressible as when the entire annulus is filled with 

gas. For slightly compressible fluid system, the standard compressibility expression 

under isothermal condition is given as91:
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By applying Chain Rule to Eq. 4.1, we have:
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Re-arranging Eq. 4.2, we have
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The density of a substance, in this case for the gas, is expressed as follows:
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where,

gm = mass of gas bubble, lbm

gV = portion of the annular volume occupied by the gas, cuft

Differentiating Eq. 4.4 with respect to time, t, yields:
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At any instantaneous time, t, any pressure imposed on the annular gas compresses a 

constant gas mass that causes additional gas inflow from the reservoir. Such 

compression results in increased gas mass of the entire annular gaseous phase at 

instantaneous time t+∆t for the constant annular gas volume. However, the mass of 

each already existing gas bubble, before the additional inflow, is assumed to remain 

the same. Therefore, the increase in the entire annular gaseous mass is as a result of 

the additional gas inflow by the wellbore storage effect. It should be noted that the 

consequential change in density for each of the gas bubble is due to the change in its 

volume only. Thus, at any instant, the reservoir pressurizes a constant annular 

gaseous mass for additional inflow. At that instant of reservoir pressurization,

0≈
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Also, since the successive additional gas bubbles are as a result of reduction in the 

entire annular gaseous volume, we have
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Substituting Eqs. 4.6 and 4.7 into Eq. 4.5 yields an expression in terms of the gas 

density and volume:
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When Eq. 4.8 is substituted into Eq. 4.3, we have,
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Equation 4.9 is another expression generally used to express the isothermal gas 

compressibility. Thus, all of the above assumptions, and analyses, which are the 

implementation of all the hypotheses for this chapter, are consistent with the 

conventional engineering analysis. Substituting Eq. 3.4 into Eq. 4.9, and re-arranging 

yields:
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Two constant parameters could be defined from Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6 as follows:
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Therefore, Eq. 3.5 simplifies to: 
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Substituting Eq. 4.13 into Eq. 4.10 and integrating results in:
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Where the LHS of Eq. 4.14 is integrated as 
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However, the integration of the RHS of Eq. 4.14 is as presented below up to Eq. 4.22

Let,
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tJu c ln+= … 4.16

Differentiating Eq. 4.16 with respect to time, t, we have
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But, from Eq. 4.16,
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Which then leads to:
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Therefore, substituting Eqs. 4.17 and 4.18 into the RHS integrand of Eq. 4.14, we 

have:
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The RHS integrand of Eq. 4.19 is much easier to solve compared to its LHS 

integrand. Since cJ  is a constant parameter, re-arranging RHS expression of Eq. 4.19

results in the following expression:
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The RHS integrand is evaluated as:108
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The successive evaluation of each of the terms in the above series, for the same value
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of u , increases up to a particular term. Beyond this term, the evaluation of the 

subsequent terms continuously decreases rapidly. Also, as the parameter u increases 

in value, there is increase in the number of terms before rapid decrease in the 

evaluation of subsequent terms commences. Therefore, it is inadequate to just 

truncate the series in Eq. 4.21 without proper evaluation of the series. This fact is 

taken care of during the computer simulation processes, so that the evaluation of the 

highest term, after decreased evaluation in term commences, is at least 10-5 as 

u increases. This lowest value of 0.00001 was arbitrarily chosen to satisfy maximum 

decimal places of 4 usually desired in engineering computations. So, substitution of 

Eq. 4.21 into Eq. 4.20 yields:
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If a parameter is defined as:
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Then, substituting Eqs. 4.15 and 4.22 into the solution of the model, Eq. 4.14,

completely solves for the model. Therefore, we have the complete solution expressed 

as follows:

int
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34176

2
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Y
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P ggbhgg

sg
J

res

bh-

res c
+⋅=
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… 4.24
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Where,

intY =    the constant of integration

For simplicity sake, another arbitrary parameter can be defined as:

ZµTVc

khB

e
Π

ggbhgg

g
Jc

c
⋅=

34176

2
… 4.25

Therefore, Eq. 4.24 is re-written as

( )[ ]inttanh YPPP scresresbh +Π= δ … 4.26

Equation 4.26 is then the general solution with a constant of integration for 

predicting the wellbore pressure build-up for a well shut-in on gas kick of known 

specific volume or size before shut-in. 

In order to evaluate the constant of integration, intY , the initial condition at 

the time of complete well shut-in is used. The actual time, expressed in hours, which 

is required to shut-in the well must be known. This initial condition corresponds to 

the previously illustrated initial period of all the three periods considered for the 

modeling. Thus, at this initial condition, the hydrostatic pressure of the drilling fluid 

would be the bottom-hole pressure. If cltt = and hydPP =  at the completion of 

wellbore closure, where clt  is the time required to completely close the wellbore 

before the actual well shut-in period starts, and hydP  is the hydrostatic pressure, then 

substituting the wellbore shut-in time into Eq. 4.23 gives the following equation:
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When hydPP =  is substituted into Eq. 4.26, the constant of integration is solved for 

as: 

( )int,
1

int *tanh
1

sc
res

hyd

res P

P

P
Y δΠ−





= − … 4.28

With known constant of integration, the solution to the model, Eq. 4.26, can then be 

evaluated for the wellbore or bottom hole pressure build-up as shut-in time increases. 

4.3.1 Casing Pressure Module

Build-up of surface casing pressure is modeled as a changing annular gas 

density phenomenon. For the physical processes under consideration in this study, the 

pressures in the annulus are acting in various directions. The gas pressure from the 

reservoir at the reservoir-wellbore contact is acting upward while the annular pressure 

due to fluid column acts downward. As presented earlier, wellbore storage causes 

increase in gas mass and, thus, increase in gas density for constant gas volume. Such 

changes in gas density during shut-in make the computation of the hydrostatic 

pressure of the annular fluid system more complex. 

From the model hypotheses, drilling mud in the annulus is considered 

incompressible while the annular gas is highly compressible. Therefore, integration of 

Eq. 4.1, and the evaluation of the resulting constant of integration at the reservoir 

conditions for the gaseous phase yields:

( ) wbgbh CYP
g e ,ρρ −= … 4.29
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Where ρY  is another constant of integration, and it is expressed in terms of the 

reservoir conditions as:

resg
resg

res C
PY ,

,
ln

1 ρρ 



−= … 4.30

Since the drilling mud density is expressed in lbm/gal, the gas density in Eq. 4.29

should also be expressed in lbm/gal (ppg). With known total annular volume, from 

volumetric calculations, and the mud pit gain at the surface before the well is 

completely closed, the annular gas volumetric fraction is represented as:

ann

anng

ann

spg
g V

V

V

V ,≡=λ … 4.31

Implementing a volumetric averaging technique, the average density of the annular 

fluid system is estimated as follows:

( )glgg
ann

annllanngg
f V

VV λρλρρρρ −+=
+

= 1
,,

… 4.32

Therefore, the hydrostatic pressure of the annular fluid system can be estimated from: 

DP fannhyd ρ052.0, = … 4.33

The annular fluid hydrostatic pressure in Eq. 4.33 is computed for every wellbore 

buildup pressure value to obtain the corresponding surface casing pressure rise.

4.4 Modeling Technique

The procedure adopted in the simulation is presented in this section. A 

computer program written in Visual Basics 6.0 was developed to perform the 
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simulation. The modeling data used are the same as those used in Chapter 3. These 

data are, again, presented in Table 4.1. The data in bold are literature55 data.

The major purpose of the modeling, in Chapter 4, is to predict the casing 

pressure rise, which relatively determines the bottom-hole pressure rise. For 

application of this study, varying the reservoir permeability and/or reservoir pressure 

helps to match the predicted casing pressure rise to the measured casing pressure rise 

up to the initial stabilization period. At the initial pressure stabilization, the reservoir 

pressure used for the history matching of the casing pressure rise could be assumed to 

be the reservoir pressure. Hence, such predicted reservoir pressure could be the basis 

for controlling the well. Another purpose of this modeling is the ability to predict 

what time, from when complete well shut-in commences, would a particular gas kick 

scenario be expected to attain its initial pressure stabilization. Predicting shorter time 

than actual could result in assuming lower pressure for the reservoir. Hence, this 

could cause the occurrence of multiple kicks at the same borehole depth. Prediction of 

such early time of initial pressure stabilization is possible if the predicted rates of 

pressure rise for the casing and the bottom-hole are too rapid, as usually presented by 

the currently existing approaches.

4.4.1 Background to Pressure Build-up Computations

Before any pressure rise computation using the model developed in this 

Chapter 4, the models developed and applied in Chapter 3 must have provided the 

total volume of gas inflow into the annulus before shutting-in the well. The two 
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Table 4.1 – Modeling Data

Bottom Hole Assembly:

Riser size                                           = 19 in. ID
Casing Size                                        = 11 in. ID
Drill pipe Size                                      = 5 in. OD
Drill pipe Size                                      = 4.41 in. ID
Drill Collars                                         = 8 in. OD
Drill Collars                                        = 2.81 in. ID
Bit diameter                                       = 9.875 ins.
Bit nozzle sizes                                  = 12 /32 in x 3

Total area of the three nozzles             = 0.33147 in2

Bit nozzles' discharge Coefficient, Cd   = 0.95 constant
Choke Line                                         = 3 in. ID
Maximum Surface Pump Horse power   = 1000 hp

Drilling Fluid and Formation Properties:

Mud Flow Rate                                   = 400 gpm
Surface Pump discharge pressure        = 1620 psi

Drilling Fluid density                            = 8.4 ppg     =  61.4 Ib/ft3

Mud Plastic viscosity                          = 24 cp

Mud Yield Point                                  = 18 Ibf/100ft2

Average velocity in drill pipe (DP)         = 8.4 ft/sec
Average velocity in drill colars (DC)      = 20.7 ft/sec
Average velocity through Nozzles        = 387.1 ft/sec
Mud apparent viscosity for DP              = 87 cp
Mud apparent viscosity for DC              = 40 cp
Mud apparent viscosity for Bit Nozzles = 24 cp
Mud Surface tension, σ                        = 1.30E-03 Ibf/ft
Mud flowing Reynolds Number              = 3323 Inside DP
Mud flowing Reynolds Number              = 11254 Inside DC
Mud flowing Reynolds Number             = 139439 Nozzles' exit
Friction Pressure loss in Drill pipe        = 376 psi
Friction Pressure loss in Drill collars     = 151 psi
Flowing BHP (FBHP)                           = 4332 psi
Formation Pressure                             = 4600 psi
Formation Permeability                        = 300 md
Formation Porosity                              = 0.3 fraction
Mud Hydrostatic Pressure                  = 4368 psi
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Table 4.1 – Modeling Data (Contd.)

Temperature:

Surface                      70  oF         = 530 oR  
Bottom hole                       180 oF         = 640 oR  

Hole Geometry  -  VERTICAL HOLE:

Riser Length                       1000 ft from surface
Last Casing Shoe Depth     4000 ft from the mud line
Open-Hole section              5000 ft from last Casing Shoe
Drill Collars' Length            450 ft
Time Required to drill h-ft of formation 0.033 hr

Open-hole radius, rw 4.938 ins.      = 0.411 ft
Penetration Rate                 30 ft/hr

Formation Fluid - GAS - properties:

Viscosity of gas at 1 ATM      0.01244 cp
Viscosity ratio                       1.85

Gas Viscosity, µg 0.023014 cp

Gas gravity, S.Gg 0.6
Gas Constant, R                10.7
Gas pseudo-critical pressure 671 psia

Gas pseudo-critical temp.      358 oR
Gas pseudo-reduced pressure           6.85544
Gas pseudo-reduced temperature      1.787709
Gas Compressibility factor, z  0.975

Gas Density, ρg 11.98778 lb/ft3

dZ/dP slope at 4600 psia         7.27E-05 psi-1 

Gas compressibility, Cg 0.000143 psi-1 

Gas Formation Volume Factor, Bg     0.003838 ft3/SCF
Gas Formation Volume Factor, Bg     0.000684 bbl/SCF
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periods responsible for this total volume of gas inflow before shut-in are designated 

as stages 1 and 2 in Chapter 3. This computed total gas volume by simulation in 

Chapter 3 is the total gas volume as at the time of inflow into the wellbore (wellbore-

reservoir contact). That is, the volume does not include the effects of expansion 

and/or coalescence of the bubbles on their volumes while flowing/migrating upward. 

These effects were not addressed because of the obvious uncertainties in evaluating 

the bubble behaviors while in the annulus. Hence, at this stage, the internal pressure 

in each of these gas bubbles is the reservoir pressure.

However, to simulate the possible expansion that these bubbles would have 

undergone at well shut-in, all of the gas bubbles are subjected to the hydrostatic 

pressure of the drilling fluid, which is externally applied to each of the gas bubbles. 

Due to lower annular fluid hydrostatic pressure than the reservoir pressure, which is 

inside each of the gas bubbles, each of the gas bubbles would expand after inflow into 

the wellbore. This procedure is simulated by imposing the concept of instantaneous 

isolation of the reservoir that was earlier presented as one of the hypotheses in this 

chapter. Therefore, this procedure results in increased gas volume immediately at 

well shut-in than when the bubbles were released into the wellbore. It is upon this 

expanded gas volume that the pressure rise would take place. This procedure is 

realistic because if no gas expansion were simulated, it would not be possible for the 

reservoir pressure to be greater than the internal pressure of each of the bubbles. 

Thus, no gas bubble compression that gives rise to wellbore storage during the shut-in 

period would be entertained. It is assumed that the gas expansion would have 

displaced certain volume of drilling fluid equivalent to the extent of expansion of all 
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 the gas bubbles while shutting-in the well.

4.4.2 Computing Pressure Rises During Shut-in

The variables considered for this modeling are: 

a. Reservoir pressure

b. Reservoir permeability

c. Formation or reservoir interval drilled to achieve the total quantity of unexpanded 

gas volume

d. Unexpanded annular gas volume

e. Expanded annular gas volume immediately at shut-in

f. The reservoir gas viscosity and compressibility factor, which vary anytime the 

reservoir pressure is changed

For any particular simulation scenario, variable (d) is obtained from the model results 

of the simulation developed in Chapter 3 at particular values of variables a, b, c, and 

f. All of these values constitute a set of simulation result. Another set could be 

obtained by varying either the reservoir pressure or the reservoir permeability to 

achieve a desired total quantity of unexpanded volume of gas inflow. For example, 

having different values of reservoir permeability at constant reservoir pressure to 

achieve equal total quantity of unexpanded gas inflow for these different cases 

requires different values of interval to be drilled into the reservoir or formation. In 

order to obtain the same total quantity of unexpanded gas inflow for different 

reservoir permeabilities, different gas inflow rates must be involved. Such different 

gas inflow rates undoubtedly correspond to different drilled formation intervals. 
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For the simulation results presented in the following section, the reservoir 

pressure is held constant at 4600-psi while the reservoir permeability was varied. The 

variation in reservoir permeability consequentially corresponds to the required drilled 

formation intervals as explained above. On the other hand, with varying reservoir 

permeability but constant drilled formation interval, different unexpanded volumes of 

the gas inflow would result.  

The general model stated in Eq. 4.26 and the associated Eqs. 4.11 through 

4.13, 4.25, and 4.28 are coded in VB programming language to compute the bottom-

hole pressure rise. The casing pressure rise is computed using Eqs. 4.29 through 4.33. 

The VB coding for these expressions is presented in the shut-in pressure rise module 

in Appendix B2. Once each set of the simulation results obtained from the models in 

Chapter 3 are inputted into their respective text boxes on the VB forms in Appendix 

B1, the programming module for the shut-in pressure rise computations in Appendix 

B2 would execute the program and displays the results for casing and bottom-hole 

pressure build-up with shut-in time. If desired, plots of these casing, and bottom-hole 

pressure rises could be displayed as well. Typical pressure build-up results for a 

particular case scenario are presented in Appendix C2.

4.5 Simulation Results and Discussions

The simulation results of the newly developed model in this chapter are 

divided into two parts. The first part is completely independent of the analyses in the 

preceding Chapter 3. This part was conducted to establish the pressure build-up 

trends influenced by wellbore storage effect for a wellbore shut-in during a gas kick. 
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Excellent similarities in the resulting pressure-rise trends with those practically 

observed during pressure transient testing (curve (b) in Fig. 2.10) are established. In 

practice, for a typical shut-in procedure, the surface casing and drill pipe buildup 

pressures are taken and recorded every 15-minutes.53 It shows that pressure rise in a 

well shut-in on gas-containing systems requires sufficient time to build. This is unlike 

the extremely rapid pressure build-up rates that have been predicted by all the 

currently existing approaches to gas kick analysis. This statement would be explained 

further in Chapter 5 during model validation and comparison with the existing 

approaches for gas kick analysis.

The second part of the simulation results involves the integration of the results 

in Chapter 3 and 4 to achieve a complete over-view of the status of a gas kick in the 

wellbore from its inception up to when its control is initiated. In Chapter 3 it was 

shown that reservoir permeability and formation or reservoir pressure prediction play 

significant roles in determining the sizes of gas bubbles and its volume at the instant 

of gas-kick into the wellbore. Therefore, for a constant reservoir pressure, 

comparisons of simulation results from the developed model in Chapter 4 would be 

based on the arbitrarily selected three different reservoir permeabilities. 

4.5.1 Effect of Reservoir Permeability on Pressure Rises

At the same rate of penetration and for the same 5-ft interval drilled into the 

gas containing sediments of different permeability values of 50-md, 300-md and 400-

md, Figures 4.2 through 4.4 show that the rate of bottom-hole and surface casing 

pressure rise increases as the permeability decreases. This is because at the time of 
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BHP Build-Up profiles for Various Permeabilities
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Fig. 4.2 – Bottom-hole pressure build-up profiles for various permeability values
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AfterFlow Decreasing Trends During Shut-In for the 
Various Case Scenarios
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Casing Surface Pressure Build-Up
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noticing a gas-kick on surface equipment, drilling a 5-ft interval into a low permeable 

reservoir would have caused a smaller volume of gas inflow into the annulus than 

drilling the same interval into a higher permeable reservoir. Therefore, for the same 

reservoir pressure imposed on different annular gas volumes, it takes a shorter time to 

compress a smaller gas volume to its maximum density than compressing a larger gas 

volume to the same maximum density. 

These figures show a trend of gradual wellbore or bottom-hole pressure 

buildup, which is the characteristic of pressure buildup in well testing. For these 

particular scenarios, the figures indicate that gas formations with the same pore 

pressure, but different permeability have different rates to achieve the initial pressure 

stabilization. That is, with smaller annular gas volume and the same reservoir 

pressure, low permeable formations would build-up its wellbore pressure faster than 

highly permeable formations. Therefore, surface casing pressure observed in the field 

should be expected to stabilize quickly for low permeable formations.

Under the same reservoir pressure for all the permeability cases, Fig. 4.3 

shows that lower gas flow rate from the low permeability formation would result in 

lower total wellbore storage during shut-in. 

4.5.2 Effects of Nominal Gas Kick Size or Volume

All of the currently existing gas kick analyses are based on assuming a 

nominal gas inflow size or volume.54,55,72,80,84&86 This is because when a gas kick 

occurs, the kick detection equipment on the surface are designed to alert the drilling 

crew whenever certain pre-set conditions are satisfied. The most common kick 
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detector on surface is the pit, which is usually set at a 10 or 20-barrel gain in the pit 

volume. Other indicators of kick occurrence could be sudden changes in the rate of 

drilling, known as drilling break. However, drilling break could also occur when 

drilling from harder formation into softer formation. Therefore, drilling break might 

not necessarily be caused by well kick. When drilling break occurs, any gain in the 

surface mud pit is usually checked to gain insight on what might probably be 

happening downhole. 

These pit gain sizes or volumes are assumed to correspond directly to the gas 

volume inside the annulus at the time of kick alertness. However, at the time of kick 

alertness, the size of gas bubbles would have increased due to expansion than the 

original size at the instant of inflow into annulus. This means that the total pit gain is 

the volume of the gas bubble at the instant of inflow into the annulus, plus the volume 

of drilling mud displaced due to expansion. Moreover, at the time of kick detection, 

these expanded gas bubbles would have been relieved of their reservoir pressure with 

which they entered into the wellbore. Unfortunately, for simplicity and as discussed 

in Chapter 2, such expanded gas volume is still assumed to exist at the reservoir 

pressure by the currently existing approaches. 

 In this section, 56.13-cuft of gas is assumed to flow into the annulus, and this 

is equivalent to 10-bbls of mud displaced out of the annulus. This 56.13-cuft of gas is 

the unexpanded volume of the gas bubbles at the instant of inflow into the annulus. 

Possible increase in the total gas volume due to expansion, at the time of complete 

well shut-in, is achieved as previously explained. This procedure causes larger 

annular gas volume than 56.13-cuft, and consequently lower density. The 10-barrel 
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gas volume was chosen because at the end of a 5-ft drilling break for all the 

permeability cases, 50-md reservoir could not introduce a cumulative gas volume of 

20-bbls. With the assumed equal pit gain, all of the three permeability cases therefore 

have equal annular gas volume available at different inflow rates at the same reservoir 

pressure during well shut-in. 

Figures 4.5 through 4.7 show similar trends, as previously presented, for the 

wellbore pressure, casing pressure, and rate of afterflow for the formations with 

different permeabilities. However, the figures now show that the rates of rise of the 

bottom-hole and surface casing pressures for the 50-md reservoir are slower than for 

the 300 or 400-md permeability formations. These results are opposite to the results 

presented in Figs. 4.2 and 4.4. This is because for the same reservoir pressurization 

and equal initial annular gas volume at the time of complete well shut-in, the higher 

rate of gas inflow from the 300 or 400-md formations would continuously introduce 

larger quantity of gas mass into the annulus than the 50-md formation. Since the 

annular gas volume is the same for all the permeability cases, the introduction of 

larger gas mass by the 300 or 400-md formation would result in rapid increase in the 

annular gas density up to the maximum gas density. Such rapidity of gas density 

increase also causes rapid decline in the subsequent inflow rate from the 300 or 400-

md formations. A shut-in time is reached when the rates of inflow from the 

formations are equal, as shown by the dashed circle in Fig. 4.7, which, however, is 

not present in Fig. 4.3. When the maximum annular gas density is attained, initial 

pressure stabilization occurs at the surface and downhole.

From the analysis of the results in Chapter 3, a trace of wellbore backpressure 
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BHP Build-Up Profile for Various Permeabilities at  
the SAME 10 bbls Kick Taken
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Casing Pressure Build-Up for Various Permeabilities 
at the SAME 10 bbls Kick Taken
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AfterFlow Decreasing Trends During Shut-In for 
SAME 10 bbls Kick Taken
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on highly permeable formations was noticed to cause rapid subsiding rate of 

additional gas inflow from such formations. Such observation is enhanced and 

reinforced by the resulting lower inflow rate from the 300 or 400-md formations than 

that from the 50-md formation after the occurrence of the above-mentioned inflow 

rate equalization. That is, after the inflow rate equalization, the influence of the 

formation on the annulus decreases considerably for higher permeability reservoirs. 

Figure 4.8 shows the bottom-hole pressure derivative curves, and indicates that much 

lower bottom-hole pressure changes are observed for higher permeability reservoirs. 

4.5.3 Effect of Pressure Build-Up on the Annular Gas Density

A major characteristic of a gas is its ability to respond to a greater external 

pressure by reduction of its volume. If such volumetric reduction continues due to 

increasing externally imposed pressure on a constant gas mass system, the gas 

molecules correspondingly exert increased opposite pressure to balance the externally 

applied pressure. This causes increase in the gas density because gas mass is constant. 

Therefore, gas density continues to increase as long as the imposed pressure is greater 

than the internal pressure of a gas bubble.

Figures 4.9A and 4.9B show the relationship between the rising wellbore 

pressure and the annular gas density for the various permeability cases. These figures 

show that irrespective of the sediment or formation permeability, at the same build-up 

bottom-hole pressure, the same average gas density exists in the annulus. This could 

only be assured for the same wellbore configuration if and only if the same reservoir 

pressure acts on the annulus fluid, and the same drilling break was conducted before 
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Bottom-hole Pressure Derivative Curves
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Impact of Wellbore Pressure Build-Up on 
Annular Gas Density
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Fig. 4.9A – Variation of annular gas density with continuous wellbore pressure build-
up for different permeable reservoirs
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shutting-in. If, however, the annular gas density variation is plotted against the shut-in 

time, similar patterns as in Fig. 4.2 are obtained because of different rates of inflow  

during shut-in. This is presented in Appendix D. 

In practice, it is usually assumed that when a well is shut-in on a gas-kick, the 

small variations in the gas density do not aid any wellbore pressure build-up. From 

the presented simulation results, a small gas density variation was achieved, as always 

practically assumed. However, such low gas density variation has been shown to 

generate considerable pressure build-up single-handedly. 

Due to the need for instantaneous system equilibrium at every wellbore 

pressure build-up, the instantaneous average gas pressure in all the gas bubbles 

should equate the wellbore pressure. Therefore, at the time of pressure stabilization, 

the average gas pressure in the annulus would approximately be equal to the 

formation pressure.

4.5.4 Bubble Size Profile at the Instant of Inflow During Shut-in

To conclude on the bubble size distribution that was discussed in Chapter 3 

for the gas kick analysis, this section presents an explanation of possible 

instantaneous bubble size distribution at the instant of gas inflow during the shut-in 

period. Normally, as shut-in time increases, the rates of inflow decline, which should 

correspondingly results in successive decrease in the bubble sizes. Figure 4.10 shows 

that the bubble sizes during the shut-in period decrease polynomially until the inflow 

ceases, which signifies pressure stabilization. This figure also shows that at any shut-

in time interval, the volume of the gas bubble resulting from the inflow is larger for 
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Decreasing Bubble Sizes as BHP Builds Up with 
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formations with high permeability due to the higher inflow rate.

4.5.5 Integration of All the Modeling Stages

Coupling of all of the modeling stages requires relating common varying 

parameters for all the stages. Since no drilling activities occur during well shut-in, 

relating drilled formation interval to the bubble sizes as presented in Chapter 3 would 

be inappropriate. Therefore, drilling time from Chapter 3 (stages 1 and 2), and shut-in 

time from Chapter 4 (stage 3) were chosen in order to relate to the bubble size 

distribution for all the modeling stages. Figure 4.11 shows the coupled results of all 

the stages for the same permeability variations, used in this study. This plot shows 

that at any stage of the gas kick analysis before any kick control procedure is 

initiated, formations with high permeability would introduce large size gas bubbles 

into the annulus than formations with low permeability. This, consequently, means 

that higher permeability formations would introduce larger total additional gas 

volume into the annulus during the shut-in period. 

Figure 4.12 shows the differences in cumulative gas kick volumes, and the 

required total time for wellbore pressure stabilization.  It should be recalled that for 

the base case data, the drilling fluid flowing bottom hole pressure during drilling 

operation was deliberately designed to be lower than the hydrostatic pressure of the 

drilling fluid. This was achieved as follows. At a particular well depth and a constant 

mud weight, the hydrostatic pressure is constant when mud circulation ceases. 

However, during drilling and mud circulation, computed flowing bottom-hole 

pressure through the drill-string could vary depending on the magnitude of fluid 
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Apparent Gas Bubble Size Profile from Kick Inception 
to Pressure Stabilization During Shut-In
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Cumulative Annular Gas Volume from Kick Inception to 
Pressure Stabilization during Shut-In
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pressure loss inside the string. This fluid pressure loss also depends on the extent of 

the pipe roughness, viscosity, and the flow rate of the fluid inside the pipe. With all  

other parameters held constant, a certain fluid flow rate inside the drill-string could 

result in excessive frictional pressure loss. If care is not taken, the pressure loss could 

be significant to cause lower mud flowing bottom-hole pressure than the hydrostatic 

pressure. 

4.5.6 Effect of Hydrostatic Pressure During Shut-in Period

This section presents the effect of mud density on the entire results of the gas 

inflow. Whenever drilling and mud circulation are suspended, the only force that 

could subdue the pore pressure or formation pressure is the hydrostatic pressure of the 

drilling fluid. If, however, a large pressure differential exists between the designed 

hydrostatic pressure and the formation pressure, there would be differences in the 

total volumes of formation fluids that would inflow from the time the mud circulation 

ceases. 

Re-designing the drilling fluid flow parameters such as the surface pump 

pressure, the drilling fluid density, and the desired flow rate in Table 4.1 results in 

another table of data presented in Table 4.2. For the sake of consistency, the same 

circulating bottom-hole pressure was retained as closely as possible, but the 

hydrostatic pressure was reduced. The desired flow rate and the drilling fluid density 

were reduced to 381-gal/min and 8.2-lb/gal respectively. These lowered the required 

surface pump discharge pressure and hydrostatic pressure to 1543-psi and 4264-psi 

respectively with constant flowing bottom-hole pressure of 4332-psi. 
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Implementation of the procedures for all the three stages modeled in this study 

using the data displayed in Table 4.2 results in the bubble size distribution shown in 

Fig. 4.13. This figure shows that for any permeability case, there is increase in the gas 

bubble sizes at the instant of suspending mud circulation because of lower hydrostatic 

pressure. However, the subsequent size of gas bubbles decreases as pressure 

stabilization is being approached. Superposition of Figures 4.11 and 4.13 is presented 

in Fig. 4.14. Figure 4.14 shows that for the lower hydrostatic pressure, the initial total 

annular gaseous volume at shut-in is higher than that of the higher hydrostatic 

pressure case scenario. Similar results are obtained for the cumulative gas 

mass/volume that entered the annulus during the shut-in period. 

4.6 Summary

A different approach to the wellbore and casing pressure build-up during a 

gas-kick control was presented. This approach showed consistency with field 

observations of pressure build-up during well testing As a consequence, a new model 

that is based on wellbore storage concept was presented to achieve this goal.

Completion of the instantaneous gas bubble size distributions in the annulus 

that was started in Chapter 3 was achieved. Effects of various factors on the pressure 

rise were analyzed. It was noticed that permeability and the initial annular gaseous 

volume before shut-in play significant roles in determining the duration for pressure 

stabilization as well as quantitatively determining the rate of gas inflow during shut-

in. For formations with different permeability but with equal initial annular gaseous 

volume, the rate of gas inflow, during shut-in, decreases more rapidly for the highly 
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Table 4.2 – Conventional drilling fluid pressure design data
Bottom Hole Assembly:

Riser size                                           = 19 in. ID
Casing Size                                        = 11 in. ID
Drill pipe Size                                      = 5 in. OD
Drill pipe Size                                      = 4.41 in. ID
Drill Collars                                         = 8 in. OD
Drill Collars                                        = 2.81 in. ID
Bit diameter                                       = 9.875 ins.
Bit nozzle sizes                                  = 12 /32 in x 3

Total area of the three nozzles             = 0.33147 in2

Bit nozzles' discharge Coefficient, Cd   = 0.95 constant
Choke Line                                         = 3 in. ID
Maximum Surface Pump Horse power   = 1000 hp

Drilling Fluid and Formation Properties:

Mud Flow Rate                                   = 381 gpm
Surface Pump discharge pressure        = 1543 psi

Drilling Fluid density                            = 8.2 ppg     =  61.4 Ib/ft3

Mud Plastic viscosity                          = 24 cp

Mud Yield Point                                  = 18 Ibf/100ft2

Average velocity in drill pipe (DP)         = 8.0 ft/sec
Average velocity in drill colars (DC)      = 19.7 ft/sec
Average velocity through Nozzles        = 368.8 ft/sec
Mud apparent viscosity for DP              = 90 cp
Mud apparent viscosity for DC              = 41 cp
Mud apparent viscosity for Bit Nozzles = 24 cp
Mud Surface tension, σ                        = 1.30E-02 Ibf/ft
Mud flowing Reynolds Number              = 2982 Inside DP
Mud flowing Reynolds Number              = 10257 Inside DC
Mud flowing Reynolds Number             = 129561 Nozzles' exit
Friction Pressure loss in Drill pipe        = 339 psi
Friction Pressure loss in Drill collars     = 136 psi
Mud Flowing BHP (FBHP)                 = 4332 psi
Formation Pressure                             = 4600 psi
Formation Permeability                        = 300 md
Formation Porosity                              = 0.3 fraction
Mud Hydrostatic Pressure               = 4264 psi
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Apparent Gas Bubble Size Profile from Kick Inception 
to Pressure Stabilization During Shut-In
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Fig. 4.13 – Apparent gas bubble size profile for the conventional drilling fluid 
pressure design
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Apparent Gas Buble Size Profile from Kick Inception to 
Pressure Stabilization During Shut-In
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permeable formations. Finally, it has been shown that the practically assumed small 

variation in gas density during well shut-in is also theoretically achievable. However, 

such small variation in gas density could single-handedly generate wellbore pressure 

build-up. 
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CHAPTER FIVE

VALIDATION OF MODELS AND PRACTICAL 
APPLICATIONS

5.1 Introduction

So far two models have been developed and presented. One of the models was 

utilized in Chapters 3 and 4 to predict the gas bubble sizes/volumes at the instant of 

inflow into the wellbore. Predictions from this model help in improving the 

theoretical gas inflow analysis presented in Chapter 2 regarding the total gas volume 

existing at the reservoir pressure. The second model predicts the surface and bottom-

hole pressure variations for a gas-kick during well shut-in. 

In order to validate these models, an existing published model on gas kick 

analysis (validating model), and a field simulated experimental work at the Louisiana 

State University are chosen. The validating model analyzed only stages 1 and 3 of the 

three stages presented in this current study. This validating model considered the 

periods during drilling and shutting-in.

An obvious area of application of the present study is in under-balanced or 

inflow drilling operations. Some sections in this chapter would be devoted to the 

quantification of gas inflow during under-balanced drilling, and the estimation of 

reservoir permeability during well shut-in for a short period while drilling under-

balanced.
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5.2 Validation of Models

The existing modeling approach by Nickens55 has been considered to validate 

the models developed in this study. For proper validation of the modeling approach 

by the present study, comparison of simulated results from this study and those 

presented by Nickens55 was conducted. The developed model from this study and 

Nickens model were evaluated using the simulation data presented by Nickens. These 

data are the bolded part of the data presented in Table 5.1. Other data are those 

needed to successfully conduct gas inflow evaluation using the new model. These 

data are reasonably chosen and calculated using standard engineering expressions 

from the literatures50.

As mentioned earlier, Nickens approach is based on the assumption that the 

gas bubbles exist as uniformly sized and distributed bubbles. This assumption implies 

that the effect of increasing gas inflow rate on the bubble size as more interval of the 

formation is exposed is considered negligible. Such assumption is invalid because it 

has been observed experimentally that gas bubble sizes increase as the inflow rate 

increases even in more viscous liquids, such as drilling fluids.109 Moreover, it has 

been discovered that a bubble trailing another leading bubble moves faster than the 

leading bubble due to a vorticity force created by the leading bubble. The increase in 

the velocity of the trailing bubble causes coalescence of the two bubbles to form 

bigger bubbles114,116  that could be randomly distributed in the annulus.

There are other gas bubble activities, as the bubbles flow or migrated 

upwardly that possibly affect the wellbore pressure rises that cannot be technically 

and adequately accounted for.  Such activities are pronounced after the initial 
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Table 5.1 – Validation Data

Bottom Hole Assembly:

Riser size                   19 in. ID
Casing Size                     11 in. ID
Drillpipe Size                      5 in. OD
Drillpipe Size                      4.41 in. ID
Drill Collars                          8 in. OD
Drill Collars                          2.81 in. ID
Bit diameter                        9.875 ins.
Bit nozzle sizes                12/32 in x 3
Total area of the three nozzles 0.331 in2           
Bit nozzles' discharge Coefficient, Cd   0.95 constant
Choke Line                       3 in. ID
Maximum Surface Pump Horse power  1000 hp
Maximum Pump Discharge Pressure   2880 psi
Maximum Flow Rate                       595 gal/min

Drilling Fluid and Formation Properties:

Mud Flow Rate                    400 gpm
Surface Pump discharge pressure       1936 psi

Drilling Fluid density            10 ppg     =  75 Ib/ft3

Mud Plastic viscosity            15 cp

Mud Yield Point                  8 Ibf/100ft2

Average velocity in drill pipe             8.40 ft/sec
Average velocity in drill collar     20.69 ft/sec
Average velocity through Nozzles                       387.15 ft/sec
Mud apparent viscosity for DP        43 cp
Mud apparent viscosity for DC        22 cp
Mud apparent viscosity for Nozzles       15 cp
Mud Surface tension, σ 0 Ibf/ft
Mud flowing Reynolds Number    8003 Inside the Drill Pipe
Mud flowing Reynolds Number    24269 Inside the Drill Collars
Mud flowing Reynolds Number    266701 At nozzles' exits
Friction Pressure loss in Drill pipe      381 psi
Friction Pressure loss in Drill collars    153 psi
Flowing BHP (FBHP)          5258 psia
Formation Pressure             5558 psia
Formation Permeability        300 md
Formation Porosity              0.3 fraction
Mud Hydrostatic Presssure       5200 psia
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Table 5.1 – Validation Data (contd.)

Temperature:

Surface                              70  oF         = 530 oR  
Bottom hole                       180 oF         = 640 oR  

Hole Geometry  -  VERTICAL HOLE:

Riser Length                       1000 ft from surface
Last Casing Shoe Depth     4000 ft from the mud line
Open-Hole section              5000 ft from last Casing Shoe
Drill Collars' Length            450 ft
Drilled Formation Height,  h  1 ft   
Time Required to drill h ft   0.033 hr

Open-hole radius, rw 4.938 ins.      = 0.411 ft
Penetration Rate                 30 ft/hr

Formation Fluid - GAS - properties:

Viscosity of gas at 1 ATM      0.0124 cp
Viscosity ratio                       2.02

Gas Viscosity, µg 0.025 cp

Gas gravity, S.Gg 0.6
Gas Constant, R                10.7
Gas pseudo-critical pressure 671 psia

Gas pseudo-critical temp.      358 oR
Gas pseudo-reduced pressure           8.283
Gas pseudo-reduced temperature      1.788
Gas Compressibility factor, z  1.044

Gas Density, ρg 14 lb/ft3

dZ/dP slope at 5558 psia         0.053 psi-1 

Gas compressibility, Cg 0.000104 psi-1 

Gas Formation Volume Factor, Bg     0.003401 ft3/SCF
Gas Formation Volume Factor, Bg     0.000606 bbl/SCF
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stabilization period (wellbore storage effect).101 Due to the complexity of gas bubble 

flow, it is quite impractical to assume that a particular gas bubble distribution exist in 

the annulus. Likewise, it is inappropriate to  consider any average gas bubble velocity 

correlation of the assumed bubble distribution as being the controlling factor for gas 

inflow or wellbore pressure evaluation.

5.2.1 Prediction of Surface Mud Pit Gain

With the assumption of non-dissolution of gas in a liquid system, such as 

water-based mud, a means of detecting gas inflow into the annulus during drilling is 

the gain in the surface mud pit. Although this method of detection has been evaluated 

as being slower in reacting to gas inflow than other means such as change in the 

standpipe or surface pump pressure54, it remains one of the most important means of 

evaluating and detecting gas inflow115. 

Using the data presented in Table 5.1, the surface mud pit gains were 

computed from Eqs. 3.33 through 3.45 presented in Chapter 3. Figure 5.1 shows the 

comparison of these results for the developed model and those obtained by Nickens 

(validating model).  This figure shows that the surface mud pit gain, before surface 

alertness of gas inflow, increases polynomially with the drilling time. An excellent 

agreement in the trends of the results from the two models is displayed. However, the 

slight difference in the magnitude of the results may be due to different gas properties 

used for computation by the two models. Moreover, the developed model computes 

for only the gas bubbles sizes/volumes at the instant of inflow into the wellbore from 

the reservoir. Hence, results from the developed model do not incorporate any bubble 
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expansion that might have occurred while each of the bubbles flows upward with the 

circulating drilling fluid. Such expansion could definitely be responsible for the lower 

predictions by the developed model, if and only if the Nickens model is taken to 

incorporate the bubble expansion effects, though not vividly stated in the paper. 

Another reason for the different results could be attributed to the fact that the 

new model did not simulate the stage 2 (flow check period) of the present study. 

Simulating stage 2 requires the knowledge of the time used to watch if the well could 

flow on its own. Unfortunately, such information is not available among the 

simulation data presented by Nickens55. During stage 2, as presented in Chapter 3, gas 

inflow continues, and this would definitely cause increase in the annular gas volume 

with more increase in the pit gain. 

5.2.2 Modeling of Bottom-Hole Pressure   Rise During Well Shut-in

In practice, whenever a gas inflow into the wellbore occurs, further drilling 

and circulation of drilling fluid is suspended to visually observe if the well would 

flow on its own at the surface. If there is significant annular flow, the well is shut-in

to properly evaluate the bottom-hole pressure conditions.1,53 Such standard 

procedures117 help to determine how much increase in weight of the drilling fluid is 

needed to subdue further inflow of the gas when circulating the gas out of the hole, 

and when drilling operations and drilling fluid circulation resume. In this study, 

simulation of the shut-in processes has been modeled as stage 3.  

Figure 5.2 shows the predictions of the bottom-hole pressure rise during well 

shut-in on gas-mud mixture up to the initial pressure stabilization of the well. This 
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figure presents the comparisons of prediction results by both Nickens approach and 

the developed model. As earlier discussed, Nickens model is based solely on the 

upward velocity of the gas bubbles during shut-in, while the developed model 

considers this initial pressure stabilization period as the wellbore storage influenced 

period. Hence, there are considerable differences existing in the predictions from the 

two approaches. 

Two realistic practical aspects are lacking in the predictions by Nickens. The 

first being that immediately at shut-in, the bottom-hole pressure is predicted to 

sharply decrease due to lower hydrostatic pressure in the annulus caused by the 

presence of the gas bubbles. This period is indicated in Fig. 5.2 with dashed oval. 

This consideration is impractical because the reservoir pressure being greater than the 

bottom-hole pressure at shut-in would not allow the bottom-hole pressure to sharply 

decrease as presented by Nickens. Rather, a continuous pressure building would 

result as presented by the developed model. The second aspect is the practical 

impossibility of recording the surface casing pressure rise at a time interval of 15 

minutes53 if Nickens model is used.  The resulting rapid rise in the predictions by 

Nickens would predict early time pressure stabilization, which could erroneously 

mislead the drilling crew in assuming a lower bottom-hole pressure as being the 

reservoir pressure. Hence, attempts to control the gas kick using Nickens model could 

cause multiple gas kick occurrences at the same depth, which are usually experienced 

when improper control procedures are followed.

To further support the discussion of gradual bottom-hole pressure rise during 

the initial stabilization period, a reproduction of the experimental results at the 
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Louisiana State University LSU-Goldking No. 1 Well118 is presented in Fig. 5.3. The 

details of the experiment can be found in the cited reference. However, a summary of 

the test procedure is as follows. After initiating a gas kick with nitrogen gas injection 

at the bottom-hole through a tube passed from the surface to the bottom-hole, an 

initial mud pit gain was 11.8 bbl. At this time, the annulus was closed to prevent 

further outflow of the mud from the annulus, but gas injection continued, which, in 

reality, simulates the continuous pressurization of the annular fluid by the reservoir. 

The results show gradual pressure build-up or rise in the system without any initial 

bottom-hole drop. This is indicated in Fig. 5.3 as the first shut-in period. Such period 

is considered as the wellbore storage period because more gas could be injected into 

the closed annulus to attain the initial wellbore pressure rise during shut-in. 

Practically, this initial pressure stabilization period is the critical period for estimating 

the reservoir pressure, which guides the amount of drilling mud weight-up needed. 

After attaining a desired casing pressure, the gas injection was stopped, and 

the casing pressure was maintained by bleeding the mud from the well. This is the 

second experimental period shown as the mud-bled period in Fig. 5.3. Undoubtedly, 

after the initial pressure stabilization, any subsequent pressure rise at the surface and 

at the bottom-hole would be due to the continuous closeness of the leading gas bubble 

to the surface choke. In practice, mud is bled from the wellbore to maintain a desired 

casing pressure. Maintenance of slightly higher pressure above the initial stabilization 

of casing pressure helps to achieve a slightly greater bottom-hole pressure than the 

reservoir pressure. This is the safety pressure margin that allows mud to be 

periodically bled from the annulus without allowing the bottom-hole pressure to fall 
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Fig. 5.3- Reproduced plots of the gas kick experimental results at the LSU-Goldking 
well no. 1118
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below the reservoir pressure. During this period, any drop in the bottom-hole pressure 

is as a result of gas bubble expansion, which consequently lowers the equivalent 

hydrostatic pressure of the gas/mud mixture in the annulus with constant casing 

pressure.  

The final shut-in period shown in Fig. 5.3 was conducted when the leading 

gas bubble reaches the surface choke line. A sharp increase in the casing pressure, 

which also causes sharp increase in the bottom-hole pressure, is due to the high 

internal pressure of the gas bubbles that is exerted on the surface choke. Although, the 

experiment procedures did not present how the upward bubble migration affects the 

rate of wellbore pressure rise, however, some conclusions could be drawn from the 

experimental results. First, gradual wellbore pressure rise occurs starting from the 

time a well is shut-in up to the initial pressure stabilization period, that is dominated 

by wellbore storage. Secondly, rapid wellbore (surface casing and bottom-hole) 

pressure rise starts when the first gas bubble reaches the surface choke.

Presented in Fig. 5.4 are the results of another study86 that utilized bubble 

upward migration velocity as the determining factor for wellbore pressure rise after 

shut-in. However, gas pseudopressure was used to analyze the gas behavior. Clearly, 

one could conclude that the initial influence of the reservoir pressure, referred to as 

the wellbore storage period, is completely omitted. Rather, it is presented as a no 

pressure rise period followed by a sharp casing pressure rise, which should produce 

sharp bottom-hole pressure build-up.
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Fig. 5.4 – Surface casing pressure rise without wellbore storage effect 
considerations86
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5.3 Quantitative Prediction of Gas Inflow During Under-
balanced Drilling

One of the advantages of under-balanced drilling is the ability to evaluate the 

productivity of a reservoir during drilling operations.119 Other benefits are the reduced 

formation damage, higher penetration rate especially in hard rocks, and lower cost of 

drilling operations if under-balanced could consistently be maintained.120 However, 

from the real-time bottom-hole pressure measurements while drilling, it is obvious 

that continuous maintenance of under-balanced conditions at the bottom-hole is 

difficult. Pressure surges that occur during some subsidiary operations such as pipe 

connections and surveys tend to jeopardize the achievement of complete elimination 

of formation damage.121

From the recent literatures, reservoir evaluation has been approached through 

the estimation of the reservoir fluids flow rates into the wellbore. Assumption of the 

reservoir fluid inflow rate being the difference in the drilling fluid surface injection 

rate and the fluid outflow rate from the annulus.122-128 So far, efforts in modeling 

reservoir fluid inflow have been concentrated on the oil inflow.122-128 Considering the 

existence of other forces such as interfacial tension that is associated with gas inflow 

into a liquid system, different flow rates, and different physical characteristics that 

exist among the different phases of the reservoir fluids, it would be inappropriate to 

assume the same procedures for predominantly oil, and predominantly gas inflow into 

a liquid system. 

Therefore, considering the fact that the induction of gas kick is due to the

existence of under-balanced pressure conditions at the bottom-hole, the modeling 
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procedures presented in Chapter 3 could then be used for predicting the total volume 

of gas inflow while drilling. This is possible if under-balanced condition is 

maintained at the bottom-hole. An advantage of this prediction approach over those 

that depend on the difference between the fluid injection and fluid outflow rates is 

that the increasing fluid outflow rate from the annulus due to the gas expansion is 

eliminated. Likewise, the influence of the unloading wellbore storage on the total 

fluid outflow rate from the annulus is eliminated. The unloading effect causes the 

measured outflow rate to be higher than the reservoir fluid inflow rate at the bottom-

hole if no fluid injection into the drillstring is permitted. 

Unfortunately, all of these additional flow rates cannot be individually 

measured, and thus, the reservoir fluid inflow rate at the bottom-hole cannot be 

practically modified for their influences. Not recognizing the impact of such 

additional flow rates could cause misjudgment of the inflow capabilities of the gas 

into the wellbore. By predicting gas volume at the instant of inflow into the wellbore, 

better judgment on the production capability of the gas reservoir could be ascertained. 

5.4 Estimation of the Gas Reservoir Permeability and 
Pore- Pressure

Prediction of reservoir characteristics during under-balanced drilling is 

undoubtedly a complex and cumbersome task. Recent studies122-128 on the subject 

have shown efforts being made to judiciously utilize the available measurable 

information during the underbalanced drilling to gain insights on characterizing the 

reservoirs being drilled. Apart from the study by Kneissl125, all other studies are based 

on alterations of both the reservoir pressure and suitable reservoir permeability values 
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in commercial reservoir and wellbore transient simulators to predict the measurable 

bottom-hole pressure during underbalanced drilling. 

On the contrary, Kneissl125 resolved the fluid inflow equation for two drilled 

incremented intervals to obtain two equations with two unknown variables (reservoir 

pressure and reservoir permeability). Solving the resulting equations simultaneously 

could yield the estimates for the reservoir pressure and permeability. However, the 

reservoir fluid inflow rate for each of these incremental intervals is assumed known 

through a downhole flow meter. If, however, a downhole flow meter is absent, such 

reservoir fluid inflow rate is assumed as the difference between the surface outflow 

rate and the injection rate.125 In practice, Biswas et al128 stated that direct inflow rate 

measurement from reservoir is presently impossible during underbalanced drilling.

5.4.1 Improving on the Existing Approaches

An obvious oversight from estimating reservoir inflow rate from surface flow 

measurements (injection and outflow rates) is the fact that the total fluid outflow rate 

from the annulus is not the sum of the injection, reservoir production and wellbore 

storage rates as always being assumed. It is a fact that there are considerable 

differences in the rate at which the drilling fluid is injected into the drill string at the 

surface and the rate of its ejection at the bit-reservoir contact. Therefore, the most 

appropriate approach should, rather, have been the following expression:

( ) ( ) ( )tQtQtQQ wbsresejbitanns ++= ,, … 5.1

Where,

( ),......,,,,, depthholesizesnozzlebitfQfQ dpinjsejbit = … 5.2
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ejbitQ , = rate of drilling fluid ejection at the bit-reservoir contact

annsQ , = total fluid outflow rate from the annulus

resQ = rate of reservoir fluid inflow

wbsQ = contributions to the outflow rate due to wellbore storage effect

In Eq. 5.1, wbsQ  includes the outflow rate contribution from the rate of gas bubble 

expansion (unloading) and compressions (loading) as the case may be. Ability to 

individually measure the various flow rates at the RHS of Eq. 5.1 would significantly 

improve on the analyses of the currently existing approaches. However, it is difficult, 

if not impossible, to estimate the expansion and/or contraction rates of all the gas 

bubbles existing at different depths inside the annulus. Hence, inaccurate estimation 

of wellbore storage effect could introduce significant error in the final prediction of 

reservoir pressure and permeability using this approach.128

5.4.2 Proposed Approach for Estimating the Reservoir Pressure and 
Permeability

From previous discussions, it is clear that the contribution of the wellbore 

storage effect to the fluid outflow rate from the annulus is practically impossible to be 

quantitatively evaluated. A better approach of adequately minimizing the 

uncertainties surrounding this event is to shut-in the well. By so doing, all of the gas 

bubbles would not expand any further, which eliminates the unloading aspect of the 

wellbore storage effect. This approach narrows down the uncertainties to only the 
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loading aspect of wellbore storage, which has been simulated in Chapter 4 of this 

study. 

Also during well shut-in, measuring and/or determining the rates of fluid 

injection into the drill pipe, fluid ejection rate at the bit-reservoir contact, and the 

outflow rate are eliminated. This, consequentially, allows reservoir fluid inflow 

analysis to be solely dependent on the reservoir response to the wellbore conditions. 

However, any analysis to be conducted during well shut-in must be fast enough to 

avoid the bottom-hole status reaching overbalanced conditions. 

Judging from the presently existing approaches, the procedures for estimating 

the reservoir pressure and permeability is by statistical alteration of these properties to 

history match the measurable bottom-hole pressure. That is, one of the reservoir 

properties is assumed known or kept constant while the other property is altered. 

However, there has always been difficulty in matching the flowing bottom-hole 

pressure when these reservoir properties are simultaneously and randomly varied.126-

127 Therefore, parametric sensitivity study is performed to determine which of the two 

reservoir parameters is most sensitive to the analysis. Using the well shut-in model 

presented in Chapter 4, the reservoir pressure and the reservoir permeability were 

separately varied. Figure 5.5 shows the bottom-hole pressure rise during well shut-in 

on gas inflow. The effects of keeping the reservoir permeability constant and varying 

the reservoir pressures at intervals of 50-psi (5558, 5608, and 5658-psi) and 200-psi 

(5558 and 5358-psi) are displayed. On the other hand, Fig. 5.6 shows the effects of 

keeping the reservoir pressure constant and varying the reservoir permeability at 

intervals of 100-md (300 and 400-md) and 350-md (400 and 50-md). From these 
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Reservoir Pressure Sensitivity Analysis at Resrvoir 
Permeability of 300 md
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Fig. 5.5 – Reservoir pressure sensitivity study at constant reservoir permeability.
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Reservoir Permeability Sensitivity Analysis at 
Reservior Pressure 5558 psi
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Fig. 5.6 – Reservoir permeability sensitivity study at constant reservoir pressure.
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analyses, it is clear that the reservoir pressure is the most sensitive of the two 

reservoir properties because at smaller varying interval, than that of the permeability, 

it causes larger differences in the bottom-hole pressure at a particular shut-in time. 

These observations indicate that systematic variation of these parameters needs to be 

adopted to achieve speedy and meaningful results. Lack of such systematic variation 

could probably cause the poor prediction of the reservoir pressure and permeability 

as, also, presented by Vefring et al127.

5.5 Summary

An existing published analytical model of Nickens55, and a field experiment of 

a gas kick by Mathews and Bourgoyne118 have been used to validate the two models 

developed and analyzed in Chapters 3 and 4. The field experiment confirms that 

bottom-hole pressure starts to build immediately the well is shut-in, as presented in 

this study, and the bottom-hole pressure does not rise sharply during this period. This 

shows that the similar approaches used by the various existing models are practically 

less adequate in predicting the initial pressure stabilization time from which the 

reservoir pressure is estimated, which also determines the success of a gas kick 

control.

In predicting the productivity capabilities of a gas reservoir, it has been shown 

that analyzing the gas inflow at the sand-wellbore face would better determine how 

well the reservoir actually produces without significant influences by the various 

wellbore conditions. A wellbore condition of pressure reduction on the gas as it flows 

to the surface would result in gas expansion, which then could indicate false 
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productivity capability of the gas reservoir if outflow production rate of the gas is 

used to evaluate the reservoir. 

A more controllable approach for estimating the reservoir pressure and 

permeability during underbalanced drilling was introduced. Also, correction to the 

currently used surface flow rates approach was provided. It was indicated that the 

assumption of the difference in the fluid injection rate into the drill pipe and the fluid 

outflow rate from the annulus being taken as the inflow rate from the reservoir is 

incorrect. Also, the influence of wellbore loading and unloading (wellbore storage 

effect) cannot be quantitatively estimated in practice. In order to simplify or reduce 

the complexity of estimating reservoir properties (reservoir pressure and 

permeability) during under-balanced drilling, a well shut-in approach was presented. 

Sensitivity study showed that for gas reservoir, the reservoir pressure is more 

sensitive to the analysis than the reservoir permeability. Hence, in estimating any of 

these properties, better prediction or measured data matching could be obtained when 

the less sensitive property is held constant while the more sensitive property is varied. 
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

6.1 Conclusions

1. Two models were developed: gas bubbly model that is applicable to all of the 

three stages; and, a wellbore pressure build-up model that is based on the 

increasing annular fluid density during well shut-in was applied to stage 3 only. 

The gas bubbly model showed greater magnitude of reduction in the apparent gas 

bubble size, and the wellbore pressure build-up model showed greater reduction 

in the bottom-hole pressure change after certain shut-in period for the cases of gas 

formations with high permeability that are subjected to the same rate of increasing 

wellbore pressure. 

2. Since the gas inflow into a denser fluid system is bubbly in nature while liquid 

inflow is streaky, it is paramount to incorporate the forces of the viscous, surface 

tension, inertia, and the buoyancy that are responsible for gas bubble formation or 

development in modeling gas inflow scenarios.

3. During the opened wellbore stages (stages 1 and 2), increase in permeability of 

the gas formations causes increase in the bubble sizes/volumes under the same 

conditions of drilling and other reservoir properties. Consequentially, there is 

increase in the rate at which the surface mud pit rises during these stages.
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4. Assumption of radial flow of gas into partially penetrated wellbores of ≤ 1-ft for 

the modeling conditions stipulated in this study has proven to be inadequate for 

gas formations of considerable vertical permeability. Hence, for such short partial 

penetration into gas formations, a hemispherical inflow expression would be more 

appropriate.

5. Porosity effect on gas production is not apparent at smaller drilled gas formation 

interval. However, for long interval, based on cumulative gas produced, gas 

formation with lower porosity produces more gas volume than one with higher 

porosity due to the greater pore space compression. This was in agreement with 

the published data. Occurrence of this effect at the near wellbore could also 

contribute to additional near wellbore damage. This shows that a gas formation 

with significant porosity variation throughout the formation could have varying 

pore space compression, and hence varying internal porosity damages. This effect 

could trigger increasing permeability impairment, and hence, limit the ultimate 

recovery from such gas formation.

6. Permeability and the initial annular gaseous volume before shut-in play 

significant roles in determining the duration for pressure stabilization as well as 

quantitatively determining the rate of further gas inflow during shut-in. For 

formations with different permeability but with equal initial annular gaseous 

volume, the rate of gas inflow, during shut-in, decreases more rapidly for the 

highly permeable formations. 
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7. During bottom-hole pressure rise, gas formations with higher permeability allow 

higher rate of backpressure transmission from the wellbore into the gas formation 

to curtail further gas inflow.

8. In agreement with the experimental results from another author, the simulation 

results from this study showed that there is continuous bottom-hole pressure rise 

from shut-in to pressure stabilization. Existing approaches, otherwise, have 

indicated initial sharp drop in bottom-hole pressure immediately at shut-in. Such 

drop in the initial bottom-hole pressure has been simulated to be due to the 

reduced annular fluid density by the presence of the gas in the wellbore liquid 

system.

9. Small gas density variation during pressure build-up inside a shut-in wellbore, as 

always practically assumed, has been theoretically proven. However, such small 

gas density variation that is practically considered non-influential to wellbore 

pressure build-up has been shown to single-handedly generate considerable 

bottom-hole pressure build-up.

6.2 Recommendation

Numerical approach for adopting an approximate expression for the 

dimensionless pseudo-pressure transformation term for analytical procedures is 

required if analysis at partial penetration depth controlled by hemispherical flow is 

desired.
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NOMENCLATURE

A = Arbitrary constant

tA = Total crossectional area across the tri-cone bit nozzles, in2

B = Arbitrary constant

BOP = Blow-Out-Preventer

gB = Gas Formation Volume Factor, FVF, cu ft/SCF, bbls/SCF

gc = Reservoir or formation gas compressibility, psi-1 

dC = Nozzle discharge coefficient, constant = 0.95

d = Pipe or collar inside diameter, in

bitd = Bit diameter, in

3,2,1nzd = Diameter of the bit nozzle 1, 2, and 3, in

Hd = Hydraulic diameter of the reservoir, ft

od = Orifice diameter, in 

Dbd = Bubble diameter, ft

D = Gas supply opening, i.e Orifice diameter, cm

bhD = Vertical depth of wellbore, ft

pD = Average sand particle or grain diameter, ft

STF = Downward or opposing force on the bubble development due to the 
   surface tension of the drilling fluid, lbf

visF = Viscous force, lbf

IF = Inertia force, lbf
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BFF = Buoyancy force, lbf

g  = Acceleration due to gravity, constant = 32.174 ft/sec2

G = Discharge constant for the gas supply opening, i.e. Orifice

h = Formation interval or height drilled, ft

kh = Length of the gas kick, ft

wh = Vertical depth of the entire wellbore, ft

k = Formation permeability, md

LLdp , = Vertical Length of drill pipes, ft

LLdc , = Vertical Length of drill collars, ft

LHS = Left-Hand-Side of an expression

M = Virtual mass, lb

REN = Reynolds Number, dimensionless

ppg = pounds per gals

resP = Formation or reservoir pressure, psi

bhP = Total Bottom hole pressure opposing bubble formation, psi

wbP = Bottom-hole circulating pressure from the nozzle jetting action, psia

DP = Dimensionless Wellbore or Bottomhole pressure parameter

hydP = Hydrostatic pressure of drilling fluid, psi

fracP = Formation fracture pressure, psi

obP = Overburden pressure, psi

gq = Formation gas flow rate, scf/D, cuft
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lq = Drilling fluid flow rate, constant, gal/min (gpm)

br = Expanding radius of the forming bubble, ft

Hr = Hydraulic radius of the reservoir, ft

or = radius of the orifice opening, cm

wr = Well bore bottom hole radius, ft

R = Dynamic combined modulus, psi

RHS = Right-Hand-Side of an expression

ROP = Rate of penetration, ft/hr

SIDPP = Shut-in Drill Pipe Pressure after pressure stabilization at the surface, 
   psi

t = Time required to drill an interval of a formation, hr

bt = Bubble expansion time, hr

Dt = Dimensionless time parameter

bhT = Bottom hole temperature, oR

BV = Bubble Volume at equalization of forces, cu ft

gZ = Reservoir or formation gas compressibility factor, 

Greek Symbols

sν = Sonic or Seismic velocity, ft/s

max,sν = Sonic velocity at the onset of unloading effect, ft/s

vσ = Matrix effective vertical stress, psi

max,vσ = Matrix effective stress at the onset of unloading effect, psi
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pµ , lµ = Drilling fluid plastic or liquid viscosity, cp

lCρ = Bottom hole circulating mud density, ppg 

dcν = Average drilling fluid velocity through the drill collars, ft/sec

lρ = Drilling fluid or mud or liquid density, lbm/ft3, ppg

gρ = Gas density, constant, lbm/ft3, ppg

kρ = Density of the gas kick, ppg

ρ∆ = gl ρρ − , ppg

lNρ = Mud density equivalent of the normal pore pressure gradient at that 
   depth,

σ = Surface tension of the drilling fluid, lbf/ft

gµ = gas viscosity, cp

gλ = annular gas volumetric fraction

φ = Formation porosity, fraction

pumpP∆ = Discharge pressure differential from the surface mud pump, psi

Subscripts

B = Bubble status at the equalization of forces

Db = Bubble status at detachment, after forces equalization

wb = conditions at the exit of the bit nozzles downhole

spg = surface pit gain

res = reservoir conditions

fl = fluid
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1 = A Numeric that signifies stage 1 of gas inflow

2 = A Numeric that signifies stage 2 of gas inflow 
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A1. Radial-Cylindrical Differential Flow Equation

Assume a reservoir elemental volume between radius r and r+∆r from the center of 

the wellbore of formation height of h ft as shown in the figure below.132

Fig. A1 – Schematic of radial flow of fluid

The mass balance of the gas entering and leaving the elemental volume is given as 

follows:

tt
 volumeelemental

in thesaccumulate

massat which Rate

 volumevolume

elementalthe-elementalthe

leavingMassenteringMass

∆∆ 










=












… A1 

As indicated in the figure,

( ) ( )rrr ρρ qB-qB ∆+  = Rate of fluid accumulation during time interval ∆t  … A2 

Where, the flow rate, q, is defined in SCF/day, B is the formation volume factor in 

bbl/SCF, and ρ is the density of the gas.

The rate of fluid accumulation is obtained by expressing the bulk volume of the 

element as:

(qρ)r+∆r

(qρ)r

r r + ∆r

h
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( ) hrhrrVbel
22 ππ −∆+= … A3 

Expansion of Eq. A3 gives the following:

( )( ) hrrrrrhVbel
222 2 ππ −∆+∆+=

If ∆r2 is taken to be negligible compared to the remaining terms, the following 

expression is obtained for the bulk volume of the element.

rhrVbel ∆= π2
The pore volume in which the fluid is retained is expressed as:

φπ rhrVpel ∆= 2

And the mass of the fluid in the pore spaces is given as:

ρφπρ rhr∆== 2VfluidofMass pel

Therefore, the rate of fluid accumulation in the element during the time interval ∆t is 

given as follows:

( ) ( )[ ]
t

ttt

∆
−∆

= ∆+ φρφρπ rhr2
on accumulatimassofRate … A4 

The mass entering the elemental volume at velocity, υ , in bbl/(day-ft2) through the 

cylindrical surface area of ( )hrr ∆+π2  within the time interval, t∆ , hours, is given 

as:

( ) ( ) ( )( )( ) rrrr rrhqB ∆+∆+ ∆+= ρυπρ 24/615.52 … A5 

And the mass leaving the elemental volume within the interval time, t∆ , hours, is 

given as:

( ) ( )( )( )rr hrqB ρυπρ 24/615.52= … A6 

Substituting equations 4 through 6 into Eq. A2 results to the following:
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( ) ( )( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
t

rhr
rrrh ttt

rrr ∆
−∆

=−∆+ ∆+
∆+

ρφρφπρυρυπ 2
234.02 … A7 

Dividing through both sides of the Eq. A7 by rhr∆π2  and taken the limit as each term 

r∆  and t∆  approaches zero, we have:

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]
trr

rr tttrrr

∆
−

=



+



∆
− ∆+∆+ ρφρφρυρυρυ 1

234.0 … A8 

( ) ( ) ( )ρφρυρυ
trr ∂
∂=+∂

∂ 1
234.0 … A9 

Equation A9 can be written as:

( ) ( )ρφρυ
t

r
rr ∂

∂=∂
∂234.0

… A10

Darcy’s equation for laminar flow is defined as:

r

pk

∂
∂−=

µ
υ 001127.0 … A11

Where, 

υ - the apparent velocity, bbls/(day-ft2)

k - permeability, md

µ - fluid viscosity, cp

p - pressure, psia

The negative sign signifies that the pressure drop is taken in the same direction of 

increasing radius. However, in the reservoir, and as indicated in the above figure, 

since the flow of fluid is towards the wellbore, the pressure drop is taken in the 

direction of decreasing radius from the center of the wellbore. Hence, the negative 

sign can be dropped. Therefore, combining equations A10 and A11, we have:
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( )ρφ
µ

ρ
tr

pk
r

rr ∂
∂=




∂
∂

∂
∂0002637.0

… A12

The RHS term of equation A12 can be expanded as follows:

( )
ttt ∂

∂+∂
∂=∂

∂ ρφφρρφ … A13

By applying Chain rule of differentiation to the first differential term in equation A13, 

we have:

t

p

pt ∂
∂⋅∂

∂=∂
∂ φφ

… A14

The formation compressibility is expressed as follows132:

p
c f ∂

∂= φ
φ
1

… A15

Combining equations A14 and A15 result in the following expression:

t

p
c

t f ∂
∂=∂

∂ φφ
… A16

Substituting equation A16 into A13 results to:

( )
tt

p
c

t f ∂
∂+∂

∂=∂
∂ ρφφρρφ … A17

Equation A17 is substituted into equation A12 to give:

tt

p
c

r

pk
r

rr f ∂
∂+∂

∂=



∂
∂

∂
∂ ρφρφ

µ
ρ0002637.0

… A18

Equation A18 is the general partial differential equation used to describe radial flow 

of any fluid in porous media under laminar flow. It is recognized that the pressure 

gradient of gas increases at the wellbore due to the expansion of the gas at the lower 

wellbore pressure, and thus higher velocity. This should create turbulence flow at the 

wellbore. Such near-wellbore turbulence gas flow can be attributed to excessive drop 
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in pressure at the wellbore, which can easily be achieved if the wellbore is full of gas 

and the well is produced at the surface under Absolute Open Flow (AOF). 

However, during underbalanced drilling, flow of gas into the wellbore is 

minimized to reduce the rate of gas flaring at the surface. This implies that the gas 

flow into the wellbore is controlled by the surface annular choke and the bottom-hole 

circulating pressure during drilling. All these means of control reduce the pressure

gradient at the wellbore, and thus minimize any turbulence flow of gas at the 

wellbore. Moreover, this study incorporates some other forces at the bottom-hole 

(viscous, surface tension and inertia forces) that further control the flow of gas into 

the wellbore. Hence, any turbulent flow that may occur during underbalanced drilling 

is assumed negligible in this study. That is why equation A18 is considered 

appropriate for this study. 

Diffusivity equation of compressible fluid under transient flow regime

The real gas equation and the gas compressibility expression are respectively given 

as133: 

znRTpV = … A19

p

z

zp
cg ∂

∂−= 11
… A20

Equation A19 can be written in terms of gas density as:

zRT

pM=ρ … A21

Where,

p - gas pressure, psia
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z - gas deviation factor

R - universal gas constant, 

n - number of moles of the gas

M - gas mass, lb

T - gas temperature, oR

Differentiating the gas density with respect to variable t gives:

t

p

pt ∂
∂⋅∂

∂=∂
∂ ρρ

… A22

Differentiating equation A21 with respect to pressure, p, gives:







∂
∂−+=∂

∂
p

z

zRT

pM

zRT

M

p 2

1ρ
… A23

Substituting equation A20 into equation A23 gives:

zRT

pMc
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c

z

p

zRT

M

p
g

g =







 −+=∂

∂ 11ρ
… A24

Equation A22 now becomes:

t

p

zRT

pMc

t
g

∂
∂⋅=∂

∂ρ
… A25

Substituting equations A21 and A25 into equation D18 gives:

t

p

zRT
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r
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rr
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∂ φφ
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0002637.0

… A26

Re-arranging equation A26 leads to:

t

p

zk

pc

r

p

z

p
r

rr
t

∂
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∂
∂

∂
∂

0002637.0

1 φ
µ

… A27

Where gft ccc +=  for single phase gas saturated reservoir.

ct - the total compressibility of the system
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Due to the large compressibility of the gas compared to the formation 

compressibility, ct ≈ cg.  

To solve equation A27 for the gas pressure, the following transformation was 

introduced by Al-Hussainy et al134

dp
z

p
p

p

p

r

∫=
µ

ψ 2 … A28

Where pψ  is the gas pseudopressure.

Differentiating equation A28 with respect to variable p gives:

z

p

p
p

µ
ψ 2=∂
∂

… A29

Applying Chain rule of differentiation to equation A29 gives:

r

p

pr
pp

∂
∂⋅∂

∂
=∂

∂ ψψ
… A30

Substitution of equation A29 into equation A30, re-arranging leads to:

rp

z

r

p p

∂
∂

=∂
∂ ψµ

2
… A31

The gas pseudopressure is again differentiated with respect to variable t and the Chain 

rule of applied as follows:

t

p

pt
pp

∂
∂⋅∂

∂
=∂

∂ ψψ
… A32

Substituting equation A29 into equation A32 leads to the following expression:

tp

z

t

p p

∂
∂

=∂
∂ ψµ

2
… A33

Equations A31 and A33 are substituted into equation A27 to give:
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tk
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r
r

rr
ptp
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∂ ψµφψ

0002637.0

1
… A34

Expanding equation A34 leads to:

t

c

rrr
ptpp

∂
∂

=∂
∂

+∂
∂ ψφµψψ

0002637.0

1
2

2

… A35

Equation A35 is the diffusivity equation for compressible flow inside porous media. 

Although it looks linear in appearance, it is actually non-linear because of the 

inherent gas viscosity and gas deviation factor that are still dependent on the pressure. 

The pressure transformation using the gas pseudopressure expression just simplified 

the diffusivity equation in order to by-pass the assumption of negligible pressure 

gradient at the wellbore. It is generally believed that assuming negligible pressure 

drop for gas flow into a predominant gas well is inappropriate because pressure will 

surely drop at the well as production continues. 

Therefore, unsteady-state flow is inevitable for gas flow inside a gas reservoir. 

In order to achieve steady state gas flow, there should be a constraint to excessive 

pressure drop at the wellbore or a flow across the boundary at the same rate at which 

gas in produced at the wellbore.134

Steady state radial transient flow equation

In order to generalize the radial flow of gas into a wellbore at different 

wellbore pressure that leads to different pressure gradient and thus, different flow 

conditions, the gas flow rate into the wellbore is considered at the standard condition, 

which is similar for every gas production from any gas reservoir.135
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Therefore, expressing the gas flow rate in standard cubic feet per day 

(MSCF/d), and considering the same n moles of gas under the prevailing reservoir 

conditions and at the surface conditions, the real gas equations at these two different 

conditions can be equated as follows:

rr

rr

sc

sc

Tz

qp

T

qp
= …A36

Where,

scp - standard pressure conditions, 14.67 psia

q - gas flow rate at standard conditions, MSCF/d

scT - standard temperature condition, 60oF = 520oR

rp - average reservoir gas pressure, psia

rq - gas flow rate from the reservoir into the wellbore, SCF/d

rT - bottom-hole temperature, oR

rz - gas deviation factor under reservoir conditions

Re-arranging equation A36 and converting the gas flow rate into the wellbore into 

barrels per day to conform to the unit of gas velocity as expressed in equation A11, 

the following is obtained:

r

rr
gr p

zqT
Bq

615.5

02827.0
= … A37

Equating equations A11 and A37 and removing the subscript r since we are dealing 

with only reservoir condition results to:

( ) dr

dpk

prh

qTz

µπ 001127.0
2

005034.0 = … A38
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Using the pseudopressure transformation introduced by Al-Hussainy et al134

expressed in equations A28 through A31, equation A38 can be re-written as follows:

( ) dr

d

krh

qT pψ
π 2

1

)001127.0(2

005034.0 = … A39

Definite integration of both sides of equation A39 is as follows:

( ) ∫∫ =

pi

bhf

p

re

rw

d
r

dr

kh

qT

ψ

ψ
ψπ 2

1

)001127.0(2

005034.0
… A40

Evaluation of equation A40 gives:
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Equation A41 becomes:
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In accordance with the approach by Al-Hussainy et al134, a dimensionless real gas 

pseudopressure can be expressed as:
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= … A43

Where,
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µφ= … A45

Equation A43 indicates that the dimensionless gas pseudopressure is directly 

proportional to the drop in the pseudopressures, which analogous to the flow of 
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slightly compressible fluid. However, in equation A45, the product of the gas 

viscosity and the gas compressibility must be evaluated at the initial conditions of the 

gas reservoir.

Therefore, replacing the pseudopressure differential terms in equation A35 

with the dimensionless pseudopressure terms leads to:

D
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D
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trrr ∂
∂
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2
… A46

Again, equation A46 is similar to the differential expression for flow of slightly 

compressible fluid inside porous media under unsteady state conditions. Equation 

A46 was solved by Al-Hussainy et al134 using finite difference approach with one 

initial and two boundary conditions. 

The initial condition at t = 0, the pressure everywhere in the system is the 

initial reservoir pressure.

That is,

( ) 00 ==DD tψ … A47

The first boundary condition is that, at the wellbore constant gas mass flux is 

achieved at every time by imposing constant pressure drop at the bottom hole during 

underbalanced drilling operation. 

That is,

rwrr
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Substituting equation A31 into equation A48 converts the pressure differential term to 

the pseudopressure differential term as follows:
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The second boundary condition is obtained by considering the gas reservoir as infinite 

acting in size. That is, 

( ) 0=∞=rDψ … A50

Due to the non-linearity of the resulting diffusivity equation for the 

compressible fluid, Al-Hussainy et al134 numerically solved this diffusivity equation 

and compared results with the dimensionless pressure solution obtained for the flow 

of slightly compressible fluid. These authors stated that the dimensionless real gas 

pseudopressure drop, ( )DDD tr ,ψ  is similar to the dimensionless pressure 

drop ( )DDD tr ,ψ , for a gas reservoir producing at constant flow rate at short time of 

production without the influence of the outer boundary of the reservoir. That is,

At ( )pssDD tt < , ( ) ( )DDDD tpt =ψ

That is, equation D43 becomes:
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Al-Hussainy and Ramey136 approximated the expression for the dimensionless 

pressure as follows:
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Since, the production from a gas reservoir during underbalanced drilling is for a short 

time, and noting in equation A52 the time limit for infinitely acting reservoir 
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considered in this study, these approximations were considered adequate for this 

study.

The pseudopressure terms in equation A51 was approximated to their 

respective squared-pressure terms because the difference between the wellbore and 

the reservoir pressure is generally less than 2000 psi during any underbalanced 

drilling. Therefore, the following were obtained by applying the pseudopressure 

transformation presented by Al-Hussainy et al134.

Choosing an arbitrary base pressure134, bp , of difference less 2000 psi from 

the average or initial reservoir pressure and the wellbore pressure, the following is 

obtained by relating this base pressure to the reservoir pressure:

∫=

i

b

p

p

i dp
z

p

µ
ψ 2 … A53

Since the difference between the Pi and Pb is assumed to be less than 2000 psi, the 

product of the viscosity-deviation factor for these two pressures is assumed constant. 

By integrating equation A53, the following is obtained.

µ
ψ

z

pp bi
i

22 −
= … A54

Similar procedures are conducted for the wellbore or bottom-hole pressure to arrive 

at:

µ
ψ

z

pp bbh
wf

22 −
= … A55

Subtracting equation A55 from equation A54 leads to:
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If the flow rate is expressed in Mcuft/hr, and equation A56 is substituted into 

equation A51 we have:

( )
D
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pT

Bppkh
q

µz34176

22 −
= … A57

Where,

Bg - the gas formation volume factor, cuft/scf

Modeling Considerations for the assumed Radial-Cylindrical Gas Inflow

As previously expressed, maintenance of constant pressure difference between 

the reservoir pressure and the bottomhole pressure created by the underbalanced 

drilling is crucial during the drilling operation. Included in equation A57 is the 

surface tension effect in the term for the total bottom-hole pressure imposed on the 

gas bubble. This inclusion seems to alter the difference in the squared-pressure terms

from constancy because of the varying bubble size, but it is actually not since the 

surface tension is negligible. However, the term is included for completeness. 

Therefore, in accordance with the requirement of constant pressure difference (drop) 

during underbalanced drilling, the pressure difference in equation A57 is 

approximately constant. 

Another consideration is the solution for the transient flow period in solving 

for the dimensionless pseudopressure. The corresponding dimensionless pressure 

term, PD, in equation A57 is evaluated as a constant value because of the condition of 

a constant rate of penetration of the bit. This requires that the drill time for any 
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additionally drilled 1 inch of the interval be constant. For example, if the rate of 

penetration (ROP) is 30ft/hr, the corresponding drill time for 1 inch is 10 seconds 

(0.0027778 hr). This drill time in hours is substituted into the tD expression that is 

used to evaluate the PD expression. When additional 1 inch of interval is drilled 

during the next 10 seconds, a total formation interval of 2 inches would have been 

exposed. However, the total gas volume inflow into the wellbore at the end of drilling 

this additional 1 inch is for the period of 10 sec (0.002778 hr). This sequence 

continues for every additional 1 inch. 
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A2. Radial-Spherical Diffusivity Flow Equation

Spherical flow of fluids inside a reservoir has been considered to occur when a 

“spherical wellbore exists as a point sink within a massive reservoir. A special case of 

spherical flow is the “hemispherical” flow geometry.134,135,137- 140 These flow 

geometries are used to explain some pressure transient behaviors that are noticed on 

log-log plots of pressure derivatives.  

Chatas137 defined a spherical reservoir system existing at any instant of time 

as a system of two concentric hemispheres having their physical properties of interest 

varying along the radial distance only. A hemispherical flow of fluid is considered for 

analysis when a well partially penetrate a massive reservoir, whereas a spherical flow 

analysis is conducted when relatively small perforation interval is situated in the 

middle of a massive reservoirs. Since this study involves a partially penetrated well 

into gas reservoirs, a schematic diagram of hemispherical flow are presented in figure 

A2. 

Fig. A2 – Reservoir cross section illustrating hemispherical fluid flow towards a 
partially penetrated well in a massive reservoir

well
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Flow of fluids in a homogeneous and isotropic spherical geometry is generally 

represented as:
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The fluid potential Φ  is represented as:

gzp ρ−=Φ … A59

Where,

r, θ, ϕ - spherical coordinates

p - fluid pressure, atm

ρ - fluid density, g/cc

g - gravitational force, cm/sec2

z - vertical direction, cm

Considering the fact that geologic sands are laid down with sizable horizontal 

permeability and some vertical permeability, flow in the angular directions can be 

assumed negligible. Hence, the differential terms θ∂
Φ∂

 and ϕ∂
Φ∂

 are neglected. 

Therefore, fluid flow in solely radial direction in a spherical geometry is represented 

as:
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Assuming that the hydraulic or gravitational force of the driving force is negligible 

compared to the pressure gradient. Then, equation D60 becomes:138
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Equation A61 is typically applied for analyzing liquid flow in spherical geometry.138

For the flow of real gases, equation A61 can be transformed into a similar expression 

derived for the radial-cylindrical flow geometry. Therefore, equation A61 is written 

for real gas flow as:
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For real gases, introduction of the pseudopressure transformation, pψ , as given by 

Al-Hussainy et al134, into equation A62 leads to:
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Expanding equation A63, we have:
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As presented for the radial-cylindrical geometry, equation A64 is not a linear 

differential equation as it seems. Therefore, a similar numerical evaluation is required 

to be able to relate the corresponding dimensionless pseudopressure to the readily 

available solution of dimensionless pressure expressions for the flow of slightly 

compressible liquid.

Steady State Equation for Hemispherical Flow for Compressible Fluids

The surface area of a hemisphere is given as:

22 rAsp π= … A65
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Where r is the radial distance in the spherical or hemispherical geometry, which is 

different from the actual wellbore radius.134,135,137-140 As expressed for the radial-

cylindrical flow geometry under equation A37,

r

rr
gr p

zqT
Bq

615.5

02827.0
= … A37

Equating equation A37 to the Darcy’s equation, dropping the subscript r, and 

substituting equation A65, we have:

( ) dr
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µπ 001127.0
2
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= … A66

Again, the negative sign in the Darcy’s equation has been dropped for the same 

reason as stated while deriving the equation for the radial-cylindrical flow geometry. 

Replacing the pressure gradient term in equation A66 by the pseudopressure term, we 

have:
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Integrating equation A67, we have
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Equation A68 becomes:
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Re-arranging equation A69 leads to:
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By taking an arbitrary base pressure134 having a pressure difference less than 2000 psi 

with both the average or initial reservoir pressure and the wellbore pressure, we have:
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Equation A71 is the same as presented by Slider135, and by Chaudhry et al139 through 

the application of Forchheimier equation with turbulent effects. As presented by 

Chaudhry et al139, the effect of turbulence on pressure drop decreases with increase in 

the shot density. Since this study considers gas flow into an open-hole, the effect of 

turbulence on pressure drop can be assumed minimal.

In accordance with Joseph and Koederitz138, the following dimensionless 

groups can be defined to numerically solve the radial-hemispherical diffusivity in 

equation A64.
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Since there is nothing as spherically drilled wellbore, the spherical radius spr is related 

to the radius of a cylindrically drilled wellbore as:135
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( ) 22 22 sprrrh πππ =+ … A75

The spherical radius can then be obtained in terms of the actual wellbore radius, r, as:

2

2 2rhr
rsp

+= … A76

Where,

r - radius of the cylindrically drilled wellbore, ft

h - drilled formation height, ft

Modeling Considerations

As stated by all authors134,135,137-140, the application of hemispherical flow to 

partially penetrated is considered when the partially penetrated well is situated in 

massive reservoirs. The massiveness of the reservoirs could be a characteristic of oil 

reservoirs. However, most gas reservoirs, which are the focus for this study, are 

relatively thinner in productive interval. Therefore, application of transient radial flow 

has consistently be applied to the gas inflow into the wellbore for gas.55,84

Another consideration, as analyzed by the authors 134,135,137-140, is in relating 

the depth of the partially penetrated well to the entire formation interval during 

analysis. Unfortunately, the actual interval of the producing formation is not known 

until the formation is completely drilled. Since, this study considered partial well 

penetration and the entire height of the producing formation is not certain, the best 

approximation is to consider radial flow throughout the portions of the formation 

drilled. As discussed in the simulation results, the transition depth above which the 
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spherical (or hemispherical flow) should be applied becomes apparent. However, 

such transition depth is not known a priori unless it is first assumed that the gas 

inflow into the wellbore during underbalanced drilling is radial-transient flow.
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A3. Derivation of Viscous Drag Forces

There are two basic types of viscous forces. These are the pressure or form 

drag and the friction drag forces. The form viscous force is referenced to the 

maximum cross-sectional area of a sphere perpendicular to the growth direction of the 

bubble, while the friction drag is referenced to the surface area of a sphere. The 

friction drag is more applicable when the sphere is moving.141 The general expression 

for a drag force is given as:141

ACF DD 
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Where CD is the laminar drag coefficient given as:

R
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NR is the Reynold’s number that is generally represented as:

µ
υρD

NR = … D79

Substituting equations A78 and A79 into equation A77 gives:

D

A
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µυ12= … A80

The form viscous force is obtained by substituting parameter A in equation A80 with 

the maximum cross sectional area of a sphere, 
4

2D
A

π=  to get:

rDFD πµυπµυ 63 == … A81

The expression friction drag is obtained by substituting the parameter A in equation 

A80 with the surface area of a sphere, 2DA π=  to give:
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r2412 πµυπµυ == DFD … A82

Equation A81 which is generally referred to as the Stoke’s law had been 

considered for modeling in this study rather than the friction viscous force since there 

is an opposing pressure to the bubble growth which acts on the maximum cross 

sectional area of the growing bubble perpendicularly.
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APPENDIX B
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B1. COMPUTER PROGRAM INTERFACE FORMS FOR 
COMPUTATIONS
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B2. COMPUTER PROGRAMMING CODES

'Programmer     :   O. Jacob Aremu
'Description    :   This program models the size variations of gas bubbles at the
'                   wellbore-sand face contact for gas inflow during drilling
'                   operations, and wellbore pressure build-up computations
'Date           :   May, 2005
'Purpose        :   As a partial fulfillment of the degree of PhD at the Mewbourne
'                   School of Petroleum and Geological Engineering

Option Explicit

Dim tD As Double, PD1 As Double, PD As Double, Y As Double, gasFloRat As 
Double, A As Double, B As Double
Dim omega As Double, sip As Double, romanG As Double, diff As Double, romanh 
As Double, linerFact As Double
Dim pitVolIncres As Double, denConst As Double, counter As Integer, i As Integer, j 
As Integer
Dim error As Double, x As Double, sim_error(120) As Double, numIter(120) As 
Double, bubbIncre As Double

Dim TimCompClos As Double, piC As Double, deltSC As Double, Jc As Double, 
Yint As Double
Dim tDs As Double, PDs As Double, Ic As Double, shutInTime As Double, FormFt 
As Double
Dim totGasVol As Double, SeriesConstC As Double, JcArgC As Double, nc As 
Integer
Dim SeriesSumC As Double, SeriesTermC As Double, m As Integer, facto As 
Double
Dim tanz As Double, atanh As Double, SeriesConstT As Double, JcArgT As Double, 
nt As Integer
Dim SeriesSumT As Double, SeriesTermT As Double, deltST As Double, Arg As 
Double
Dim LstSeriTermC As Double, LstSeriTermT(1 To 2880) As Double, timCount As 
Integer
Dim Press(1 To 2880) As Double, tanh(1 To 2880) As Double, shInGasFlo(1 To 
2880) As Double
Dim P_DConst As Double, shInGasDen(1 To 2880) As Double, CsgPress(1 To 2880) 
As Double
Dim gasFrac As Double, annVol As Double, CsgPressC As Double, shInGasDenC 
As Double

Dim riserID As Double, casingID As Double, DpOD As Double, DpID As Double, 
DcOD As Double
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Dim DpOpHol As Double, annFlDen As Double, gasDenP As Double, gasMass As 
Double, ExpGasVol As Double
Dim DcID As Double, bitDia As Double, bitNoz(2) As Double, nozArea As Double, 
totDepth As Double
Dim pumpMaxFloRat As Double, pumpMaxPress As Double, check As Double, prod 
As Double
Dim nozDisCoef As Double, chokeID As Double, surfPumpMaxHp As Double, 
riserDep As Double
Dim casMudLnDep As Double, openHolInt As Double, DcLen As Double, drillTime 
As Double
Dim rw As Double, rop As Double, gasVis As Double, gasGrav As Double, gasConst 
As Double
Dim gasPcP As Double, gasPcT As Double, gasPrP As Double, gasPrT As Double, Z 
As Double
Dim gasDen As Double, gasComp As Double, gasFVF As Double, ZPslope As 
Double, totFricPress As Double
Dim mudFloRat As Double, surfPumpPres As Double, mudDen As Double, mudPV 
As Double
Dim mudYP As Double, mudAV As Double, mudSurfTen As Double, DpVel As 
Double, DpLen As Double
Dim DcVel As Double, nozVel As Double, DpRe As Double, DcRe As Double, 
nozRe As Double
Dim DpFricPress As Double, DcFricPress As Double, flowBHP As Double, 
mudHydPress As Double
Dim formPress As Double, formPerm As Double, formPoro As Double, bhTemp As 
Double
Dim h(120) As Double, surfTemp As Double, bubbleVol(120) As Double, 
bubbleSize(120) As Double

' This section computes the variations in the bubble size that while the drilling
' proceeds. That is, gas influx has not been noticed. It is assummed that about
' 5 feet of the formation has been drilled before suspecting influx.

Private Sub cmdDrillgasSize_Click()

Dim gasFloRatNum As Double, gasFloRatDen As Double

rop = Val(txtROP.Text)
    drillTime = (1 / 12) / rop  'Same Drill Time, hours

For counter = 0 To 60
    If counter = 0 Then
    h(counter) = 0
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    ' Assigning value zero (0) to bubble size if the height, h, into the formation is zero

    bubbleVol(counter) = 0
    bubbleSize(counter) = 0
    Else

    h(counter) = h(counter - 1) + (1 / 12)

    'Importing inputs from other Forms and assigning the inputs to
    ' variables

    formPoro = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtFormPoro.Text)
    formPerm = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtFormPerm.Text)
    formPress = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtFormPress.Text)
    rw = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtBitSize.Text) / 24
    mudDen = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtMudDen.Text)
    riserDep = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtRiserLength.Text)
    casMudLnDep = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtMudLnCasDep.Text)
    openHolInt = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtOpenHolLen.Text)
    surfPumpMaxHp = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtPumpMaxHp.Text)
    pumpMaxPress = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtPumpMaxDischargePress.Text)
    DpID = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtDpID.Text)
    DpOD = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtDpOD.Text)
    DcID = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtDcID.Text)
    DcOD = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtDcOD.Text)
    mudPV = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtMudPV.Text)
    mudSurfTen = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtMudSurfTen.Text)
    DcLen = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtDcLen.Text)

    'Assigning inputs in the present form to variables for computation

    Z = Val(txtgasCompFact.Text)
    ZPslope = Val(txtSlopedZdP.Text)
    gasVis = Val(txtgasVisc.Text)
    mudFloRat = Val(txtMudFloRat.Text)  '(gpm)
    bhTemp = Val(txtBHTemp.Text) + 460        'oR
    gasGrav = Val(txtgasSG.Text)           'S.G
    gasConst = Val(txtgasConst.Text)

    'Calculating the Gas compressibility, Cg

    gasComp = (1 / formPress) - ((1 / Z) * ZPslope)  '(psi-1)

    ' Calculating the Dimensionless time, tD, Pressure, PD
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    tD = ((0.0002634) * formPerm * drillTime) / (formPoro * gasVis * gasComp * (rw 
^ 2))
    'PD1 = Log(tD) / 2.30258509          'Note the LOG in VB is Natural Logarithm 
(Ln)
    PD = (1 / 2) * (Log(tD) + (81 / 100))

    ' Computing the mud ejection pressure, Pbit, from the bit nozzles during drilling

        ' calculating the surface pump discharge pressure at the current operating mud 
flow rate.

        pumpMaxFloRat = (1714 * surfPumpMaxHp) / pumpMaxPress

        frmDrillToolsData.txtPumpMaxFloRat.Text = Str(pumpMaxFloRat)

        'Since a specific pump is rated for its Max Hp, Max Flow rate and Max 
discharge pressure
        'and as the flow rate through any pump increases the discahrge pressure should 
increase
        'too. Therefore, to approximate the discharge pressure at any flow rate, as long 
as
        'the flow rate and discharge pressure are not beyond the ratings of the pump,
        'a liner factor that expresses the proportionality between the parameters is 
adopted.

        linerFact = pumpMaxFloRat / pumpMaxPress

        'Therefore, at a desired operating mud flow rate, the corresponding pump 
discharge
        'for a pump of certain liner size is estimated as follows

        surfPumpPres = mudFloRat / linerFact    '(psi)

        ' Calculating the mud velocities inside the Drill pipe and the Drill collars
        DpVel = mudFloRat / (2.448 * (DpID ^ 2))     '(ft/sec)
        DcVel = mudFloRat / (2.448 * (DcID ^ 2))     '(ft/sec)

        'This initial simulation imposes turbulent flow inside the Drill String.

        DcFricPress = (((mudDen ^ 0.75) * (DcVel ^ 1.75) * (mudPV ^ 0.25)) / (1800 * 
(DcID ^ 1.25))) * DcLen
        DpLen = (riserDep + casMudLnDep + openHolInt) - DcLen
        DpFricPress = (((mudDen ^ 0.75) * (DpVel ^ 1.75) * (mudPV ^ 0.25)) / (1800 * 
(DpID ^ 1.25))) * DpLen

        ' Total frictional pressure inside the drill string follows:
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        totFricPress = DpFricPress + DcFricPress

        ' Calculating the total crossectional area of the bit nozzles

        For i = 0 To 2
            If i = 0 Then
            bitNoz(i) = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtNozzle1.Text)
            ElseIf i = 1 Then
            bitNoz(i) = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtNozzle2.Text)
            ElseIf i = 2 Then
            bitNoz(i) = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtNozzle3.Text)
            End If
        Next i

     nozArea = ((22 / 7) / (64 ^ 2)) * ((bitNoz(0)) ^ 2 + (bitNoz(1)) ^ 2 + (bitNoz(2)) 
^ 2)

        ' Assigning a constant to the nozzle discharge coefficient

        nozDisCoef = 0.95

    ' Estimating the mud ejection pressure from the bit nozzles, at the bottom hole 
during drilling

    flowBHP = (0.052 * mudDen * (DpLen + DcLen)) + surfPumpPres - totFricPress -
(0.0008074 * (DcVel ^ 2) * mudDen) - ((0.00008311 * mudDen * (mudFloRat ^ 2)) / 
((nozDisCoef * nozArea) ^ 2))

    'The beginning of iterative steps that are required to estimate bubble sizes

    bubbleVol(counter) = 0

    x = 0
    diff = 1
    error = 0
    prod = 1

    'A device for reducing the number of iterations as the exposed formation interval 
increases
    'This help to speed up the time used to obtain results

    If counter = 1 Then
    bubbIncre = 0.00000001
    ElseIf bubbleVol(counter - 1) < 1 Then
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    ' Re-assigning the last bubble volume calculated to another variable for 
manipulation

    check = bubbleVol(counter - 1)

    'Reducing the decimal places of the increment for the next iteration process

    Do While check < 1
    check = check * 10
    prod = prod * 10
    Loop

    bubbIncre = 1 / (prod * 100)

    ElseIf bubbleVol(counter - 1) > 1 Then
    bubbIncre = 0.001

    End If

    'Calculating the gas Formation Volume Factor, FVF

    gasFVF = 0.02829 * ((Z * bhTemp) / formPress)        'Bg (Cuft/SCF)

    ' Evaluating the numerator expression of the gas flow rate equation

    romanh = (formPerm * gasFVF) / (34176 * bhTemp * gasVis * Z)

    ' Iteration process begins

    Do While Abs(error) < Abs(diff)
    diff = Abs(error)

    x = x + 1

    bubbleVol(counter) = bubbleVol(counter) + bubbIncre

    Y = flowBHP + (((88 / 21) ^ (1 / 3)) * (mudSurfTen / (72 * (bubbleVol(counter) ^ 
(1 / 3)))))

    'gasFloRatNum = (formPerm * h(counter) * ((formPress ^ 2) - (Y ^ 2)) * gasFVF)

    ' The gas flow rate is then estimated as follows:

    gasFloRat = (formPerm * h(counter) * ((formPress ^ 2) - (Y ^ 2)) * gasFVF) / 
(34176 * PD * bhTemp * gasVis * Z) 'cuft/hr
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    ' Evaluating the denominator expression of the gas flow rate equation

    'gasFloRatDen = (24 * 1424 * PD * bhTemp * gasVis * Z)

    'gasFloRat = gasFloRatNum / gasFloRatDen                '(ft3/hr)

    'Evaluation of the model parameters follows:

    A = (formPress ^ 2) - (Y ^ 2)

    B = ((mudSurfTen / 72) * A * Y) - (((21 / 88) * bubbleVol(counter)) ^ (1 / 3) * (A 
^ 2))

    'romanh = (formPerm * gasFVF) / (gasFloRatDen / PD)

    gasDen = (28.97 * gasGrav * formPress) / (Z * gasConst * bhTemp)

    denConst = (gasDen + (((11 * 7.48) / 16) * mudDen))

    omega = ((2 / 9) * ((romanh * h(counter)) / PD) ^ 2 * denConst * B) / 
bubbleVol(counter)

    sip = ((((romanh * h(counter) * A) ^ 2) * denConst) / ((36 * (22 / 7)) ^ (1 / 3))) / 
(bubbleVol(counter) ^ (2 / 3))

    romanG = (3 * A * ((22 / 7) ^ (1 / 3)) * mudPV * (romanh * h(counter) / PD)) / 
(47980.8 * (6 ^ (1 / 3)) * (bubbleVol(counter) ^ (1 / 3)))

    'Subtracting all the RHS expressions from the LHS expression results in the error

    error = (bubbleVol(counter) * ((7.48 * mudDen) - gasDen)) - (omega + sip + 
romanG + ((0.00082 * (22 / 7) * formPoro * mudSurfTen) / (3 * (1 - formPoro))))

    If x = 1 Then
    diff = Abs(error) + 1
    End If

    Loop

    End If
' Computing the bubble size or diameter

bubbleSize(counter) = (((6 / (22 / 7)) * bubbleVol(counter)) ^ (1 / 3)) * 12
sim_error(counter) = Abs(diff)
numIter(counter) = x
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Next counter

frmResults.Show

' Setting the format for the result table

frmResults.msgResultTable.ColWidth(0) = 2000
frmResults.msgResultTable.ColWidth(1) = 2000
frmResults.msgResultTable.ColWidth(2) = 2000
frmResults.msgResultTable.ColWidth(3) = 2000
frmResults.msgResultTable.ColWidth(4) = 2000

' Setting the headings

frmResults.msgResultTable.Row = 0
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 0
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = "Height (h) Drilled"
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 1
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = "Bubble Volume"
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 2
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = "Bubble size (diameter)"
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 3
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = "Sim. Error"
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 4
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = "No of Iterations"
frmResults.msgResultTable.Row = 1
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 0
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = "  ft "
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 1
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = " cuft "
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 2
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = "inch(es)"
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 3
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = ""
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 4
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = "Absolute"

' Printing result table on a different form

For counter = 0 To 60
j = counter + 3

frmResults.msgResultTable.Row = j
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 0
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = Str(Round(h(counter), 2))
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frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 1
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = Str(Round(bubbleVol(counter), 4))
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 2
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = Str(Round(bubbleSize(counter), 2))
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 3
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = Str(Round(sim_error(counter), 8))
frmResults.msgResultTable.Col = 4
frmResults.msgResultTable.Text = Str(numIter(counter))

'frmResults.picResults.Print "drillTime  =  "; drillTime
'frmResults.picResults.Print "tD   = "; tD
'frmResults.picResults.Print "PD  =  "; PD
'frmResults.picResults.Print "Y  =  "; Y
'frmResults.picResults.Print "gasFloRat  =  "; gasFloRat
'frmResults.picResults.Print "A  = "; A
'frmResults.picResults.Print "B = "; B
'frmResults.picResults.Print "omega  = "; omega
'frmResults.picResults.Print "sip  = "; sip
'frmResults.picResults.Print "romanG  = "; romanG
'frmResults.picResults.Print "diff  = "; diff
'frmResults.picResults.Print "Bubble Size or Diameter  = "; bubbleSize(counter)
'frmResults.picResults.Print "gasComp  = "; gasComp
'frmResults.picResults.Print "FlowBhP  = "; flowBHP
'frmResults.picResults.Print "gasFVF  = "; gasFVF
'frmResults.picResults.Print "surface Pump press = "; surfPumpPres
'frmResults.picResults.Print "Dp Vel  = "; DpVel
'frmResults.picResults.Print "Dc Vel  = "; DcVel
'frmResults.picResults.Print "Dc fric  = "; DcFricPress
'frmResults.picResults.Print "Dp Length  = "; DpLen
'frmResults.picResults.Print "Dp fric  = "; DpFricPress
'frmResults.picResults.Print "tot fric  = "; totFricPress
'frmResults.picResults.Print "Nozzle area  = "; nozArea
'frmResults.picResults.Print "Gas density  = "; gasDen
'frmResults.picResults.Print "Log(tD)  = "; PD1

Next counter

' The following are the graph codes

'frmResults.picResults.Scale (0, 0.1)-(120, 0) 'Specify coordinate system
'frmResults.picResults.Line (-5, 0)-(100, 0)     'Draw x-axis
'frmResults.picResults.Line (0, -1)-(0, 10)      'Draw y-axis
'For counter = 0 To 120
'  frmResults.picResults.PSet (h(counter), bubbleVol(counter))
'Next counter
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End Sub

Private Sub cmdExit_Click()
Unload frmOperatingCond

End Sub

Private Sub cmdShutInGasSize_Click()

Dim gasFloRatNum As Double, gasFloRatDen As Double

'Importing inputs from other Forms and assigning the inputs to
    ' variables

  formPoro = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtFormPoro.Text)
    formPerm = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtFormPerm.Text)
    formPress = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtFormPress.Text)
    rw = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtBitSize.Text) / 24
    mudDen = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtMudDen.Text)
    riserDep = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtRiserLength.Text)
    casMudLnDep = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtMudLnCasDep.Text)
    openHolInt = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtOpenHolLen.Text)
    surfPumpMaxHp = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtPumpMaxHp.Text)
    pumpMaxPress = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtPumpMaxDischargePress.Text)
    DpID = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtDpID.Text)
    DpOD = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtDpOD.Text)
    DcID = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtDcID.Text)
    DcOD = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtDcOD.Text)

mudPV = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtMudPV.Text)
    mudSurfTen = Val(frmMudFormPpties.txtMudSurfTen.Text)
    DcLen = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtDcLen.Text)
    bitDia = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtBitSize.Text)     'New for this section
    casingID = Val(frmDrillToolsData.txtCasingID.Text)  'New for this section

    'Assigning inputs in the present form to variables for computation

    Z = Val(txtgasCompFact.Text)
    ZPslope = Val(txtSlopedZdP.Text)
    gasVis = Val(txtgasVisc.Text)
    mudFloRat = Val(txtMudFloRat.Text)  '(gpm)
    bhTemp = Val(txtBHTemp.Text) + 460        'oR
    gasGrav = Val(txtgasSG.Text)           'S.G
    gasConst = Val(txtgasConst.Text)
    TimCompClos = Val(txtTimeToClose.Text)      'Seconds - New for this section
    FormFt = Val(txtFormInt.Text)               'feet - New for this section
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    totGasVol = Val(txtTotGasVol.Text)          'cuft - total annular gas volume
                                                '       at reservoir pressure
    'Calculating the Gas compressibility, Cg

    gasComp = (1 / formPress) - ((1 / Z) * ZPslope)  '(psi-1)

    'Calculating the gas Formation Volume Factor, FVF

    gasFVF = 0.02829 * ((Z * bhTemp) / formPress)        'Bg (Cuft/SCF)- Repeated

    ' Computing the hydrostatic pressure of the mud in the drillpipe

    totDepth = riserDep + casMudLnDep + openHolInt

    mudHydPress = 0.052 * mudDen * totDepth

    'Convert the time to completely close the well into hours

    TimCompClos = TimCompClos / 3600        ' Now in "HOURS"

    Ic = ((0.0002634) * formPerm) / (formPoro * gasVis * gasComp * (rw ^ 2))
    Jc = (Log(Ic) + (81 / 100))

    gasDen = (28.97 * gasGrav * formPress) / (Z * gasConst * bhTemp) 'lbm/cuft -
repeated

    gasDenP = gasDen * (8.33 / 62.4) 'lbm/gal or ppg

    P_DConst = (formPress - ((1 / gasComp) * Log(gasDenP)))     'Pressure-Density 
constant

    DpOpHol = openHolInt - DcLen

    annVol = (22 / (7 * 4 * 144)) * ((DcLen * (bitDia ^ 2 - DcOD ^ 2)) + (DpOpHol * 
(bitDia ^ 2 - DpOD ^ 2)) + (casMudLnDep * (casingID ^ 2 - DpOD ^ 2)))

    'Estimating the total annular gas mass just at Shut-in

    gasMass = gasDen * totGasVol

    'Estimating the annular average gas density just at Shut-in

    shInGasDenC = Exp((mudHydPress - P_DConst) * gasComp) 'ppg

    'Estimating the Expanded volume of the gas just at Shut-in
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    ExpGasVol = gasMass / (shInGasDenC * 7.491)

    gasFrac = ExpGasVol / annVol

    piC = (2 * (formPerm * FormFt * gasFVF)) / (34176 * Exp(Jc) * gasComp * 
ExpGasVol * bhTemp * gasVis * Z)

    tD = (Ic * (1 / 60))        'Note duration of Bubble size formation is set
                                'at 1 minute tally with rate of pressure buildup

    PD = (1 / 2) * (Log(tD) + (81 / 100))     'Note the LOG in VB is Natural Logarithm 
(Ln)
    '--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    'Computing the series obtained through integration

    shutInTime = TimCompClos

    JcArgC = (Jc + Log(shutInTime))

    nc = 0           'Number of series terms to achieve the cut-off

    Do
        nc = nc + 1

        'computing the factorial
        m = 1
        facto = 1

        Do While m <= nc
        facto = facto * m
        m = m + 1
        Loop    ' End of Factorial computation

        SeriesTermC = (JcArgC ^ nc) / (nc * facto)
        SeriesSumC = SeriesSumC + SeriesTermC

    Loop Until SeriesTermC <= 0.001

    LstSeriTermC = SeriesTermC      'Storing the value of the last series term
                                    'for the constant of integration

    deltSC = Log(JcArgC) + SeriesSumC

    tanz = mudHydPress / formPress

    'Computing approximate derived function of ArcTangent
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    atanh = Log((1 + tanz) / (1 - tanz)) / 2

    Yint = ((1 / formPress) * atanh) - (piC * deltSC)    'A Constant for the remaining 
computations

   '----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    'Computing the Constant of integration for the Casing Pressure
    'Use the reservoir pressure and gas density at that condition

    annFlDen = ((shInGasDenC * gasFrac) + (mudDen * (1 - gasFrac)))

    CsgPressC = (mudHydPress - (0.052 * annFlDen * (casMudLnDep + 
openHolInt)))

    'Computing the pressure buildup

    nt = 0
    timCount = 0
Do
        timCount = timCount + 1
        If timCount = 1 Then
            shutInTime = ((1 / 60) - shutInTime)
        Else
            shutInTime = timCount / 60      'Shut-in time in hours
        End If

        JcArgT = (Jc + Log(shutInTime))

        nt = 0           'Number of series terms to achieve the cut-off

        Do
        nt = nt + 1

        'computing the factorial
        m = 1
        facto = 1

            Do While m <= nt
            facto = facto * m
            m = m + 1
            Loop    ' End of Factorial computation

        SeriesTermT = (JcArgT ^ nt) / (nt * facto)
        SeriesSumT = SeriesSumT + SeriesTermT
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        Loop Until SeriesTermT <= 0.001     'Ending the each term computation and 
total summation

    LstSeriTermT(timCount) = SeriesTermT      'Storing the value of the last series 
term
                                              'for the constant of integration
    deltST = Log(JcArgT) + SeriesSumT

    Arg = (formPress * ((piC * deltST) + Yint)) 'Argument term for the pressure 
computation

    tanh(timCount) = (Exp(Arg) - Exp(-1 * Arg)) / (Exp(Arg) + Exp(-1 * Arg))

    Press(timCount) = (formPress * tanh(timCount))

    ' Calculating the Dimensionless Shut-in time, tDs, and Pressure, PDs

    tDs = (Ic * shutInTime)

    PDs = (1 / 2) * (Log(tDs) + (81 / 100))     'Note the LOG in VB is Natural 
Logarithm (Ln)

    'Calculating the diminishing gas influx rate during shut-in

    shInGasFlo(timCount) = (formPerm * FormFt * ((formPress ^ 2) -
(Press(timCount) ^ 2)) * gasFVF) / (34176 * PDs * bhTemp * gasVis * Z) 'cuft/hr

    'Computing the Casing Pressure

    shInGasDen(timCount) = Exp((Press(timCount) - P_DConst) * gasComp) 'ppg

    annFlDen = ((shInGasDen(timCount) * gasFrac) + (mudDen * (1 - gasFrac)))

    CsgPress(timCount) = (Press(timCount) - (0.052 * annFlDen * (casMudLnDep + 
openHolInt)))

 Loop Until Press(timCount) >= formPress       'End of pressure built for each shut-in 
time
'In the above expression USE "Round(Press(timCount)) = formPress" for Shut-in 
Bubble sizes;,
                        'and "Press(timCount) >= formPress" for Build-up pressures

'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-
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'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------

' Displaying Pressure Build-Up results

frmShutInResults.Show

' Setting the format for the result table

frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.ColWidth(0) = 1000
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.ColWidth(1) = 1000
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.ColWidth(2) = 1500
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.ColWidth(3) = 1500
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.ColWidth(4) = 1000
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.ColWidth(5) = 1500
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.ColWidth(6) = 1000
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.ColWidth(7) = 1500

' Setting the headings

frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Row = 0
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 0
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "Shut-In Time"
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 1
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "Shut-In Time"
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 2
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "Series Last Term"
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 3
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "Hyperbolic Tangent"
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 4
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "BHP"
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 5
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "Gas Influx Rate"
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 6
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "Gas Density"
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 7
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "Casing Pressure"
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Row = 1
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 0
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "  mins "
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 1
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = " Hours "
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 2
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = ""
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 3
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = ""
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frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 4
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "  psi  "
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 5
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "  cuFt/hr  "
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 6
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = " lbm/gal "
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 7
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = "  psi  "

' Printing result table on a different form

For counter = 0 To timCount
j = counter + 3

If counter = 0 Then

frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Row = j
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 0
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(counter)
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 1
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(counter)
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 2
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round(LstSeriTermC, 4))
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 3
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round(atanh, 3))
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 4
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round(mudHydPress))
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 5
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(counter)
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 6
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round(shInGasDenC, 3))
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 7
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round(CsgPressC))

Else

frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Row = j
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 0
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(counter)
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 1
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round((counter / 60), 3))
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 2
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round(LstSeriTermT(counter), 4))
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 3
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round(tanh(counter), 3))
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 4
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frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round(Press(counter)))
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 5
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round(shInGasFlo(counter), 3))
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 6
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round(shInGasDen(counter), 3))
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Col = 7
frmShutInResults.msgShutInResults.Text = Str(Round(CsgPress(counter)))

End If

Next counter

'---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
---------

End Sub
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APPENDIX C
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C1. EXAMPLE OF SIMULATION RESULTS FOR COMPUTED 
APPARENT GAS BUBBLE SIZES

K = 300 md, q = 387 gpm, Porosity = 0.3, Mud PV = 24 cp
Mud YP = 18 lbf/100ft2
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C1 (contd.)
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C2. EXAMPLE OF CASING AND BOTTOM-HOLE PRESSURE BUILD-
UP SIMULATION RESULTS

K = 50 md (Initial Gas Volume = 81.74 ft3)
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APPENDIX D
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D. PLOT OF ANNULAR GAS DENSITY AGAINST THE SHUT-IN TIME

Annular Gas density variation with Shut-in time
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